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Editorial. 
Tl!,. CJJI\'t'l·~ity nf Qtl•'<'ll,;land •·a11 louk 
ba~k with pricle to tPn years of wort·h~· 
aehit>vetrlf'llt. 'l'he men who havr con-
tJ·ollPcl ir... cley,~Jopml'llt haye shown the 
br.,aclrh of vision lJeCPssary in establishillg 
tht:> tra<litions of a 11e"· institution. The 
IYa~· has not he<>n easy, but the:v have 
Rhowu themselves pioneers courageous in 
the fac<> of adversity, and the result has 
l.Jeen solid progress with few mistakes and 
no retrogressions. Yet no one will claim 
that perfection has been attained. ''l'here 
is still need for a vigorot1s effort towards 
fnrther expansion, and it would seem that 
this cannot be achieved until the p<>ople 
nf Queensland are awakened to a sense of 
their responsibility in the matter. This 
is the gn•at task before us at present. All 
who are interested in educational pro-
gress must be banded together to work, 
by precept and example, for the great 
ideal of University advancement and 
extension. 
Too long has the University been ne-
glected l.J~- thOS€ \YhO will benefit most 
from its clevelopment. Too lollg has it 
been relegated to a position of secondary 
importance in the ·community, an object 
of patronising support through paltry and 
insnfficient Government doles. The time 
has COillC for a more definite recognition 
of the University and its importance to 
the colllmnnity. 
There is no need to dilate here upon the 
need for culture and enlightenment if 
the Nation is to bP really great. Yet the 
rulers of the St.ate, and the people who 
rule them, do not seem to realise that 
lTniversit~- expansion is a vital and urgent 
necPssit.v. Blind to everything except 
that ''"hich comes within their ovvn re-
stricted vie\Y, they cannot see that the 
University, as directing head of the educa-
tional system, is a national asset of prime 
importance. Until they do realise this, 
there is no hope of otaining the unstinted 
financial support which this institution 
net>cls if it will grow and prosper. 
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Looked at from this aspect, the future 
pr 2spects of education in Queensland are 
110t bright, for it is at any time a tre-
uendous task to evangelise a "·hole cotl!-
llt unity. Yet there are certain glimmer-
iclgs of hope. The University itself is more 
dynamic at present than it has ever been 
heretofore. There is an awakening of 
public interest in the activities of students, 
staff,. and senate. The press seems dis-
posed to lend its powerful assistance. In 
finr, there seems to be no reason why an 
<1 mbitions sclwme of organised University 
propaganda should not result in a direct 
and satisfactory response. 
What i~> the proposition "·hich has to be 
faced? [t is, hriefty, the securing of fund:-; 
ttJ build a ltt-w C11i1·et ·sit~·. \Yhich shall 
(·ontailJ uot (mlv tlw faculties of Arts. 
~eienc~>, an(l.Engineet·iug_. but also of La"·· 
.\grienlttue. Medicine, Dentistry. Com-
mercP, aml 1\Iusic. In hard cash a million 
pounds is net-ded . The Yery thought of 
raising such a tremendous sum is enough 
to daunt tlw timid and cautious one, 11·ho 
is alwaYs readY IYith a ''wait and see·· 
l'XCuse ·for pro~rastination. But lYe can-
not be content with this Asquithian stand-
point. -\~{ e know, aft en ten )·ears' experi-
ence, that the moneyed powers within tlw 
State will not come forward voluntaril~· 
to support the Universit~r. They must be 
IYaitecl npon, ''canvassed,.'· pleaded with. 
argued \rith, and convinced. l\fillions of 
pounds \Ye re raised in this way for war 
purposes, so surely the vast natural re-
sonrcrs of Queensland can yield another 
million at least for the noblest purpose 
IYhich eYer moved mankind, the desire to 
nttain grt'ater truth through the sprearl of 
knowlellge .. 
It is t:ot-rage that is requirrll to get the 
scheme into operation: courage and a 
definite plan of action. Let no heed be· 
paid to the puling of those who will say 
that the scheme is foredoomecl to failme 
because of its vastness. Let us have more 
of the spirit of those IYho founded us, 
those whose "building hands·' were 
nerved by the hope that their Yentu're 
1rould not fail.. 
"To found thy House, 0 Knowledge, was our 
scheme, 
And lo! Men smiled and said, "An empty 
dream!" 
But dreams have potence; they are living 
things-
The fire of God is in their shining wings. 
It was a dream that lit :.\Iazzini's face. 
And Galileo's gazing into space; 
It was a dream that fired wild Rousseau's 
heart, 
And stirred the restless brain of Buonaparte!" 
The deeds that built great nations. and the 
schemes 
Thd changed rh~ rare of ldngdoms . all were 
· dreams.·· 
So sang Essrx E1·an,; on the occasion of 
the inaugnral congress of the Fniyersit)' 
of Quernsland. The lines are an expres-
sion of tlw lofty idealism of those 1rho · 
founded this Ho{lse of Kno1Yledge. 
Their work is clone, their ambitions are 
t·ealised, but there remains to us a task no 
less difficn!t. Yve their successors must 
also be quickened 1rith the Yision of pro-
gress, and we must strive as keenly as they 
did against difficulties equally as great as 
thry encountered. 
The seecl has been planted, the seedling 
has sprouted, and has gro"·n to a hard.~-· 
shrub in spite of adversity and neglect. 
Ours is the task of maturing this plant, of 
watching it grOIY beneath our care to the 
statel.1· tree. deep-rooted and "·ide-
branching. 
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Our Titular Hero. 
The sketch lwre reproducrd has been 
forwarded to us hy ::\Ir. I. F. Jones, 
B.A., who copied it from a wood-cut ap-
pearing ill the "Illustrated London 
Kew~·· of ::--.Jovemher 11th, 18-!9. The let-
terpress printrrl with the wood-cut is as 
follows:-
'·\\Te ban' been favoured bv a corres-
pondent with the accompanying sketch of 
the intelligent aboriginal of New South 
Wales,, .Tackey .Jackey, who accompanied 
Sir Thomas ?.fitchell in several of his ex-
peditions, and latterly in the one unfor-
tunately undertaken by l\Ir. Kennedy. 
On t of fourteen persons who started on 
the expedition only three survived, and 
.Jackey was one of them, the rest having 
died of exhaustion, and from the spears of 
the blacks. l\Ir. Kennedy was speared in 
several places; and after his death the 
faithful Jackey carried him, until worn 
out by hunger and fatigue, he had to bury 
the corpse, before he could reach the 
coast. 
··Previous to leaving Sydney, the Gov-
ernment chartered a small vessel ex-
pressly to send ,Jackey for 1\Ir. Kennedy 's 
paprrs, an<l had gra11tcd him an annual 
pension. The inhabitants al!'lo subscribed 
a fmHl to mark their st>nse of his faithful 
f>Crvices.'' 
We ferl sure that the sketch will b~ of 
great interest to our readers. There seems 
to be no don bt that it is a drawing fr·om 
life of the stalwart titular hero of ''Gal-
mahra. ·' In this case the drawing is also 
of considerable historic interest, for 
Jackey of the Kennedy expedition is no 
small figure in the records of Australian 
exploration. 'l'he face denotes strength, 
power,. and intelligence, and marks Gal-
mahra as a man of great determination 
and ability. 
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Extra-Mural 
Adult ednca tion must be regarded as a 
permanent national necessity and an in-
separable aspect of citizenship. Further, 
if the present standard of adnlt education 
is to be raised uniformly and svstemati-
cally, the University, which is the chief 
educational institution in the State, must 
be brought into a more direct relationship 
with the people of Queensland, i.e., the 
advantages of a UniYersity education 
must be made more generally aYaila ble. It 
is in recognition of these facts that the 
extra-mural acti.-ities of thr Univerllity 
are being maintained. l'heir object. 
broadly stated. is to emphasise the valne 
of non-professional a ncl non-vocational 
education, and to enf"ouragt' tlw acquain-
tance of knoiYle<lgP. not for pm·pol'!es of 
gain, bnt for its OWJI sakP. and for thf 
benefit of the commnuit,v. 
Two organi,;ations arE' at wtn·k. the .Pub-
lic Lecture Committee and the V.~orken;' 
Educational Association. Dotlt of these 
movements a re in their infanc.'· in Qnf'ens-
land, sorely hampered b~" the lack of 
funds, but performing prodigies "·it h the 
limited means at their disposaL Both con-
tain the germs of a great and wonderful 
development, and "·e feel sure that stu-
dents will be interested in the accounts 
published belo"· of this branch of "Cniver-
sity activity. One thing is certain, that 
neither of the institutions can flourish as 
they should. without the assistance and 
support of the graduates of this rniver-
sity, "·ho must become, not only the 
teachers of succeeding generations, bnt 
the instructors of the present. 
The description of the activities and 
ideals of the W.E.A. is supplied b:· ~lr. B. 
H. l\Ioles\Yorth, the recelltl)"-appointed 
Director: that of the Public Lecture Com-
mitter j,; from notes supplif'Cl to LlS by l\Ir. 
A. C. \ ' . ~Ielbourne, se~:re tan· to the com-
mittee. 
"Labor Et Scientia." 
The ·w.E .A. in (~ueenslan<l. 
Education is gained through experience. 
Each one of us learns both from personal 
Activities. 
experience and from the experif'nce of 
others. Much of the past experience of 
others is entered in books. In the past 
most incli,-iduals haYe of necessit:' learned 
more from the experirnce of their O\Dl life 
and labour. while a favoured fe\Y have 
been able to spend se\·eral years assimilat-
ing knowledge from the records left by 
past obserYers. The aboYe motto of the 
\<Yodwrs· Educational Association repre-
sents the realisation that education should 
lw aained from both labour and "learn-
ing.<:· :\IoreoYer, the \V.E.A. itself repre-
sents an attempt to put this method of 
PducatimJ into practice. 
The W .E.A. was born in 1903 in Eng-
land. It was composed of groups of \YOrk-
ina men and women seeking means of ed~leatioll. In 1906 representatiYes of thP 
A~sociation approached the authorities of 
th<· 1' lliYcrsih of Oxfol'Cl \Yith the request 
that the rninrsity shonlcl snppl,\- these 
means. Thanks largely to the influencf' of 
that grand old man, A. L. Smith, now 
master of Balliol, Oxford, lent a sym-
pathetic ear. An alliance \Yas struck. Let 
the W.E.A. organise in any cities in Eng-
land groups of persons seeking reall)· to 
studv then Oxford will send them tutors. 
As ~·~presenting this alliance of la boue 
and learning, a joint committee was 
formed of representatives of the "C"niyer-
sitv and of the W.E.A. That Committee 
co1~trols the educational "·ork of the 
classes. From Oxford this ednca tiona l 
movement has spread not only to all other · 
Universities in Britain, but enn t o Aus-
tralia. A few years ago a Vl.E.A. and a 
,Joint Committee for Tutorial Classes were 
formed in Queensland. The Workers' 
Educational Association is actuall,,- con-
stituted bv individual members and b)· 
affiliations' from all kinds of. societies. 
'frade Unions affiliate with it. So also do 
any social or educational organisations. 
E,;en a Univf'rsitv union could affiliate 
with the W.E.A. a;1d send delegates to its 
Council or gowrning body! The vY.E.A. 
is a movement for all persons "·ho believe 
in education. Unfortunately, compara- -
ti,-ely fe\Y persons rea 11~- do believe in 
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A GRADUATE EXLIGHTENING THE WORLD. 
Colossal Statue to be erected before the New University. 
"Now that the New University has been built and equipped at a cost of £1,500,000,. 
there still remains £500,000 of the sum subscribe,\ by the citizens of Queensland for the 
purpose of furthering Higher Education. With this sum the Senate has decided to erect 
a huge statue in the University grounds. The design most favoured is that illustrated 
ab ove. When unveiled, the colossus will overtower the comparative pigmy at Rhodes." 
-From "Galmahra" of ten years hence. (Perhaps! } 
GAL~lAHRA. August, 1921. 
education. .Jiany think of it as a neces-
sary evil whereby they gain tags to their 
name, aml so are enabled to ''get a job.'· 
But the W.E.A. believes in education as 
the chief means to individual ancl to soeial 
growth. 
To-day thet·e are over 17,000 members 
in the W.E.A. in Britain. In Australia 
there are over 3,000. Through the Tutor-
ial Classes, conducted for these nwmbers, 
we see the rniversities beginning to per-
form their real function. What is that 
function? It is not to give the few \\"iJO 
can afford to pay for it the ehauce to 
'· gl't on,·' perhaps at the Pxpense of their 
fellows. )Jeither is it mcnly to JH'OvidP 
a few scholarship winn em with the lllPans 
of specialised professional or scientific 
training. It is also to raise the wholP com-
munity to higher levels of intelligenCL' 
a1Hl of culture. It is to give to all who 
may llesire it, access to the store of the 
accmnulatecl wisdom of the past, and it is 
to accumulate additional wiRdom. 'rhis 
ad<litional wisdom can be acquired both 
thrcmgh contact with those ·who are gain-
ing experience in the \York of the world 
to-clay, and by setting groups of students 
to research amongst the cvPJ'Y day ex-
periences of the past and of the present. 
-The methods of the W.E.A. Tutoria I 
Classes definitely help towards this end. 
To the W.E.A. Class the University lec-
turer does not go as to his intra-mural 
classes where he merely delivers his lec-
ture and. then departs. In the W.E.A. 
Classes, questions and a general discussion 
follow every lecture. By such means each 
indiviclnal student can relate any personal 
experiences which bear upon the subject 
or can suggest some new light upon th~ 
matter under discussion. Students there 
are not mere sponges absorbing what is 
poured into them. They are active, think-
ing, imagining units. Of course many 
minds are so badly damaged by subjection 
for twelve years or more to the methods 
of instruction in our school system,. that 
they cannot readily respond to an atmo-
sphere which calls for self-activity. But 
it is the hope of the W.E.A. even to in-
spire a change in the methods of instruc-
tion in our schools. When such change is 
nwtle adult education "·ill provide eYen 
g;·eater benefits than at present. 
J n social sciences, and iu suhjects 
,,·here differences of opinion pcrsi-.;t, tl1e 
\V.E.A. stands fo1· and gives the oppor-
tnnity for free controversial education. 
Its tutors are 110 dogma monger;,. The 
dogmatist of any varirty i:-; he \dw pnts 
forth one set of opinions only and l'l!(leav-
ours to conYert his hearers to belief in 
them. 'l'he controve1·sialist will exponnd 
vie\Ys of one sehool of thought togl'ther 
"·it h eriticisms of thPm. lie \Yill eueonr-
ag-,• hi:'> hearers further to critieise a nd to 
discu~s them. Thm is trut h sought 
ZPaloHslv and fea1·lessh' . \\Thel' L' VL I' t\YO 
or thre~ are o·athereu 't oo·pther in a sin-
"' h 
('l']'(' "<'al·eh fo1· truth, there is vclu t' a t ion. 
ln this t>tlucatimwl Jnovement "l s t• e one 
of the fe\\· hopeR fo1 · the fntnre. There 
can lw no real and lasting imprO\ ,·tnt•nt in 
socil'ty unlc>ss it he ba!>L'Ll upon iucrras"d 
\Yisrlom. _:\/o part~' , no ml'thod. ·a n of it-
self mariufactnre the millenium. Erlnea-
tion provides the key to socia l progrl'~s. 
lf it fail-! 'l'he W.E.A. is ont upon a 
great <Hh'entnre in e<lncatioll. r' p r>~t the 
surress or failure of this and of othl'l' ~imi­
lar advrntures depends thr fntuJ 'l' of the 
w ol'l Ll. 
- R. H .. \JOLI~S\\"(JRTH. 
Public Lectures. 
I >uriug the last three )'Cars tht~ l'ub1ic 
lJecture Committee has tloue muel1 to 
bring the University under the notice 0£ 
the general public. Dnring tlw year 1919 
the first course of l.Jectnres \\'as delivered 
in the Albert Hall in the city, and the at-
tendance encouraged the committee to ex-
tend its operations to countr)· towns in 
1920, when in addition to the conrse of 
lectures in Brisbane, various members of 
the University staff visited Toowoom ba, 
Warwick,, Rockhampton, J\Iaryborongh, 
and Bundaberg. Here also the attendance 
showed that there was a keen interest in 
the University as well as a general de-
mand for lectures of educational value. 
During l 920, too, the committee offered 
its first extra-mural course, five lectures 
on ''The Early Development of European 
Civilisation" (Professor Michie). The 
present year has been marked b~· a much 
August, 1921. 
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morl~ elaborate sdlalms of public lccturt>s 
and the attend~nces. have fully justified 
the expectations of th~ Public Lecture 
Committee. Three extra-mural courses 
were arranged: ''The History of the 
Earth " (5 lectures), Mr. W. H. Bryan, 
JH.Sc. ; ' ·Abnormal Psychology" (10 lec-
tures), Prof. G. E. :Mayo; "'Relativity" 
(5 lectu res), Prof. H. ,T. PriestlPy. The 
usual series of lectures were delivered in 
thr city : ·'The Relation of Geology to 
Scenery,·· Professor H. C. Richards; '' 'rhe 
Econom ic Interpretation of History,'' Mr. 
II. Al cock; "The Religion of the Ancient 
Greeks,'' ~fr. S. CastlehO\Y; '·Dante,'' 
Archbishop ,T. Duhig; "Rudyard Kip-
ling,." Mr. J. J. Stable; "The Australiall 
Constitution," Mr. A. C. Y. :Melbourne . .A 
series of experinwntal public lectures 
\Ye re delivered at thr rnivcrsity, '. Liqni(l 
Air, " Dr. L. S. Bag.ster; ··High 'l'empera-
ture Work," Dr. L. S. Bagstrr: "The Phe-
nomena of Combustion,·· P1·ofessor H. D. 
Stcele; '· Colour Prodnetiou, ·' Professor 
T. Parnell; and various members of the 
l'niversity staff agaiu visited several COU!l-
try towns during the yacations. 
The attendances during the present 
year have exceeded expectations, and they 
emphasise the necessity for a lTniversity 
Hall in which Public Lectures may be de-
livered to audiences of 500 or so, as well 
as for an experimental teaching theatre 
capable of accommodati1lg the same num-
ber; this, because at almost every lecture 
there was insufficient room for those who 
attended. 
l<'rom the "Glliversit~r point of view, it 
is gratifying to see a real demand for 
lectures of the kinds which have been de-
livered. That the public interest is not 
merely utilitarian is shown by the general 
de m a ncl for ' ·arts .. subjects, particularly 
from the country centres. That the lectures 
are 1·eally appreciated is shown by the 
v1·illingnes~ of people to come to the Uni-
I'Prsit.L "'hich is not in the most easily 
<~l'<·r>~siule part of the city. A comprehen-
,;ive scheme has been drawn up in detail 
for extemling the activities of the Public 
Lectnre Committee in the future. If the 
necessary financial support from the Gov-
ernment is forthcoming, great and endur-
ing r t>sults should be achieved. 
Ambition. 
Men ever strive upon their weary way 
To reach the summit of the distant hill 
Of their ambition, there to drink their fill 
Of all the pleasures that the fair view may 
Afford them. For the joys of each new day 
They care not, but toil ever on until 
At last, though worn and weary, they fulfil 
Their great desire. But to their dismay 
The far-off hills, that gleamed a brilliant blue 
Against the beauty of the morning sky, 
And lured men onwards by their glorious hue, 
These hills, they find are grey. But soon they 
try 
To reach the fairer hills that rise to view, 
And so men toiling live and toiling die. 
-M. 
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Hool Pin Now? 
A Babylonian Extravaganza. 
(B)· S. Currilit·)'.) 
[Scene: The Porch of a Great Hall in 
Baby Ion. Early ~Iorning . ] 
Enter CHUTE:\liDORUS, Lord of the Vesti-
bule, attended by BILBROW, BILBAIL, 
BILKUL, JACKA WS, HOSSOS, :\1YERIC, 
anll YIPP, Satraps of the Vestibule. 
CHUT: 
Good morrow, friends; what ho! me worthy 
bawks; 
Can anyone oblige me with a fag, 
·while we await the coming of our loves, 
Those be3uteous desert flow'rs that bloom 
and fade 
Right here within the vestibule each day? 
BILBROW: 
I'll be the mug; here, Chut , have one of 
mine. 
CHUT (lighting up) : 
'Vho can deny the excellence of Arts? 
You Engineers spend all your greasy days 
In drawi ng thing~ an d maldng engines go. 
While I have all the Vestibule myself-
The Vestibule wi'th all its quiet nook , 
l -;pend a lifl' of indolence h e rE'in. 
HOSS: 
'Ve'll grant .vou rhar. my lord : .vou are the 
chief 
And mightiest man of leisure in the realm; 
But still, remember that the Engineers 
Don't really work as hard as people think; 
It's quite an easy thing to slip away, 
Attired in overalls and greasy hands, 
To pass a pleasan't hour or two each day 
In amorous converse in the Ves ti'bule. 
CHUT: 
That's true; myself excepted all of you 
Vestibularii are Engineers. 
But stay! 'Tis almost nine, and very soon 
Our lovely desert flowers wiii emerge 
From out the Women's Common Room, and 
come, 
Resplendent in their academic gowns, 
"With piles of note-'books clasped unto their 
breasts, 
To smile on us five minutes more or less, 
Before the profs. and ledturers begin 
To drone their melancholy morning dirge 
Within those cursed rooms which stand 
agape. 
(In the distance a rustling sound is heard, 
gradually increasing in volume.) 
Ah! Here they come, and Meetah leads the 
van! 
Then come the rest, with hair both long and 
bobbed, 
~Iy heart will burst indeed for very joy! 
(The Ve;;tibularii prostrate themselves in 
adoration ~s the desert flowers enter in pro-
cession. :\1 EETAH, looking neither tG right 
or left, goes straight to the board of pro-
clamations, whiC'h she surveys wrathfully. The 
desert flowers arrange themselves gracefully 
in groups. The Vestilmlarii arise and soon 
become absorbed in pleasant tete-a-te<te with 
their loves. The whole atmosphere is one of 
extreme sociability. Other satraps enter, and 
take up positions. "WALDUG. a philosopher, 
comes to the side of ~IEETAH, whom he 
greets ·with a low salaam.) 
WALDUG: 
Good-morrow, :\Ieetah; how's th E orienta-
tation? 
~IEETAH: 
All right thanks, "'alter; but I am annoyed . 
Did ever mortal see such stupidnes~? 
There's not a single proclamation pmned 
Upon this vacant proclamation board. 
Are all the slaves asleep? And I have left 
~v[y breakfast half-<'on~umed in the hope 
That there would be a fresh on.e up to-day! 
W ALDU G (consolingly) : 
Too bad! too bad! But &till, as Jung would 
say 
Emotional complexes play a part 
In moulding human destinies and wills. 
Perhaps the slaves have overlooked this 
fact. 
Repression only leads to Neurasthenia; 
The "Libido is Psychological ....... . 
As Freud would say; and that's my explana-
tion . 
MEETAH: 
It sounds too Christian. What do you say, 
Chut? 
CHUTE MID OR US: 
I venture to suggest, oh, beauteous queen, 
That soon the slaves will venture forth with 
pins, 
And pin their proclamations on the board, 
That all may gaze upon them and admire 
The information well displayed therein. 
Why, even as I speak, behold they come! 
The messengers and officers of state, 
Wi,th sheaves o! proolamations in theil" 
hands, 
And they will pin them up before our gaze. 
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(Enter EE:\TK, the chief scribe, in deep and 
spirited conversation with END:EE, Lord High 
Subster and Adster of the Realm.) 
EENK: 
Deplorable! Despicable!! Contemptible!!! 
In three more days "Galmahra" goes to 
press, 
And not a single contribution in 
I'll have to write the- (censored) -thing 
myself. 
This notice ought to fetch 'em. Eel, me boy! 
(Reads.) 
Whosoever hath any contrj.butions, 
whether in prose or verse, on any or 
every subject, humorous or otherwise, 
let him or her delay no longer, but give 
it to the undersigned, who will imme-
.diately consign it to the W.P.B. 
(He pins it up.) 
ENDEE: 
And what about their subs, the dirty dogs? 
I shudder when I contemplate the cost 
Of printing, and the paucity of ads. 
Why do so many graduates decline 
To send the sum of 4/6 to me? 
Can tears melt stones? Well, ink should 
melt their hearts. 
(Reads.) 
Pay! Pay!! Pay!!! It is time, 0 Lord. 
Do you know l\faxwelton? Half-yearly 
balance to-morrow. In your hands, 0 
studes! Price, 1/6 per copy. Tee Hee! 
(He pins it up.) 
EENK: 
I have another proclamation here; 
And this one tells the subject of our next 
Debate, which will be held on Monday 
night. 
I wish the dull lethargic mob would take 
A bit more interest in the Art of Talk. 
(Reads.) 
A live wire body-(voltage .5). Come 
to our Debate, if you want to learn how 
not to talk in public. 
~He pins it up. The crowd surges for-
ward to read, and EENK and ENDEE re-
tire exclaiming "Galmahra! Excelsior! ") 
CHUTE:\IIDOR US: 
Attention everybody, list to me! 
Here comes our worthy jester, Gordanarth. 
What jests to-day, thou scaly knave, what 
jests? 
Amuse the crowd with some portentous 
joke. 
ALL: A jest, thou knave! 
GORDANARTH: 
My lords, I cannot think 
Of anything that will amuse you more 
Than my description of the match last 
week: 
(Reads). "The day was fine, the crowd was 
large. and Fisha won the toss." ..... 
ALL: 
Ha! Ha! Hee! Hee! A wor.thy joke indeed! 
(Prolonged laughter, which dies down to a 
respectful silence, as GAR DPARD and 
JIRRAH enter in robes of state.) 
GARDPARD: 
Now list, me noble Jirrah, list to me. 
There is a most important scheme afoot 
To make one president instead of two; 
Who'll be the I ucky fellow, me or you? 
I think we'd better put it off awhile, 
So each of us can finish up our term 
Of office free from care: We'll leave the 
s.craps 
To those who come next year to re-arrange. 
JIRRAH: 
All right, old cock, I will not disagree, 
As long as no one will deny the fact 
That this ye3.r's Union Ball will be the best 
That Brisbane's seen since last year's Union 
Ball. 
But here come Lackee and the shrewd Ah 
Pee, 
My .two offsiders in this enterprise. 
(Enter LA'CKEE and AH PEE. They go to 
the notice board.) 
AH PEE: 
It's time the Union fees were paid to me; 
I'll get defaulters with this notice here. 
(Reads.) 
I warn you all that if, by Monday next, 
you have not p1id your fees to me in 
cash, I'll post your names where all the 
world can see. 
(He pins it up.) 
LACKEE: 
I'll beat that, bo! Just look what I've con-
trived. 
This ought to show my value as a bloke! 
(Reads.) 
A hundred nominations are required to 
make the Union Ball a huge success. 
"Galmahra" has but twelve contributors; 
while "Argo" here has twenty-five at 
least. 
(He pins it up.) 
GARDPARD (t-o Jirrah): 
Your two offsiclers can't compare with mine, 
On grounds of general inefficiency. 
I'll bet you even money, Jirrah. 
.TIRRAH: Done! 
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GARDPARD: 
Well, here mine come, and :Ylillsee bears a 
scroll. 
(Enter MILLSEE and FREDDI BENN both 
looking worried and important. They salute 
their ,chief gravely and ceremoniously, then 
go to the Board of Proclamations) 
MILLSEE: 
Just watch their faces drop when they see 
this, 
They've washed their dials and brushed 
their hair in vain. 
My former proclamation was a joke. 
(Reads.) 
The photograph in academic dress, which 
was to have ·been snapped at one a.m .. is 
hereby cancelled, napoo, and postponed. 
The camera man is absent . without leave. 
(He pins it up.) 
(Enter PORCOS a boatman, and HOLDAOOX 
a musician.) 
PORCOS: 
We must sell tickets for this benefit. 
We must have funds to send an eight down 
south. 
Now, mark what happens when I post this 
note--
It's only twelve feet square; but what of 
that? 
(Reads.) 
To all and sundry selling three-bob seats. 
A prize is hereby offered to the maid 
who sells the greatest number to her 
friends: a pair of silken stockings; price, 
one quid. 
(He pins it up. :VIARGOE, the Old Gold 
Queen, comes forward with cash for seven 
hundred and fourteen tickets sold. Cries of 
consternation from the other desert flowers.) 
JIMDOW (a giant bargee): 
Congratulations, l\fargoe, you'll do me! 
MARGOE: 
Don't ment.chit, Jimmie. What's your size 
in boots? 
(Laughter. Jimdow retires discomfited.) 
HOLDACOX: 
Now sit her up! and he who runs may read, 
Sopranos are the hour's urgent need. 
(Sings.) 
Sing, sing, sing! 
l\lake the rafters ring 
In the twilight gloom 
Of the Common Room. 
Join our weekly rally, 
'N e1 th the wand of Dalley. 
(He pins it up. The crowd surges forward to 
read, and there is much animated discussion. 
A few studious-looking persons begin to slink 
away towards the gaping doors. The Lord of 
the Vestibule observes this, and raises his 
voice above the din.) 
CHUTEMIDOR US: 
It's almost five-past nine, me worthy bawks, 
And soon you'll have to leave this place to 
me. 
But, ere you go, I pny you wait and see 
\Vhat news our Pringo has. and Viveegee. 
Behold they come with scrolls and pins in 
hand. 
(Enter PRINGO, a high-priest, and VIYEE-
GEE, an actor. They go straight to the 
Proclamation Board.) 
PRINGO (reads): 
At ten past one next Monday, Rev. 
Spragg will speak of Hell and Paradise 
to studes; so bring your lunches, 
make yourself at home. We'll run an 
auction sale on Tuesday next. (He pins 
it up.) 
VIVEEGEE: 
Excuse me, lords and ladies, if I'm late; 
But as I rushed in haste along the street 
I met a cove who does Geol. with me. 
We stepped into the Belle Vue private bar, 
And got outside a pint or two of ale. 
This notice is of interest to all. 
I buy the Red Ink wholesale by the cs.sk. 
(>Reads.) 
Rehearsals will be held three times a 
week. Producer wishes that the cast 
will try to turn up once at least out of the 
three. You are requested not to pinch 
the pins. 
(He pins it up.) 
(The crowd begins to move off into thE> re-
cesses of the palace.) 
:c\IEETAH: 
'Twas not a bad assortment after all; 
But don't these proclamations bore you, 
Jers? 
(There is a ·commotion in the crowd when the 
word goes round that it is six past nine. Only 
a few stragglers remain now.) 
CHUTE:\1IDORUS (calling out to the reced-
ing multitude): 
If any desert flower decides to cut 
Her nine o'clock and spend the hour with 
me 
I'll pass the time with pleasant, witty tales. 
There is a rush, almost a stampede; and the 
Lord of the Vestibule is surrounded by a 
struggling mass of Feminity. He makes no 
effort to free himself, but, stretching out his 
hands to heaven, he exclaims, " 'Tis the will 
of Allah!" 
CPRTAI~. 
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Should the Workers control Industry? 
[The recent discussion of this important 
topic by the Debating .society has shown, 
firstly, t hat it is a su·bject worthy of serious 
consideration , and secondly that "there is 
much to •be said on both sides." Believing 
that a summing-up on the subject would be of 
interest, we approached !VIr. E. J. D. Stanley, 
B.A. (Archibald sch olar, 1917), and !VIr. F. 
Gordon Crane (Archi•bald scholar, 19·21), and 
asked them to epitomi~e the arguments pro 
and con. !VIr. Stanley has taken the negative, 
and !VIr . Crane th e affirmative. It should be 
understood, of course, that ~he opinions ex-
pressed are not necessarily those of the 
writers. !VIr. Crane's contribution to the 
discussion appears hereunder, and !VIr. Stan-
ley's reply will be published in our next issue. 
- Ell.] 
The Case for Workers ' Control in 
Industry. 
Workers' control in in dustJ·y means 
that the control of the processes of pro-
duction, as wel1 as control of the prodnd 
sh ould rrst completely in thP hands of the 
"workers with brawn and with brain" 
engaged in inrlustr·y (i.e. production). 
The claim of the worker to control JS 
basrtl up011 two main argumrnts :-
1. That the present controllers (both 
capitalist and State) have failrd to secure 
the proper functioning of industry in the 
community. 
II. That the workers actually engaged 
ju the processes of production must direct-
~y control these processes before indm;t r·.r 
can be made to function properly. 
Before developing these argument,;, it 
is necessary to examine the idt•a of t iw 
function of industry in the community 
upon which they an• based. The fnncti)n 
of industry in the community is twofold, 
to produce things for man's nse and en-
joyment, and to (ll'velope man's creative 
faeulties and his social relationships. ~Ian 
JJeeds certain commodities or goods. To 
gaiu these he labours as a member of a 
community or gronp. In the process he 
must find scope for the development of 
his faculties, both individually and so-
cially. Thus only can he realise himself 
as a social animal. Where man is denied 
by the structure of society such outlet for 
his constructive and social instincts he 
fails to achieve complete identity with his 
"·ork; ''his heart is not in it,'· and the 
a cleq ua te functioning of industr:· in the 
community is hindered. 
An examination of the present forms 
of control u pou this basis discloses the 
n•asons for the failure of both capitalist 
and State control to secure the proper 
functioning of indnstry. 
Capitalist control fails to achieve either 
of the necessary prerequisites to an ade-
quate fnnctioning of industry. Under capi-
talism goods are produced not primarily 
for use, but for profit. 'l'he controllers are 
the financiers and shareholders who in yest 
thPir capital in industry in order that 
they shall secure as great a percentage of 
profit as is possible. Gootls are standard-
isell and human Jlt'rds are neglt:'rtrd. 
'l'innerl and other foods are only malle 
eatable by stringeut Acts of Par liainl'nt, 
O\\·ing to the desire to spcure th r nwxi-
mnm of pr·ofit by wholesale adult eration. 
,Jerr.\·-built houses are erPctPd in hideous 
rows to secure cheapness of production 
and increased profits. Goouls are pro-
dncPd, in highly developed indu,trial 
countries,. in such quantities that Ulannfac-
tnrers are compelled to compete with ex-
pensive advertisements, and shops with 
extravagant window fronts and window 
displays, for purchasers of their goods, 
all in the rush for profits. These indus-
tJ·ia 1 countJ·ies ar·e compelled to compete 
among themselves for markets in less de-
vt:'loped countries while their own ,..,.orkers 
are uuah:e to purchase all of these goods 
which they Jwell, owing to the keeping 
down of "·ages to enhance the profits. 
These same profits grow to such bulk that 
highly developed capitalist countries 
compete among themsclveii, not mr rcly for 
lllarkets but for new :fields for inn:'stment 
in entir~ly undeveloped countries, with rhe 
surplus wealth which cannot sec:ure pro-
firahk i11veshnrnt at home. '£he competi-
tion between England and German~· for 
fields of exploitation-e.g., in Turkey, in 
.Hrica, and in the Pacific-produced the 
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!'int;ry which made i1wvitable that war be-
tween thef;e countrirs which was consum-
mated in J 91-1-, again all for profits. ];'or 
it is the big moneyed men, the financiers 
and the investors, represented by the large 
firms controlling '·big industry," and the 
banks to whom the small manufacturer,. or 
the farmer, or the merchant, must go for 
mo1wy, who control the industry of to-
day, and their demand is pront. 'l'he 
farmer or the merchant may be producing 
goods and supplying them to the con-
t;lllllPl', but he can only have the support 
of the bank, and the use of its money, 
while he also supplies a profit. Capital, 
because of the hugeness of its structure 
.and its incessant need for profit, demands 
autocratic control, fails completely to 
!'ecognise the human needs of the wo1·ker. 
It regards the worker merely as an ele-
ment in the cost of production. '"l'he 
whole of the controlling purpose," says 
Bertrand Russell, ''is concentrated in the 
eapitalist; the purpose of the worker is 
not the produce, but the wages. The 
purpose of the capitalist is to secure the 
maximum of work for the minimum of 
wages; the purpose of the wage earner is 
to secure the maximum of wages for the 
minimum of work. A system involving 
this essential conflict of interests cannot 
be expected to work smoothly or success-
fully, or to produce a community with any 
pride in efficiency. Even Lord Levcr-
hulme in introducing a six-hour day and 
increa;;;ed leisure for his workers,, appears 
to rr()'ard thrse as chiefly useful for the 
.effect"' of i11creased vroduction. An individ-
ual may he philanthropic enough to de-
sire the good of his "·orkers, but he is 
can()'ht in the meshes of capitalist compe-titio~l, and compellrd to speed their "·ork 
np, or pu;;h their \Yages ~own; and treat 
them as cogs in the machme, .1ll order to 
secure his .;;hare of the profits, or go bank-
~·u pt. The worker is compelled to sell h_is 
man-pow er to capital and surrender Ill 
retnrn for a ··Jiving wage'' all control 
.over production or the product; to spe~1d 
the hours which should be filled 1nth 
pleasnrabl'e work in the joy of creation. or 
performing a service for the comm~uuty, 
in a monotous r epetition of a senes of 
.onerations at a machine. The worker who 
produce;;; the goods loses all contact with 
the consumer for whose needs he caters. 
'J'his is inevitable in large scale produc-
tion. But under capitalist control there is 
nothing to replace the lively sense of 
working to satisfy a human need, but the 
drive of the boss, and the barren stimulus 
of the living wage. 
The result of this is that the worker un-
der the system which he stigmatises as 
.. wage slavery," is degraded both by the 
contract nnd er which he bargains his life 
for a money price, and by the absence of 
all social purpose in his work. He is con-
tinually subject to the fear of dismissal, 
to be followed by a period of unemploy-
ment, owing to a glut in the market caused 
]Jy capitalist over-production,, and there-
fore resists all attempts to secure in-
creased efficiency of production. Indns-
tria 1 nurest and strikes are the evidence 
of his rt>bellion against the system under 
1rhich his creative and social instincts re-
main completely unsatisfied. 
State control represents the first 
attempt to replace capitalist control-
with its regime of individual autocracy-
by a system which should enable industr.v 
to fm1ction socially, in the interests o.f the 
whole of the community rather than of a 
few individuals. But State control also 
fails becanse, although nominally it en· 
dravours to produce for use and not for 
profit ,, it is forced to depm?d upon t.he 
loans of capitalists in establishing an m· 
(lnsir,v, and capital, the produce of labour 
of otlwr worl,;er~. here as always, demand;; 
its profit. Th., State, having guaranteed 
to the capitalist a regular rate of profit, i-; 
compelled to oppo:Sc the workers' demands 
fo1· increa~ecl wages a11d imp1·ovecl conct-
tions as strenuously as does the capitalis~ 
himself in his position as employer. 
Th<:> State imposes a bureaucratic system 
of control which is generally less int<>lli-
o·ent than' the control of the individual 
~apitalist, and continues to exploit the 
\Yorker in any particular industry in the 
intPr<>sts of the community as a 1dwle as 
\Yell as of tlw capitalist, whose pr·ofit is 
more :Secm·e, though less extravagant than 
before. The ''"orker gains a little in his 
conception of the purpose of industry-
the knowledge that he is exploited partly 
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i~1 the intercsb of his fellow-workers 
lt·1H·esentec1 as consumers in the State; but' 
g<~ins nothing in respect to freedom of 
<tl velopmeut in self-directed work. 1\Iorc•-
o\ Pr, when State-controlled industry fails 
to show a profit, or when investors' capital 
i" not available for its extension, Govern-
ll' ·nt ''retrenchment·· sounds no more 
S\ :eetly in the worker's ear:-; than the plain 
e •. pitalist ' 'sack.'' 'l'hese experienc<>s of 
t I· e workprs under State control ha \'e 
<·:e atcd a profound dissatisfaction "·itb 
t l! i,; means of solving the problem of in-
l;·n;trial eontrol, and the same funda-
l ! ental discontent has evidenced itself in 
Sr a te-eoll troll eel as in capitalist-contra 11 ed 
i, .clustry. 
'l'he workers therefore claim that onlv 
l y directly assuming eontrol of the incln~­
L ies in >Yhich they are engaged can they 
srcnre thP adequate social fnnctionin(l' of 
i·tdnstry in the community. An increa~ing 
<> mand for this has evidenced itself 
1 i1rough thP constrnetion of schemes likP 
t ·:<' ''One Big rnion '' scheme, which pro-
,.!<les for the co-ordination of all the in-
l' ustries of the commJJnit~· under workers· 
<·ontrol; through definite demands for a 
;,n·ger sharP of " ·orkers' control b\· the 
,·:orkcrs in their \Yage disputes;. and 
through the withdt·a\Yal of a number of 
y; orkcrs from capitalist industry to estab-
~ · sh a branch of the ind11strv controlled · 
J..1· these "·orkers themsl'lves·,. on capital 
1 aised by themselves, as in the case of the 
n uilders' Guild, rccen tly formed in Bris-
bane. 
'rhe workers claim that they alolll' are 
1 ntitled and conipetent to control industn· 
llll the follo"-ing grounds:- · 
1. The \I'Ol'ker should control tlw pro-
duct of his own labour and its distribu-
tion. OnlY thus can he feel assured that 
the produ~t is justly distributed, and that 
he is not being exploited in the interests of 
any other section of the commtmity. 
Against the claim that capital also is en-
titlerl to its remuneration, the wol'ker 
states that capital is itself the proc1uct of 
th1' labour of \Yorkers, and therefore sub-
ject to their control. In reply to the cry 
uf ''confiscation,·· he "·ould ask, ··Who 
\\-as the fir·st confiscator 1" and assert that 
l<e may justly reclaim that which is the 
product of the exploitation of workt>rs by 
the capitalist. 
2. The ,,·orker should control the con<1i-
tions of his labour. 'l'he claim to the dt' mo-
cratic control of industry follo1YS from a 
recognition of the ·'humanity of labour.'' 
'l'h<> \Yorker is familiar with the dangers 
and difficulties, and the uncertainties of 
his rmplo:·ment to an extent the capitalist 
-i.e., th<' banker ancl investor-can ran·h· 
IJe. Onl.'· when the management is 
t1in:ctly rpsponsibll' to the "·orker,., in the 
industry, will the " -elfare of the " ·orker 
be considered as of fundamental import-
mtcl'. Onl.1· then can the worker have such 
eomplcte confidence in the managempnt 
that lw will attain the full maximum of 
output 1Y.ithout fpar of unemployment fol-
lo\\·ing !'lpe~ulativP oYer-production for 
profit. ::\Ioreover, the dangCl' of onr-
produetion " ·it h an unresponsin' market 
\\·ill lw eliminated, IYhen the worker se 
l'lll'PS for spPlHling in pm·chasl'S t ht> fnll 
product of his labonr. It is the IYith-
dnnYal of a large portion of the re,.;ult of 
the \Ynrkpr,., · pro<lnl't into tlw hand" of the 
eapitalist \rhieh intensifi t> s thP periodical 
··gluts·· of thr market anc1 thl' emtseqnent 
(H't·iocls of lllll' lll[>IO,\' llll'llt under eapital-
ism. 
~L Ind n~trinl 1 )enlocracY is th~ 1ogica 1 
corollar.'' of Political Den~ocracy. A man 
at "-ork in a factory is jnst as much a mau 
as a man at a political meeting, or in a 
church, or at a theatre. ender capitali-
ism a man surrenders his inclivnalit:· (and 
lwconws merely a cog in th<.' machine ) 
when he enters a factor:·, anti only rc-
sntnes it when he is tired out at the end of 
the day. 
4. Onl.\· under Self-Government in In-
dnstr:· can the \Yorker attain the full clP-
velopment of his personality and of his 
ere a ti ,.e faculties. The complete function-
ing of industry can only be attained, IYhen 
t lw "·orker attains complete identification 
o.f the man with the work,, and its sorial 
purpose. To the IYorker under Self-Gov-
<.•rnment will return that joy in his "·ork, 
and the healthy harmonious life of actiYity 
self-clirecte<l to social ends \Yhich human 
nature craYPS and eapitalism denies. 
-F. G. C. 
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Z1idee- --Quickthinker. 
A Short Story. 
l<'or twelve years Cherry Barton and 
his brother Jimmy showeu their relation-
ship in a very casual way. Cherry was 
the elder by five years, and a very steady 
and prosperous business man. His brother 
on the other hand was acldicteu to fioatinoo 
·wild-cat schemes, falling in love, backin~ 
horses with go-slow tendencies-and in-
cidentally borrowing money. So each 
went his own way, confident that the other 
was totally devoid of feeling, and a fool. 
When, in September, 1914, Jimmy went 
broke for the umpteenth time, and his 
creditors were swarming his front door-
Rtep, he slipped down the fire escape iuto 
the uearclit recruiting depot, and enlisted 
in the A.l.P. 
During the war he surprised Cherry by 
maintaining a regular correspondence, 
and by proving himself a very capable sol· 
dier indeed. In 1919 he arrived back in 
Melbourne to find the papers greeting him 
·with glowing accounts of his achievements 
as a Captain in the Air l~orce-and his 
brother CheJTy fnll of pride and offers of 
assistancr. After a period of high flying 
in social circles,, the Captain was set up in 
bnsinrss hy Cherry, and left to his own 
.devices and inclinations. 'fhe latter in-
volved him in an aeroplane accident soon 
after. Travelling post haste from Sydney, 
Cherry reached .Jimmy 's bedside half an 
hom· before the gallant fellow expired. 
His dying wish was that Cherrv should 
call on one Zaidee ::\Iorton of 65 Union 
Strret, :Northcote, and on a recipt of a 
lette1· signed by .Timmy, to pay hrr the 
sum of five hunch·ed pounds. Cherry 
wanted to lral'll a great deal more ab::mt 
Zaidee, therr and then, but ,Jimmy sud-
denly tnmed hi~; facr to the wall and died. 
It reminded one of how exasperating thl} 
Captain conltl br "·hen he liked. 
( 'lwn·y got back most of the money hil 
had lai<l out in giving his brother another 
start in bw;iJwss. He had rxpected to be 
a big lo,er, so it was ,,-ith a genuine ap-
pearance of good grace, that a month after 
his brother ·s death, he set out to call on 
-the mystrrions Zaider,. and to satisfy 
\Yhat he conjectured was a debt of honont' 
-possibly a breach of promise. 
When he knocked at the door of 6;) 
Union street, it was opened by a neatlv 
attired,. angular-featured servant, wh'o 
handled his card as if it were a hot scone, 
;md asked him to take a seat in the draw-
ing room while she apprised J\Jiss l\'Iorton 
of his presence. As she made no attempt 
to deprive him of hat and cane, Cherry 
conclnded that the maid was not used to 
receiving visitors-or at least visitors who 
could not remember their names unless 
inscribed on cardboard. 
The little room in which he waited was 
a triumph of artistic decoration. The 
piano was a bit too large for th~ room 
Cheny thought, but the carpet schemt.; 
the beautifully finished furniture, and the 
pictures that adorned the wall, seemed !:0 
blend in one harmonious whole, set off by 
a white bordered fireplace opposite the 
heavily curtained bay windows. Cherry 
Barton was a bachelor who had put busi-
Dess before romance, ever since the one big 
'' affaire de coeur'' of his young':)r days 
had stood in the way of a trip north and 
a big deal. He boasted that he spent more 
on cigars than on women. Of cour;;;~ 
there were many women who wanted to 
marry him for his money, but Chen·y 
thought them all too expe11sive. lie 
wanted a quick thinking, quiet-natured 
woman-younger than himself, \Yho conld 
manage a household in the same finn kind 
of wa;v he managed his business-who 
wonld play tlw piano in preferrnc.; t) 
bridge-and who dicl not llrink cham-
pagne. And Cherry was thinking th3t. 
this would be just the style of dnnYiDg·-
room in "·hich he " ·oulcl loYe to li,;ten io 
his wife fingrring the piano, \Yilt'll Mis .~ 
:\forton entered he room. 
She was tall antl slim, with a certain 
lithenPss abont hrr movements. Her gray 
eyPs danced nervously behintl tinted 
glasses, ancl made Chrrry fidget nneasily 
\Yhrn thry rested their gaze on him-and 
lwr frail, tlelicately shapPll :fingers 
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gripped his "·ith a warmth and strength 
that belied their appearance. 
"Mr. Barton, I believe," sll\' said in a 
111nsical voice as she shook hands and mo-
tioned him to a chair. She seated heesclf 
a trifle indecorously, Cherry thought, in 
a big, plush-covered armchair near the 
window. Tlw light from without ht up 
the loose wisps of brown hair about her 
head,. giving them the appearance of an 
aureole. The effect was extt·emely pleas-
ant, and "·ith her fresh and well-moulded 
face in profile against the sombre curtains 
that draped the window, she looked a very 
pretty creature. 
Cherry felt no call to confirm her greet-
ing remark, and was so taken up in con-
templating the striking picture she pre-
sented, that he was not conscious of the 
length of the silence that ensued. Miss 
~Iorton was looking away from him. 
Cherry told himself that her eyes "·ould 
tell no tales behind those glasses. Sud-
denly she tnrned towards him. There 
was a touch of harslmess in her tone wiH''1 
she spoke. 
"Why this silence, l\1r. Barton? T ,:;up-
pose you came here for a purpose.'· 
"I'm sorry,., he said apologeticall~·. " [ 
was looking at a picture. Yes, Miss .Mor-
ton, I came here for a purpose. A month 
ago my brother was fatally injured in an 
aeroplane accident, as you probably kno\\'. 
[ managed to get to his side a few minutes 
before his death. Happily, he was able to 
recognise me-and his last request was 
that I should call at this address, inquire 
for you, and on receiving a certain letter 
pay you the sum of five hundred 
pounds.'' 
The visitor paused. The gid sat mo-
tionless,, her head leaning on her right 
hand and her feet tucked up on the seat 
of the big chair. Except for a decided 
pallor that had crept over her face, his 
terse explanation might have been given 
to a Sphinx. A moment lat er her lips 
moved and she \Yhispered something in-
audible, then as if by a determined effoet 
she coughed to clear her voice, and said 
in a mystified tone. 
"Five hundred pounds, l\'Ir. Hart on. I 
think you are making a mistake. Are you 
sure- Cheer_,. anticipated her. "Quit<" 
sure, Miss l\Iorton. ~ wrote down my 
bt·otht>r 's '"orcls as he uttered them." 
'l'h<• girl-she looked but a gir-l-seemed 
to be fighti11g for time to think-to for-
mulatp some plan. Yet the only sign of' 
e1110tion she displayed was a slight "·eak-
ness in her voice. Cherry found himself 
speculating as to whether she had reached 
the age of twent~·-five or not. There "·as 
something about her that appealed very 
strongly to Barton. He wondered whether 
she could play the pla11o-the shape of hee 
fingPrs suggested abilit,v in that directio11. 
''From the nature of .Jinuny·s request,' ' 
,\Iiss .Mortou said gently, a slight :flush 
aer•r>ntuating the rosiness of her cheeks; 
"~·on have probably concluded that I am 
somethiug in the nature of a blackmailer.'' 
··X o, no-nothing of the kind," Cherry 
ltao;tened to assure her. "I have drawn no 
concl usions, for I'm absolutely in the dark 
as to the necessity of pa~·ing five hundred 
pounds for the letter .. , 
"You "·ill keep on saying five hundred 
1>onnds, ·· commented the other with aotl 
exasperating smile. "I'm quite sure 
Jimmy sai<1 a thonsancl. Now,. l\Ir. Bar-
ton "-slw spoke as if she \\·ere asking a 
crimina 1 to confess his sins-'' surely fiyp 
huudred pounds should not prevent a 
rich Ill an from satisf.,·ing his brother's last 
wish in fnll.' · 
As she spoke she had risen to her feet, 
pulled a chair to the little trixy table near· 
her visitor, and sat down with her hands 
clasped in her lap. Cherry was aston-
ished at her last remark, but took the im-
plied ill!wlt calmly. He stared &t her for 
a momrnt. then said slowly and deliber-
ately: '·Miss .Jlortou, I have only these' 
few minutes had the honour of your ac-
q naintrlllce, but speaking on a fiest impres-
sion, I thik that insinuation quite nn-
" ·orthy of you. If it were the money I re-
gretted, there is uo compulsion whateve1~ 
to account for m~- being here no\Y, to pay 
~·on the whole or any part of the mone~'· ., . 
'·X o, I don't suppose there is," she 
agreed hanghtily, adding. "unless, of 
course, one considers the sentiment 
attached to Jimm.r·s dying request as a 
compelling force.·· Before Cherr~- hacl 
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t ime to comment on this, she went on in a 
gentler voice. "But perhaps I have been 
too imulting and unjust, lVIr. Barton. I 
am sorry; please forgive me." She lapsed 
iuto sil:nce, and _turning her face away, 
gazed mto the fireplace. Barton heard 
the smothered sound of a half-sob. Emo-
tional display, at this juncture, although 
of the slightest, threatened to reduce him 
to imbecile incapacity. 
··Of cmu·se-of course I forgive you,'' 
he stammered hurried t.v. "Forget it. We ·n 
clear things up directly. I'm sure it 
\roul<1 be better if yon explained the whole 
affai1· to me. Yon can depend on Cherry 
Ha non, I assure .'·on. A m I asking •too 
much hom you?·' 
··xo .... she ans\\·erecl gently. "It's the 
best I can do.·' She paused, lifted her 
glasse~ and 1ripecl her eyes; then contin-
ued: ··\V hen ,J immy 's business \rent 
snw;;h in 1914 I 1ras his private secretary. 
I tlid not take the position because I 
nrede<l the mom'.'' attached to it-but be-
cause I was very fond of him and wanted 
to h<• near him as mnch as possible. When, 
early in that year, his affairs began to get 
iu a ba<l way, [ begged him to allow me 
to hrlp him by putting my capital-the 
result of savings and a sum lent to me by 
an unc:e-at his disposal. After hesitating 
for 80llle tinw he accepted my offer. He 
\\'as out of the cit~· at the time, and the 
letter I hold is really an acknowledgement 
of money recei vecl-a thousand pounds. 
'l'his ;;mu on1y postponed the impending 
disaster--and you know what happened in 
RP]Ht'mber. .Timmy was very miserable 
abont his iuabilit~· to pay me back, bnt I 
"·onld have been satisfied if he had ouly 
rctm·ned my love. When he went away 
om· little romance ended. No doubt he 
intended to make repaeation as soon as he 
could get the mone;', but-" Zaidee .M:or-
ton ;;topped and made a gesture of hope-
l<•ssnt>s;;. 
•Cherry had listened sympathetically 
th rou ghon t. The explanation certainly 
put hi,; brother in a poor light-but on the 
otlwr hand it excused Miss M01·ton 's pre-
Yious hastiness, and showed her as a very 
patient and self-sacrificing young ·woman. 
Busiuess instinct, the desire to ~ke 
amends, and sympathy, conjoined to stir 
Cherry into prompt action. He produced 
his cheque book. 
''Give me the letter, l\1iss l\'Iorton,' · he 
said decisively,," and I'll write yon out a 
cheque immediately for a thousand pound. 
plus six per cent. interest since the elate 
the J oan was made." 
l\1iss Morton smiled. "No, 1\Ir. Bartou, 
I do not want the money," she said. 
s1reetly. "You are too generous. If ~·ou 
gaw me that money, it would be out of 
your O\Yil pocket; for everyone ·who knew 
Jimm~', knows that anything he left in 
his \\·ill was your money returned. 1t 
"·ould not be fair of me to take your 
mone.L Besides I am quite "·illing to de-
clare the debt nnll and void, f.or the sake 
of the old love [ felt for Jimmy. I shall 
bum the letter so that yon may never fear 
its being used to blacken the memory of 
vout· brother. And now, please, Mr. Bar-
ton, let us change the subject. You wilT 
take tea with me, won'-t you~'· 
She took Cherrv's silence as consent-
he was too ama;ed to speak-rang fo1· 
the angular-featured maid, and ordered 
tea, while he1· visitor slo\\·ly returned his. 
cheqne book to his pocket. 
'l'lwn fol1o1Yed for Chei-ry,, two most dr-
lightful hours. He could not remember a 
time since his boyhood ·when he had been 
made to feel so much at home. No woman 
had ever captivated him as completely a~ 
Zaidee Morton did in such a short time. 
She sang ·well, and played the piano \Yith 
high skill and sympathy. When he frank!.' ' 
admitted that the first piece she played 
was too classical for his taste, she won i!P-
lighted praise from him for her rendering 
of some olrl world melodies. When the,\r 
talked of Art, Barton was soon at a loss. 
to follow her. When she saw he was 
floundering, she enticed him into talking· 
"shop," and it was then that he learned 
the trne extent of her business aptitude. 
"Why, you could jolly well managr An-
thony Horclern ·s,'' he exclaimed entlm-
siastically at one stage of their conversa-
tion. With permission to call on her again, 
Cherry parted regretfull~· from his host-
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es:-J. and wt>Jtt home to his baehelor dig-
gings. 'l'hat night he lay awake for sev-
eral hotu:; trying to comprehrnd the 
:-;trangp element that was coming into his 
life. 
lt did1t't take him more than a day to 
find that he was desperately in love with 
Zaidre ::\Iorton. During the next two 
months he prowd himself an enterprising 
lover. He conld no longer boast about 
pending more on cigars than on women. 
He wa!'l much older than Zaidee, he told 
.an intimate friend, but what did that mat-
ter. Zaidee seemed as deeply in love as be 
himself. She always laughed, such a 
meloclions langh, "·hen he told her that 
she was just the quick-thinking woman he 
wantt>cl for a mate. When at last Cherry 
propo:-wd he was accepted. As he held his 
fiancee in his arms 01~ that memorable oc-
casion, he spoke of something that haJ 
bet>n troubli11 g his mincl for some time. 
'· Zaidee,' • he saitl, caressing her hair, 
"yon have made me the happiest man in 
the world,' '-Cherry was as stereotyped 
in l1is phrases as most Jovers-"but I 
want you to drive round to the bank with 
me in the morning, and let me place a 
thousand pounds to the credit of your 
account. Despite your protestations. I feel 
that I must satisfy my brother 's debt to 
you before we get married. '' 
Zai<Jee began to weep,. but 
Bmiled throng!! her tears. · · 0 
boy,'' she patted his eheek 
presently 
you dPar 
loviagly, 
''what a big hearted fellow you are. Do 
just as you like about it.·' So the next 
morning they drove to the Bank of Aus-
<raL:hia, and Cherry cleared his mind of 
the last vestige of worry. 
Then one dull morning, a fortnight be-
fore the pi·oposed wedding day, Barton 
found a letter, addressed in Zaidee ·s haud-
\\Titing, on his office desk. 
lt ran:-"Dearest Cherry,-! am lea,·-
ing for the i\forth to-night to join my hus-
band-a perft>ct brute-in Rabaul. If I 
>Yere free of him l \\·onld marry you. As 
he treats my worst escapades with bovine 
indifference, I have no hope of being set 
free, until he dies. I burnt Jimmy ·s letter 
as 1 promised. It was an acknowledgment 
of three hundred pounds I had len~ him-
the dear boy was adding a splendid bonus 
in making it five hundred-and then you 
mu"t go and double that. 'l'hey sa.r there 
is · uo fool like the old fool.' The need of 
pin-money often converts a dull-witted 
woman into a quick thinker. When next 
l visit ::\Ielbourne, Cherry, I'll be sure to 
l:10k you up. Trusting your heart will 
soon ;nend . I cannot but be, your fond 
admirer.-Zaiclee ::\1iller (nee l\'Iorton) . 
P.S.-Father would not allOIY "me to be-
come an actress.-7-.:M.'' 
Cheuy stared for three long minutes at 
tbe letter .. then with a loud, "Well. I'll be 
(lamnerl, ·; collapsed into the nearest chair. 
COLIN BINCtHAM. 
--**--
Morning. 
Effulgent dawn. undimmed by smallest cloud, 
Irradiates the planet-guarded East; 
Rolls b3ck the cold and sable-clinging 
shroud-
Bidding the world a ,,·ake, for Night has 
ceased 
To reign: and then the sun with gla!1'~ e of fire 
:\founts on the rampart of the Earth and 
lights 
The citv domes, the house-top and the spire, 
With ii"ving gold-and on the circling heights 
\\"a; m3 !;~to so:1g a thousand birds, 
A1'cl drie "O the clew beads -from the glist'ning 
gras5. 
T hat ntLhecl beneHh the milking herds, 
Ye~ ~c:ntlllates in g:ory as they pass. 
- C.B. 
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Thomas Hardy: 
Thotuas Hardy >vas born in 18!0. After 
an excellent education, he became an 
architect and remained one for some 
_years. As a young man he dabbled in 
verse, and the earliest-dated verses in the 
definite edition of his poetry belong to 
1865, the year in which appeared his first 
no ve I, entitled "A 1:lhort Story." 
He then gave himself, in the way of 
literature, almost entirely to the writing 
of novels, and the first really to attract 
.attention was ·'Under the Greenwood 
Tree,'' 1872. In the seventies came also, 
··Far from the l\Iadding Crowd'' and 
"·The Return of the Native,·' while in the 
eighties Hardy published '' 'The .i\iayor of 
.Castcrbridge, ' ' ·'The Woodlanders, ' ' and 
• · W essex ·Tales.'' ln 1891 arrived his 
best novel, '· Tess of the D 'Urbervilles,.·' 
the story of •' a poor \voman faithfully 
_presented. · ' In a preface, the an thor 
said: ··The story is sent out iu all sin-
cerity o'i purpose, as an attempt to give 
.artistic form to a true sequence of things; 
.and in respect of the book's opinions and 
sentiments, 1 would ask any too genteel 
reader . .. to remember a well-worn sen-
tence of 1:lt. J erome 's: ·lf an offence come 
out of the truth, better is it that the 
.offence come out than that the truth be 
.concealed. ' '' The book was very well re-
.eei ved in both England and -America. 
After ·'Life's Little Ironies,'' brought 
out in 1894 and consisting of short stories, 
.came Hardy ·s second best novel, '' J ude 
the Obscure," which supplies the comple-
mcut of .. Tess," in that while the earlier 
book relates the life of a young woman, 
the later tells that of a young man. 
• · ,J ude, · ' though it did not attain the 
.artistic excellence of .. Tess," raised even 
more discussion. The author speaks vf 
• · ,J ude the 0 bscure'' being ''addressed 
. . . to m en and women of full age,'' and 
be say-; thai it ''attempts to deal unaffec-
tedly with the fret and fever, derision and 
disaster,, that may press in the wake of 
t be ;;trougest passion known to humanity; 
to tell, without a mincing of words, of a 
deadly war waged ... between flesh and 
' pirit; and to point the tragedy of unful-
The Novelist. 
filled aims." This book, with the terse 
title-page quotation-"'l'h e letter kil-
leth,'' forms the best example in the lan-
guage of a novel dealing with the pathos 
of purposes unperformed. 
In 1897 appeared Hardy's last nov•' 1, 
'·The Well Beloved.'' The next year, he 
brought out his "Wessex Poems, '' and 
from that date until 1917, when he ceased 
from an acti:ve career of letters, he pro-
duced only verse and drama. In 1920 he 
was expected to win the Nobel prize for 
literature: he deserved, but did not get it, 
the successful candidate being Knut 
Jlamsun, a Scandinavian novelist. 
In a selection of typical novels, '• 'l'ess'' 
and '' J ude'' must be included; and for a 
third we can hardly do better than take 
one of the earlier, more sunny works; of 
these,, ··Far from the )!adding Crowd, '' 
published in 1874. Writing about twenty 
years later, the author says: "It was in 
.. ·•I<'ar from the :i\'[adding Crowd" .. 
that 1 first ventured to adopt the word 
'W essex' from the pages of early English 
history, and give it a fictitious significance 
as the existing name of the district once 
included in that extinct kingdom (the 
south-western part of England) . The 
series of novels I projected being mainly 
of the kind called local, they seemed to 
require a territorial definition of ;,ome 
sort to lend unity to their scene.·· 
" :F'ar from the )'[addino- Crowd .. is set 
in a farming district; th~·ee of the four 
chief characters live hy the la11Ll. 'l'he 
pessimism that so informs the great 
novels of the nineti·.JS does not find a pla~.:e 
here, for though the tale is gloomy at 
times, it is far from being an exposition 
of pessimistic principles. ln charac terisa-
tion, "Far from the )]adding Crowcl' ' 
reaches a very distinguished level of at-
tainment, both the major and th e millor 
figures being convincingly portra~·ed; 
and, ·,yithont plot, this st9ry has plear,Y of 
incident, while it;; nni ty re sick.; in 
Gabrirl's constancy to Bathsheba. This 
book belongs to a group that ma~· b-3 
called idylls, bitter-sweet novels of :,.imple 
country life: in this group we naturally 
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place "'Under the Greenwood Tree," .. A 
Pair of Blue Eyes,'' and ··The W OOll-
landers. '' 
With '· Tess of the D 'Urbervilles'' we 
.come to Hardy's best and most popular 
novel. "Tess" stands out as being a story 
'·wherein the great campaign of the 
heroine begins afte;: an event in her ex-
perience which has usually been treated 
as fatal to her part of protagonist, or ,tt 
least as the virtual ending of her enter-
prises." It is indeed the faithful presen-
tation of a pure woman,, and Hardy canses 
us to feel that he has fulfilled the promise 
.of the title-page verse from Shakespeare: 
Poor wounded name! my bosom as a hed 
Shall lodge thee. 
He narrates the story of Tess 's life with 
all the circumstantial wealth that Ben-
nett uses to describe the careers of Sophia 
.and Constance in ·' 'l'he Old Wives' Tale," 
but he give.;; to this novel a power of 
.atmospherr and an emotional force that 
far surpass those qualities in Ben nett's 
works. '!'hough many of the incidents are 
~ad-some tragic, f;ome cruel; though 
much of Tess 's life i:s so bitter; and thongh 
the ending twists the heart with quiet, 
gripp.ing poignancy--yet it is wrong Lo 
descnbe the novel as merely pessimistic. 
Rather does Hardy show the heroine, who 
is very mnch more sinned against than 
"inning, as a lovable, strong, upright 
woman brought to bay against circum-
stances overwhelming and heart-racking. 
The story, essentially a narrative pos-
sessing in some degree the semblance of a 
diary on the grand scale, has a sure, solid 
frame. The linking of the events is mas-
tetly. Angel Clare enters, soon after the 
opening of the tale, in such a way as to 
make us feel certain that he will reappeal·; 
that Alec D 'Urberville passes early from 
our view is natural enough, for Tess has 
decided to be done with him, and that he 
should re-enter is an ever possible,. even 
likely, incident. Alec 's re-e11try comes, 
dramatically, during Angel':-; absenee in 
AmCl'ica,-It would have been of little 
moment at any other time after 'l'ess 't 
confession to her husband. The last chap-
ter constitutes a fitting close to a story so 
.efficiently conducted. · 
The eharacterisation of 'fess herse If is 
wonderful; that of the two next most im-
portant persons, Alec D 'Urberville and 
Angel Clare, is llttle less convincing, 
:>trong, and profound; and this firmne~s 
and thil"' truth to life extend also to the 
mm or characters. '1 he psychology conse-
quently is strong; it is also subtle. ILlrdy, 
moreover, renders atmo,;phere with the 
fine sincerity and the striking appeal that 
resnlt from scenes deeply fen by a vivid 
personality. ~uch brea(lth of treatment 
causes · · 'l'ess of the }) ·urbervilles ·' to be 
not nearly so pessimistic and bitter as 
much of Hardy's late poetry. 'l'hen, again, 
the style has great variety; the dialogue 
is .life-Jike; the dialeet is easy to under-
stand and does not tire us. 
Pour years later than '' Tess, '' Hardy 
published "Jude the Obscure." He tells 
us that .. the scheme was plotted down in 
1880, from notes made in 1887 and on-
wards, .some of the circumstances being 
suggested by the death of a woman in the 
former year.'' 
'l'he titular character is ·'human,, all too 
human, " but he is a man, noble, courage-
ous, and pathetic:; i:lue forms an excellent 
example of a type hard to draw,--of a 
type to which it 1"' ,11flieult Lo do justice. 
'l'he two main i111pressious, however, th,tt 
one gets from reading "Jude" are that 
chance plays with men, and that this book 
has all the actuality of life; the less0n is 
that while sympathy \\'ith one's fellow 
men is the great virtue, mental and em,>-
tional freedom should be man's chief aim; 
and the unity of this novel resides b'oth :n 
the continn ty of J ude 's effort towards 
intellectual indepe11dence and in the eon-
stancy of his love for ,Sue. 
From such a brief consideration of these 
three books, wl1ich fairly represent the 
novels, \YC see that 'l'homas Hardy, like 
Ueorge }1eredith,, uses the novel to mani-
fest to tile world a persm:al iuterpretation 
of lite, aud like :Yleredith he maKes "no 
coneessions to the weak, the conyentioual 
and the unintellectual brother.'' He ''con-
fines his scene," to quote Harold Williams, 
· · ... yet he invests the story of obscure 
lives with a meaning bounded only by the 
mystery ot the whence and whither of the 
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whole race of man. And this he achieves 
Dot by force of the unshrinking reali:sm 
commonly attributefl to him, but becau:se 
he conceives a story \\Titten in prose as 
the world-poet concei,·es tbc clrama of ex-
istence mirrored in the · stunn nnd drang-' 
of a few souls.·· llc attai11s a grand awl 
impn:s::;ive effect "·ithin a smallra11gc, but 
he feels intensely, aml h1• sPes further 
than most men into the iH•art of men and 
thing;;. 
The \V essex nove J, in evi tab ;y suggested 
to others the potentialities of thr story of 
rural life. Bden Phillpotts, in his moor-
laml novels, \\Tites wi Li1 llanly in mind, 
bnt while the master ohtained an effcd 
eqnivall'nt to the original dt>sign, the dis-
eiple falls ::;hort of hi.,; plan and malu·~ m; 
COJJc.cious of a straining after cffrd. 
.:'\cvertheless Phillpotts, along "·ith .John 
'1'1·evena, has, since Hardy, been the' most 
succe::;sfnl writer of country tah·s. A com-
pari>Jon between Hardy aud Arnold l~rn­
nett, the Bennett of the F1n' Tu\Ylls. s!Ju,, -, 
::.omething very differe11t: th t' uitlt•J' nw 1 
thoroughly understands, hL.t sns fa1· lw-
youd his farmer:s a11d laboure1s and is 11 ~ 1: 
of them; the yonnget· is ide11tieal with the 
men of the factory aud the sl10p, and do., 
not see much beyond them. 
Hardy and :J[ert>rlith, in fact, ha\'1' bt>t'lt 
the two noYelists most iufiuenciug Eng·-
lish fiction sin~;e 1800: as a capable c1 itie 
has "aid, '·nearh en>t'\' noYelist has as-
simihHt'd somc-th{ng fro;n one or the other·, 
or from both.'' 
Thomas Hardy, like Dickens, '!'hacker-
ray, ancl :Jiereclith, has great variety and 
elnsiveuess; he has something of spa:::-
ousness and grandeur; he is very impres-
sive without being heavy,-a mark that 
you will find distinguishing only the pre-
eminent among writers; \\·here he fails, he 
fails in the grand manner. It is no:r-
worthy that during the last fifteeu years 
or so of his noYel-writing, Hardy proclncc-d 
po1rerfnl and imposing works in a JWricti 
active . .:\lereclith exceptPd, in small thing-; 
-manY excellent.. but very fe\\' bi()' things~ this loftiuc:ss and spa~iowmes::; cf 
output, this continually dignified aim 
make him a figure \\·orthy of a dt'ep re-
spect quite apart ft·om that clue to the 
intriusic qnalities of his accomplishment. 
Hardy turned his mind, far-glancing, 
hu·ge in conception, to all about him. 
'' rnarljusteLl impressions have their 
value,'' he sa~'S, "and the road to a true 
philosoph~· of life seems to lie in humbly 
recording diverse readings of its pheno-
mena as the~· are forced upon us by chance 
and eh an ge. ·' 
His Yiv\\';o; on C+od and 1'\ature, w·hich 
W'C'Ill to account in part for his pessimism, 
me in t hc· main drear,\'. His preYailing 
theor_,. of God is that figured in the con-
cll'dillg paragraph of '·'l'es;.; of the D'Fr-
h:>ivilles": '· ',lnstice' was done, and the 
PlPsidPnt of the Immortals ... had enrled 
his ;.;port \Yith Tess." As Chesterton has 
Ci i tici~Pd Hanl ,. ';.;view of God anrl Natnre 
in HI'\' f:IPar <~JHl forcible terms it is as 
,n·ll t~ note that criticism: "Th~ God ... 
of 'l'homa;.; lianl_,. i;.; almost made personal 
lJ,· the intPn"e fpeling that he is poison-
o~u;"; hut according to the novelist He is 
indifferPnt or, as oftt'll, cruel,-not ·' pois-
OlH' Us. · · The critic gors much closer to 
the mark "·hen he saYs that ''N"atnre is 
a : \\·a,,·s eomi11g in t~ save ::.\Ieredith's 
\I"Ollll'll; Xatun is ahra:vs coming in to 
hetJHY and ruin Hal'fh\;." 'l'lwn Chester-
ton gol':i 011 to adYa;1ce that ··it is not 
oftt•n, as in :Jlr. Hardy's f•asP, tl1at it is 
neee-san· to invPnt God in order to prov() 
h0\1' tlll~l"Cl'>'sarv (and ulllle~irable) lie 
is": the no1·eli~t llocs incleet1 <;how how 
'' tumre••;.;;:ar_v ·' He is,. and, often, cansPs 
Him to appear "uudPsirahle," but he cer-
tain h- tl oesn 't --invent,. Him. Chrstcrton 
has · \\·e fpar allo\\'ed hi;.; zeal in cham-
l)iO;liiJO' Clni~tianih· to lead him into a 0 • 
mi,.;rqHeseutation of the novelist's inter-
pretation of Gvd and Nature. 
The novels themselves plainl~· enough 
indicatl' va1 ions aspeets of Hardy's out-
look on life. '"ress,. contains this en-
lightening pas;-;age :-"In the ill-judged 
execntion of the IYell-jndgetl plan of 
things tlw call rarely prodnccs the corner, 
the man to l0vt· rareh· coincides with the 
honr for loving. Nature does not often 
say 'SPe!' to her poor creatures at a time 
\Yiwn seriug can lea cl to happy doing; or 
repl~· ' Here ' to a bod)·'s cry of 'Where''' 
till the hide-a ncl-seek has become an irk-
some, out\Yorn game.'' In "Jnc1e '' the 
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author speaks of "the scorn of Nature for 
man's finer emotions, and her lack of in-
terest in his aspirations." 
Strong and definite in his general 
opinions, Hardy is also fundamentally a 
man vividly open to emotions, and he 
keenly sympathises with those to whom 
life proves tragic. As the Folletts have 
put it, '' lf Hardy once gnashed his teeth 
at life, it was for no other reason than 
that life was hurting fellow-creatures 
whom he loved." 
As for general morality, his most 
marked virtues are (so we see throughout 
the novels), a keen sense of duty,-for 
instance, Gabriel 's saving of the hay-
ricks, Tess ·s treatment of her parents,. and 
.Jwle 's conduct towards Arabella; sin-
cerity; intellectual independence; llon-
e:;ty; truthfulness; sympathy. 
'fbPse qualities of Hardy are by no 
means ohscured, as some people think, 
with rwssimism and irony. In his early 
>vork, pessimism often coincides with a 
distinct temperamental bias towards con-
~idcration of, in f.:~ct sometimes a fasei-
nation by, the incongruous aspects of life. 
Hr delights, more than any other famous 
English author, in the manifestation of 
incongruity as a thing of intrinsic value. 
In the late novc ls, say from 1880 onwards, 
there are stressings on the irony of fate 
so prononnced that one cannot help wou-
drring ··,yhether after all the artist has 
gi,·en the goodness of life a quite fair 
chance. ·' 
llardy"s irony links on with his pessim-
i,;m; probably lies at the root of his pes-
SllllJsm. He feels deeply and expresses 
graphically the terrible coincidences of 
h~1man existence. Irony, pessimistic in 
tone and grand in scale, constitutes for 
Hardy, after about 1880, eertainly the 
most remarkable and perhaps the most 
powerful agent in all events that affect 
mankind: will as he may,. will what we 
may, om· purpose is almost inevitably 
f!"l!stratetl bY the merciless hand of an 
ironit: fate. ·'!'be motive force of all his 
post-1880 \York is never free will, nor the 
intlmnce of a beneficent Supreme Being; 
it is sometimes an indifferent Supreme Be-
ing or a ··President of the Jmmortals'' 
that sport) with u,; in bitterly jPsting 
fashion, but nearly ahYays the motive 
force is chance, chance whose operations 
seem almost purposeful in malignantly in-
fluencing the lot of men. In the earliee 
work irony is often merely malicious. The 
most obvions fact about Hardy's use of 
irony is perhaps this, ~hat it resides in 
situation-whether of incident, character 
or environment, or of two or all thret' 
working in conjuncti :m; Yery rarely is ;t 
mere verbal irony. 
Even in his humour, Hardy sometimes 
indulges in irony. But generally his hum-
our is genial,-in his simple folk, broad; 
rarrly consisting of puns or other mainly 
verbal· witticisms, this humour lies in 
situation or in jmplification. Unobtrusive 
humour marks the description of a long, 
two-handlrcl mug that is "called a 'God-
forgive-me in Weatherbury and its vicin-
ity ... probably because its size makes any 
given toper ashamed of himself when he 
sees its bottom in drinking it empty.·· 
Hardy is not only a tragic philosopher, 
but also a splendid comic artist; and it i.s 
chiefly in the very minor characters, the 
drinkers at an inn, the bystanders at a 
dance or a circus,, at weddings or shecv-
shearings, and attendants of various 
kinds, that he displays much versatility in 
the art of amusing characterisation. He 
possesses, too, the knack-or rather the 
gift-of making a eomic interlude obviate 
too high a tension in a gloomy sequence 
of events and thus heighten the tragedy 
to follow. 
So that the atmosphere of the -....ve;;sex 
novels cannot be dismissed as gloomy, as 
some crities dismiss it: gloom occurs often 
enough, but there are, except in '' ,J ucle, ' ' 
many chapters that sing of the joy of life; 
in · · Tess'' very nearly all the third and 
fourth '·phases," which form little les~:> 
than one-third of the whole book, rcfieds 
the sunny side of life. Gloom comes usual-
ly as depression or as bitterly ironic cir-
cumstauces; pathos is sineere, never 
maudlin, and it springs not from shallow 
or facile sentimentality but f1·om a deep, 
liberal sympathy with human ;;et-backs 
and tragedies. 
Shrewdly and carefully observant of 
mrn,, endowed with a psychological fac-
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ulty keen and pmfound, Hardy excels at 
characterisatiou. 'fo his main characters 
he general!.'· does ample justice; in " 'Far 
from the :J ia(lding Crowd, .. Gabriel Oak 
stands out a full-length figure with full-
face countenance (being truly one of those 
strong, rural lwroes whom the author, as 
the acute l<'rench critic, l<'irmin Roz, has 
noted, holds in special favour), although 
Bathsheba is rather capriciously drawn; 
in '' Tess of the D 'UrberviUes," the 
heroine, probabl.'· the best-portrayed 
"·oma11 in the Wessex JJovels, lives full-
blooded and wonderfully true to nature, 
while Angel Clare, a very different !'!Ort 
of person,. is analysed with deft touch, 
allll Alec D 'Urberville is, though not so 
fully, yet quite as realistically character-
ised; and, in '' J ude the Obscure," the 
titula!' charactl'r constitutes tbe best pre-
St'll tmen t in our· litera tu re of the victim 
to circumstance and of the man van-
qlli~hell in his noble aspirations by the 
weakness of his fleshly nature and by his 
stoic sense of duty, while Sue ·forms a 
remarkably able delineation of a human 
Diana less rigorous than her mytholigical 
predeces:>or. One of the best examples 
of formal analysis consists in that chapter· 
of ··Far from the Madding Crowd·' 'rhieh 
offers us the merciless portraiture of an 
ad\·enturous philanderer. Hardy shmrs 
himself a pa~t master of cursory charac-
terisation; for example, chapter V HI of 
the novel just me11tioned contains man_\· 
cll'ar-cut, rapidly-traced portraits-those 
of a gronp of men drinking at a village 
inn. lle delights in dra,ring men and 
"·omen of the country districts; and he 
displays his realism to great effect in his 
.. command of folk-lore and of the folk-
spirit, his extension and specialisation of 
George Eliot's early treatment of rustic 
life and character·' (as the l<'olletts have 
observed) ; ,J oseph Poor grass and Lidcly 
in "Far from the lVIadding Crowd," Drn-
silla Fa w ley and Mrs. Eel lin in ",J udc," 
the three dairy-maids in '· Tess,'' and the 
shepherd's novels,-these prove Hardy's 
competency to deal with them. Bnt he is 
pretty consistent in taking an adverse 
view of "·omen when he makes them the 
central figtH·es of his stories; strangel.Y 
enough,. if he gives them a major-minor 
part, such as that of l<'anny Robin in" Far 
fr·om the Madding Crowd," he treats them 
favourably or at any rate not eeru;ori-
ousl."·· With the exception of Tess, "the 
oJJe resplendent example of her sex'' in 
his novels, his heroines act under the spur 
of ''vanity, itching curiosity, or deceitful-
ness-the three Fates, almost the three 
l<-'ltries of Hardy's women" (to borrow 
again the phrase of the Folletts). 
Endowed with such marked qualities o~ 
mind, and rich in knowledge of literature, 
mythology, and art, Hardy writes ably 
and consciously. He has definite ideas as 
to the requirements of a novel. In the pre-
face to '· Tess" he says of that book,~­
and his remarks apply equally to the re-
mainder of the Wessex stories:-" 'l'he 
novel "·as intended to be neither didactic 
nor· aggressive, but in the scenic parts to 
be r·epresentative, simple, and in the con-
templative to be oftener charged with im-
pressions than with convictions ... Let me 
repeat that a novel is an impression, not 
an argument.'' Hardy is praised by 
I-Iarold Willia ms as having '·carried the 
En alish novel a stage on its way in the art 
b . " Tl of concentration and constructiOn. 1e 
' ' W e!'sex · · novelist spurns superfluous. 
matter, and he makes splendid use of an 
architectural quality that ensures an ar-
tistic and a composite whole: his immense 
drama, '·The Dynasts,' ' proves this a 
well as do ·'Tess'' and ''Jude.'' He tells. 
the stories of lives, and avoids what one 
usually terms a plot; he is a master of 
ordon;1ance, but he avoids intricacy. 
His style is in th~ summing-up made by 
. ' . ,,_ G. K. Ghesterton, ''healthy and manly. 
lt has plenty of variety: vigour of na~·r:~­
tive cool detachment in enumerat10n, 
subtlety in analysis, natural and easy dia-
logue between unlike as well ~s like ?har-
acters · restraint in hancUmg h1ghly 
emotio'nal situations; artistic richness and 
artistic eeonomy in description of scene. 
There is a well-marked vein of poetry 
running through his prose, and in this he 
resembles Meredith. Such an example as. 
the following is typical:-" She arose ... 
and opened the window to obtain a full 
breathing of the new morning air, the 
panes being now \Yet with trembling tears. 
ll'ft by the night rain, each one rounded 
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with a pale lustre caught from primrose-
Jmrd slashes through a cloud low down 
in the awakening sky." 
Hanly is rarely loose or inaccurate in 
eomposition, and he employs dexterously 
a very largr vocabnlar~·; here again he is 
at one with ~lerrdith. He displays an ob-
vious prefert>nee for the graphic word, 
a11<l hiR style is, above all, vigorous, 
~inewy, and pidnresqne. Some of its 
st1·rngth and pietnrrsqueness derive;; from 
a fairly frequent use of Anglo-~ax:on and 
.\liddle English words. As he often uses 
dialect, his JJOYels naturally abound in 
provincialism~: in a preface to a series of 
pOl'lll» he says, in \YOrds that apply equally 
to his prose \\-orks, that ··whenever an 
ancient and legitimate word of the dis-
trict, for which there was uo equivalent in 
receind English, suggested itself as the 
most natural, nearest,. aud often only ex-
prrssion of a thought, it has been made 
nse of, on what seemed good grounds." 
All in all, Hardy exhibits the same 
po\Yer ancl snreness in hanclliug words as 
he does in ordering events, iu obseryation 
and description, and in analysis: both by 
his mattn and by his techniquP, by his 
sincerity and by his imprpssiYCness, he 
ha-; left a significant heritage to English 
literature. 
ERIC PARTRIDGE. 
--** ___ _ 
Anthropological Research m Australia. 
"\nstralian palaeontologists have loug 
bewailed thr fact that Anstralia is so 
~cantily blessrd with fossils of the genus 
Homo. The author in this article has set 
out to show that although prrhistoric man 
i~ almost a nonentity in thr grologieal 
musenms of this continent, yet Anstralia 
is more than abundantly blessed with liv-
ing spl'Cies of primitive man. 
Palaeontologists and anthropologists 
have nsrd many extracorporeal charac-
teristics in building up man's genealogic<tl 
tree. Tmplements have been used; art and 
language have supplied material for class-
ifications. No one, however, has yet at-
tempted to classify the human race on 
snch an index as Desire for Progress. Such 
nn attrmpt is here put forward, and 
»hould begin a new era in Anthropological 
research. 
Before >ve consider the human race on 
c;uch index it may be necessary to give 
some explanation why such a basis of 
classification can 'be used. 
W e are living in an age of progress, in-
tellectual,. industrial, commercial, and so 
on. Wolsey's advice of "Fling away am-
bition" has long since gone to the wall. 
Success in these days depends very large-
ly on ''push,'' or as we have put it, desire 
for progress. If there be in the theories 
.of evolution the truths claimed for them 
it is certain that the human 1·ace is tcml-
ing towards a statr of '' pushfuluess, · ' 
when every human being \\·ill ha\'e the 
eharactcristic of blowing ltis owu and 
every other trumpet. On these grounds, 
then. it must be obvious that a llrsi1·e for 
progrr,.;s, a desire to t·rmed,r the defects 
of the age, sbonld he an exe<>llent. rri-
terion of racial development. 
Let n~ Pxamine the Anstralia11 race ou 
such a basis. In sttch a short thesis as this 
it is impossible to con,:ider the race in it'> 
entirety, so that a few l'lp()cies mn'>t suffire. 
Homo undergradlllus, then,. \\'e will con-
sider first. We have made this our first 
choice because,. as investigation shows, it 
is in a very high state of adYancement. 
'The knowledge of this species is a bnor-
mal. Does it not know all things? Can it 
not, knowing the defects of modern life, 
speak inanely on any subject? It is prob-
ably the only species which can see the 
defects in all things and the benefits in 
none. Moreover it is the only species 
which can suggest necessary remedies 
which are extraordinarily drastic. Nor 
does this penetrating vision lie unex-
pressed in the individual. What other 
species has shown scorn of such an institu-
tion as the police system as this has done 1 
What other human beings have had the 
disposition to surround the monstrous 
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con-,table in games of childish sport 1 
True it is t!tat Homo reporter occasion-
ally places an interdict on the rail ways, 
the roads and the councils, but unlike 
undergraduus, such expression extends no 
further than tbr pl'inted page. 
One might "Tite on this species at much 
length, but enough has been said to show 
that H . undergraduus is undisputably the 
most advanced living species. 
Now let us consider some primitive 
forms. Take for a start Homo councilii 
( the H. alderman us of some authorities ) . 
Here we have a type exceptionally low in 
the scale. This species has no thought for 
advancement. After having come to the 
maturity of a council seat this interesting 
animal immediately enters the first of its 
t"·o long sleepf;-the length of which ter-
minates with the termination of its office. 
To acquaint this species of some anti-
quated or even non-existent municipal 
11ecessity is merely to detract what little 
attention it has. ~Icntion but the fact that 
the roadway is impassable and you ex-
tract an expression of horrified mistrust 
or a comfortable 1i1armur of noncommittal 
acquiescence. 
There is another very primitive species 
allied to H . councilli. This is Homo sena-
tor (var. university senator)-a species 
very rarely seen. Anatomical research 
]>as shown that the chief function of this 
species is to look after the interests of 
H!omo in general and H. uhdergraduus in 
particular. But on our scale of classifi. 
ea tion, so primitive is this animal that 
even this, its most noteworthy function, is 
never exercised. 0::1e, or two at most, of 
these interesting organi;;ms appears in 
public once a year so that we are some-
what badly off for material to enablf' us 
to classify them. But the fact of their 
utter disinterestedness in matters pertain-
ing to their office place them on the same 
level as that occupied by H. councilii. 
This subject could be pursued much 
farther if space \\·ould but permit. 'l'he 
peculiar species H . cabinetminister, H . 
publicservantus ( var: redtapei) and so on 
provide material for much useful research. 
But, as we have Sll.id, time and space do 
not permit. Therefore,. in closing, !et us 
consider one very important issue arising 
from this theory. · 
H . undergraduus, the most advanced 
species of Homo, has been observed, by 
a number of '"orkers, to grade occasion-
ally into other species such as H . councilii. 
Jnd H. senator, as it advances in vea rs . 
Now, as we have seen, thef>e final speci0s 
are among thr most primitive of human 
beings. 'L'hns in the genns liomo ·we have 
a remark a blc example of retrogressive in-
stead of progressive evolution-a species 
becoming more and morf' primitive a~ age 
creeps ou. 
Consider what thi::. mean~:, . Biblical hi~­
tory goes to some le11gths to point out the 
existence of men of extreme old age, but 
it has little to tell us of the characteristic~> 
of such antiquated specimens. No'" our 
theory will fill an important office in un-
ravelling the mystery of the personality 
of these patriarchs. Se,~iug that these 
people lived to an age many times greater 
than that of our oldest living species, it is 
only fair to assume that they retrogressed 
to a corresponding degree. 'l'hus I venture 
to state that, after such considerations, 
everything goes to prove that Methuselah 
must have been an anthropoid, and that 
l\'f elalalech had characteristics allied to 
r hose of the baboon. 
It is on this point that I stake my 
theory. Psychical research is achieving 
marvels; and when, in the course of a 
very short time we are able to get into 
spiritualistic conversation with the shade 
of Noah, this investigation which at pre-
sent must be content to remain a theory 
will assume the full role of undisputed 
fact. 
w. 
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'VIDIVJ\I'IV D 
The War .Memorial Fund. 
A Suggestion. 
A much discussed question just now is 
the raising of a fund in memory of the. 
members of the University whose life was 
sacrificed in the war. Unfortunately 
finan~ial circumstances arr not hopeful in 
these Jays: hence the advisability of con-
tri viug to make the most of whatever 
mom•y may be obtained. The most fav-
ourecl suggestion has been to help desen-
ing students \Yhose promising career 
might be cut short by one of the many 
tricks of adversity; but few are sanguine 
of raising the capital required to produce 
sufficient interest to provide for an exten-
sive s~heme. Now, years ago, in Paris, 
the University :-:ituclents · Association 
::.olve< l that YPI"Y problem by a method 
" ·hieh has mol'c merits than its mere ex-
pediency. Instead of lo~king the capital 
at their disposal in irrl'leyant investments 
the managers of that fund lent it directly 
to deserving applicants provided the,r un-
dertook to repa,1· it , witl10nt any compul-
sory interest, "·heu, and as, they would 
find it conveuien t. After a few years such 
a funu would automatically begin to re-
plenish itself. lt is true that the original 
amount might be exhausted before, and 
a period must then elapse during which its 
usefulness would be dormant. 'l'his might 
be easily obviated, for the appeal on 'be-
half of the fund might be renewed from 
year to year, which renewal ·would have 
th e further advantage of giving us an op-
portunity to keep alive the memories \Ye 
wish to preserve. The regulations to be 
drafted for the administration of the pro-
posed fund should provide for a yearly 
circular to all undergraduates and gradu-
.ates and a notice to the public in the news-
papers,. and that appeal should be pre-
faced by a list of our honoured dead. A 
young University like ours· should build 
for the future and, as vYe do not expect 
our successors to degenerate, it might be 
a worthy thought to foresee the inclusion 
in this roll of honour of any who might in 
later years emulate the commemorated 
sacrifices. The honour, in such a case, 
would be the greater for being shared, 
and would emphasise the common fellow 
ship of succeeding generations. Such a 
circular. moreover, would no don bt 
mind the beneficiaries of the fund, not 
only of their debt to those who provided 
the money, but of their greater indebted-
ness to those who prompted the gift 
that money by the gift of their life. Per-
haps the prospects o'f ultimate success 
for such an appeal arc such that it would 
be 'vise to frame the regulations for the 
use of its proceeds in a very \\·ide spirit. 
This scheme has other aclYautages than 
those already outlined. The greatest i 
its fairness: it would be regrettable that 
need should prevent an able student from 
making the most of his ability; but there 
is no r eason wlw his need should turn to 
his profit, and l~e should get for nothing 
that which equally able people must pa,\· 
for ,. bee a use they can. 
This is especially so, if we consider that 
university students should be expected to 
become in the future leaders of the Aus-
tralian people. How can they worthily 
lead, unless they can resist the immoder-
ate demands "·hich we are only too prone 
to make on the public purse? How could 
they refuse to others " ·hat they should 
have enjoyed for themselves? Moreover, 
such a self-supporting scheme \Yould be 
much more likely to commend itself to 
would-be benefactors than an appeal for 
disguised charity; and even the Govern-
ment ,. hard up as they are, would :find it 
rather awkward to deny us, should \\"e 
request them to give us a start with a 
few hundred pounds, which sum would 
not vanish, but come back again and 
again to do its helpful duty. One of the 
arguments advanced in support of such a 
fund was that the holders of three-year 
scholarships were practically barred from 
the existing four-year courses in Engineer-
ing and Applied Science; but it was ad-
mitted that such courses opened :financial 
prospects much more enticing than those 
in front of common Arts or Science under-
graduates. There is hardship in having to 
giYe up an expectation of a thousand a 
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year for want of a hundred pounds in 
ready cash to get a start; but there is no 
such hardship in being called upon to re-
pay, "·hen you are getting a thousand, 
that J.laltry hundred which gave you ~·onr 
chanct>. Awl a la<;t argument, a conclu-
sive one, is that the student soliciting an 
Hnconclitional loan, by thus showing his 
readiness to assi;;,t the Universit)· in the 
fut ure would g've an example to others. 
After all, when he repaid it, he would d()-
no more than should be clone by the suc-
cessful graduate "·ho has paid all his fees 
and even by wealthy members of the gen-
eral public who never went so far as t-o 
matr iculate . Being altogether voluntary 
and self-imposed, this repayment "·ould 
be no mor·e and no less than a gift, a re-
nelved gift to the University, llispire(l by 
the example of the original donor. 
-CH. SCHI~DLER. 
'' How Old Dick got his family together. 
Short Story. 
Ui .l Diek. t o U'-e a quaint and t•xpressin~ 
phrase, was as ' ·rough as sandbags. · · He 
himself once >.aiel that noboch· kne\\· how 
when, where or wh:· he was· born. "·hicl~ 
:-.tatement no doubt had a certain ·amouut 
of truth in it. i\'"eyertheless he "·as an 
itlen titv of some Rocial standincr '·out 1re~t .. _:_his nam r was a password ~t PYer:· 
··pub" between the New South Wales 
bord er and B orraloolu. He had reached 
th e pinnacle of fame in every pr·ofession 
Le had undertaken-and he had under-
taken man)·. The best .varn of horse-break-
inr, bullock dri\"ing, brumby run-
niug-, scrub cutting, fencing, cattle duf-
fing, tin grubbing, S\Yag lnmping, 
or any otht'r outback pastime told 
ar any "p t: b'' or around any 
eam p tire iu the "\Vest of Queensland had 
Old Dick as hero. It was natural that 
in the circumstances he should br also 
a renowned •' booze-artist'' and '' t"·o-up 
King"-in short that he should possess 
most of the vices not sanctioned by 
• · naice ·' society-or if sanctioned, spoken 
of in those camouflaged terms used in the 
social columns of the daily papers. Still 
Old Dick was strong in those qualities 
which are regarded as unnecess::rry by 
lJOlite society-he \\·as honest--even i!l his 
eattle duffing exploits he was'' all fair and 
above board,'' as even those who had been 
his victims admitted; he was generous, 
open handed-perhaps a little too much 
::,o; he was a man. One of his peculiarities 
was hi,: t·egard fur ;1 ulilell- uot iu the way 
societ.\· from its leeriug r<tandpoint woulJ. 
expect-but in a wa:· that society would 
open].\· applaud and theu retire behind 
its conventional veil to smilt' at cvnicaHv. 
It amounted to more than reveren~e-ev;.o 
to timidity. That was "·by Old Dick had 
reached the age of forty-five "·ith th~ 
reputation of never having spoken six 
\Yords at a time to any "·oman. You see 
he wasn't v~ry old at the opening of this 
narrative,. neither was he, as .ron would 
probably expect, particularly handsome. 
He certainly had, to use an expression 
·which amply describes his physiognomic 
appearance, ''a good old hard dial,'' bu~ 
his features were wdl chiselecl an •. l 1here 
\Yas something to be seen in his sumewhat 
sunken eyrs besides the dark-broY•;n col-
our. I hope he will forgive my referring 
in this manner to his '• blinkers," as h·~ 
often called them, but they are vivid in 
my memory-! have recollections of see-
ing all the pent-up fv::ces of Heaven and 
Hell in them on more than or~c occasion. 
Old Dick carried h;s repw :~ tion into the 
Light Horse, and there established his 
identity-there are few who were in 
Egypt or Palestine who will forget him. 
Although he was decorated on two occa-
sions and the V.C. \\'ould be his but for his 
modesty concerning the part he acted in 
the l\Iessallaba stunt, his army record was 
not brilliant. He had what he termed an 
"up and clo\\·n rank-sergeant one clay~ 
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common, ordinary, garden varictv of 
trooper the next.., lie gent>I.-ally kl'j;t tih• 
orderly room stati' b1ts\· makin()' out crinw 
sheets and also one. or hr; of ··'l'he 
Heads," who reali:;t>d his \YOI'th. iu pro-
trcting him from ('onrt .Jlal'tial~-;. Bat fJr 
this latter fact hr \Yonld havp Kpent most 
of hiK time in '· Klink.' · 
It \\·as on tlw da~· aftet· tht> "\rJili~tiee 
was signed that lnwt Old Diek riding into 
'l'ripoli from that \Yd, nJuddy. eoltl, 
miserable camp in tlw o1in· gt'OVc's hl'IOi\' 
the snow-rapped Lebanon. lie held JH'reltcd 
on the front of his ,;a<lcl!e a littlP ~nian 
lacl, whom he had adopted. Thi~ 1r~1s 
110t extraordinar~-, for therP \\·ao.; hardly 
a 'lection in our· diYiHion that did J;ot h1ve 
at least "one of thr st:1n-ing inhabitants of 
this 'l'urk-blighted di~-;triet attaehetl for 
rations. Tn eigl1teen months a qnartrt· of 
a million of tlwm ha<l die<l of starn1ti:n1. 
The 'l'arki:-.h r cgimp had lwt•n as dis:J~­
tron,.; for them as for tlw Anurnians, <mtl 
it i~ 110 >Yom1er that the.v hailed onr emn-
iug with thr "Cstatie joy of deliv<•t·anei'. 
8o 1 was not s:u·pri::;etl \\·hen I met Old 
Dick with Ensifi', the el1iltl l1e had picked 
1:p in the street a ft>w weeks previously. 
1 remembrJ'l'Ll well that half-starve<l, 
dirty. almost nakrd little street lll'f'bin hp 
hail hrongh1 haek to eamp \\·ith him. It 
was hard to reali,.,e tl1at this \\·as the SclltlL' 
kiddie. ~oap. 1n1nn elothe~, and a :-;uffi-
eien e,v of good food h <1 d mad l' a won dm·-
ful ,liJft>renre. li:11siff was a bright littlt• 
ehap, '.vho Ltniekly \YOll the hearts of 
ever~·one in the brigadr and established 
hims<>lf as in<li;,pensable. Umler Old 
Dick's rough gnirlance he qnickly picked 
up English. Old Dick worried greatl:· 
over his education, and made a rule by 
proclamation that no one was to swear 
within hearing distance of him. Needless 
to say Old Dick himself broke the rule 
more than anyone else, especially after a 
rum issne. He was also worried about 
getting Ensiff to Australia-he vowed 
that he would never desert the kiddie. 
''Good morning, Dick,'' I said; ''going 
into Tripoli?" "Yes, going to give the 
kid a bit of a burrl and get him a pair of 
boots,'' he replied. I was entertained 
with the doings of the youngster, related 
with pride by Old Dick, until we reached 
the main street of the olu seaport town, 
1rhen I suggested a drink at the canteen. 
· · :\ot \rhi le [ 'v•' got the kid., was Dick":; 
J·epl,v. l did not pres~ him, but rolle off 
\\'Olld(']'illg. 
I did not see Old Dick again, for the 
ll<'Xt day I was evacttate<l to hos1iital, un-
til \Yhile on lt•ave in Cairo I ran across 
ltim in EshekiPh Gardens. Hr \ras ..-;itting 
at a roulPtte tabiL· \\·ith a roll of notes 
"as hig as a piano h·g·· he informed me. 
i qnit•· beiiPYl'd him \\·lwn he tol<l mp he 
i<atl hld a g:orion-; tla,,·- !Je looked like it 
-for 1rhic:h rea:Ln l wa::; anxious to get 
hin1 H\\·ay. 
·· :"\o hlinkiu fpar- ean"t let th e ki tl see 
11Je likt• this,'· \\'as all the Wlhe I t:onhl 
g.•t from him. 
EY•'llti ally l got l1im into a gh<trry 
\\·hile ht• ,,·as g-i'.·iug Hl<' the details of how 
ilt• got Ensiff aboard the boat at T1·ipoli 
:11 a kit hag. 
.. Wltt>rr is the kid?" l asked. 
· · 11<> ·,_ hom<· a11d dried,·' ht• l't •plied, 
··Jtp's ont at llPliopolis . .Jlrs. 0--'s loot~­
ing :tftt·r him.'' 
~\lrs. G-- \\·as \\'ell lmo\\·n to tlH· dig-
gel'S, l'"lweially to thost' who had the pil'<l-
sure of a eourse at Zeitonn :--ichool. It ap-
!H'ars that sht• had undertaken to look 
after Ensitf Ulltil Oltl Dick "IYOl'htl hi:; 
nnt · · aboartl a holllP\\'ard-bouml troop-
ship. I got him to bed at the Xational 
Hotel that night by using all my pO\rers 
of [H•rsunsion, bnt 011 aw:lking ne.·t morn-
ing I fonnd his hetl empty-he had nm-
i:-hed. I \Hlited in thr hotel throughout 
the day thinking that he mntld tmn up. 
lie didn't: but as this \Yas characteristic 
of him l did not worry. ~eYertheless I 
was somc\\·hat eoDcerne~l when I found a 
roll of not<>s in m_,. tunic pocket, but \Yas 
relieved whrn I nnrolled them to find that 
he had intended to leave them. There IYas 
a piece of a Knrsaal programme with the 
words "Have a O'Ood time on this lot-
got pl~n ty more,.' ,"'written a er os~ iL I had 
a good time on that lot too, belleve me. 
Since that night I heard nothing from 
or of Old Dick, although I wrote to several 
likely addresses and made endless en-
quiries until a few weeks ago I met a 
talkative well-dressed gent. in a tram-car. 
He informed me that he had not long ar-
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rin•d from America. We had a chat and 
a drink together .at the hotel, "·here he 
said he was staying, when he asked me 
to drop round and have dinner \\"ith him 
that eYening. At this juncture I thought 
onr acquaintance had gone far t'nongh. 
anrlmade the usual excuses. He certainlY 
looked alright, even familiar-as a matte.r 
of far:T from the time he first spoh to me 
l ha1l been endeavouring to identify him 
with ~omeonc I knew. Still I was per;:i;;-
tent in my refusal until he looked me 
straig-ht in the eye, thumped me on the 
bar:k . and said, "You'll do me, old !'Oll. 
forgo ten Old Dick." 
··Old Dick!·· I gasped, as T gral ohed his 
han<l-~nre enough it was. ··Hut.·· [ sairl. 
"how the deuce--'' 
He ~.:nt me short. '·No qucstiotts here. 
ol<l ·wn. Run a \Ya~· noli'. 1 'm i11 c: hf' ll of 
a hurry. To-night at .dinner .'·oH 'Il hf'ar 
all ahont it.··· 
"1 e,., .... I said, "but--'" 
Before I could finish, he pushed nlL' Otit 
intv r he street and smilingly sa id, '·So 
long-can't keep the wife waiting-don't 
forget, to-night at seven," and then dis-
appeared round the corner. 
I ~tood for some time trying to persuade 
mv:;elf that I wasn't dreaming, drunk or 
m~d, and then slowly walked down the 
street. It is little wonder that everyom 
thought I was daft that day. 'l'hat couldn't 
have been Old Dick dressed np like a 
chairman of a board of director.~. Old 
Dick neYer spoke like that. ''The " ·ife · · 
-that settlecl it. Old Dick married was 
the heigllt of absurdity. 'l'hus I arwwd 
with myself, and eventually came to the 
conclusion that I had been the victim of 
~ome strange hallucination. Nevertheless 
I mechanically dressed that evening and 
later found myself in the lounge of the 
hotel \Yhere I had had the drink with the 
' . phantom stranger, who lead me to beheve 
he wa~ Old Dick. There he was ready to 
meet me-he \\·as alive alright. I was 
convinced of that by the pain that shot up 
my arm when he grabbed me by the hand. 
"You're on time, old son," he said, "but 
what·s wrong IYith you-had a night out 
or a fight-come in and have a reviver." 
After the reYiver I felt a little better, 
anu began to talk, but I was conscious of 
the fact that I was talking a lot of bun-
kum . Lt \\·as not twtil about half an houF 
afterwanls that my phantom friend con-
vinced me that I 11·as uot tlreaming-that 
hr "·as Old Dick in the flesh. He told me 
h o\\- he had got a 1ray to America after 
obta iuing his discharge in England, and. 
coming back to Eg~·pt: hOlY he had mar-
ried "the finest little girl in Ne\Y Or-
leans"; that Eusiff \\·as still '·home and 
dried" and was excited at the prospect of 
seeing me. '·Both are ~yaiting for us. 
Come on old boy,·· he said as he led me 
hack it1to the lounge. 
Little Ensiff ran along to meet us, and 
almost jumped into Old Dick's arms. I 
eonl<l see a still greater change in .the 
kio<lie than that l had noticed the last 
time I "a''" him. Of course he was 
three ,vea1·s oldtt·. and dressed far 
diffrre11tly from what he \Yas the day I saw 
ltim on tl;<. Tripoli road. Still I rec~gnised 
it i ltl. 
'·You remember, Jack. Ensiff, don't. 
~·ou '? · • Old Dick questioned. 
··Yes,·· the kiddie replied rather shyly 
as he turned his head away. 
I shook hands with the little chap, aml 
\\·e were soon on good terms, he telling 
me, in perfect English, all about the won-
derful things he had seen in America. I 
had become quite interested when I sud-
den]~· became aware that Old Dick was in-
troducing me to "The ·wife.'· Again I 
"·as sure I was dreaming, just as I had 
convinced myself othen1·ise. Old Dick's 
wife-it "·as ridiculous. Still I took her 
hand and mumbled something that was 
meant for a greeting, and stared at her· 
foolishly. Young, beautiful, and surely 
accomplished was Dick ·s \Yife. The incon-
gruity of it all was enough to make any-
one stare foolishly. 
I pulled myself together as we four took 
our seat<> at the dinner table and found 
myself quite naturally talking of different. 
happenings on "the other .side." It was a. 
pleasant little dinner party_ I had come 
to the conclusion that Dick had not only 
married youth and beauty, but money. 
As Dick and I strolled out into the 
lounge to have a cigar while 1\'[rs. --
(i.e. "The Wife") and Ensiff retired to-
dress for the theatre, he said, "Well, old 
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HOJJ, l dare:say you 'r e still some\Yhat puz-
zled at Old Di ck, eh ?" l certa in ly was. but 
di tl no t answer. ' · Y cs," he continued, · ·i t 
was <l hanl job t o get like this. Booze and 
cur sing " ·ere given the go-by p retty 
L·a,; ily. It was gettin g nsed to t hese togs 
and to t hese things "-her e he indicated 
the cigar he was smoking-'·that kn ocke:! 
me. Still l per,.;evered, and here I am, 
home and dried, en joying the lot. It's a 
fnnny worhl . '' 
. of t hr \Ya ggons of th a t t ra in." 
.. I know tha t ,." he laugh ed. "I hap-
p ened to be that same Gen L' r al H o<1gson-
Hct ed m y par t well , eh?" 
··Yes,·· I replied, · · it's a funny worhl.'' 
"You're still WOJl(l erin g, eh, .Jnck?" Jw 
questioned. ·'How did I get the ca,:;h, eh'? 
Listen--remember the train load of gold 
we eapt nred at 8amach .' '' 
· · ·w ell l 'll b·' damn ed!' ' l ex(·lai·ned, 
;:s he hu r ried me ont so that \\·e \\'Ollq 
not be Jatr fo ~· t hP theatre. " Bnt the 
sh·angest thing, ,Jack, is how I O'Ot mv 
family together, · ' he said as \Ye g'-"ot in r.o 
the waiti11g car. Oltl Dick with the famih· 
ldt fot· ) I m erica a fortnight later. aftt;r 
what was for me fom·teen of the luippiP'it 
<lays of my l ife. 
··Yes,'' I replied, '' ancl I remember 
Gl'lleral Uotlgson putting half a dozen of 
l h Hll(ler arrest for hav in g a look in one 
.Jnclging by thr size of the cheqne, 
\\·hirh hp insisted 'nls m,· ::;hare of "·hat 
he termed the "Samach stunt," that train 
llll tst haYe bt'l'll wel1 ovcrloa<led. 
An Australian Night. 
High-lif t in va ult of he 3.Ven gl eam ed for t h 
t h e m oon: 
Brigh t star s she ened unto m en a chee rful 
boon : 
Th e gum trees dark, sho t t hro ' by gleams of 
light, 
Crested with ragged limbs , shadowed the 
night: 
The long black slope upreared its lofty scar, 
When ce bandicoots set forth, the herbs to 
mar 
Of homesteads on the plain, to sate anew 
Their dearth: out o'er th e land, a ll fearful, 
blew 
The weird, sad ·c ry of curlew, h a unting fl ats 
That hills enclosed; on pillage bent, bats 
Flew whirring by; the cicala sounded 
In shrubs his joyous din; and far bounded 
Thro' vales the thudding kangaroos and w ent 
A chequered course wraith-like, ere did re-
lent 
Their quest: grasses ever waved and sighed; 
the wind 
Drove sparse cloudlets o'er the shimmering 
mgon, lined 
About with wondrous haze, and wept 'mid 
. trees 
Where one the wild-cat, reiver bold, oft sees: 
And crowning all, the sense of wide, free 
space 
·where fancies sped care-rid in fancy's race. 
-No. 394 . 
- V. E. G. H ARRIS. 
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Henry Lawson. 
Henry Lawsou \vas born near Grenfell, 
?\.S.\\' .. , in 1867. His mother was a native 
of .:\.~.W., but hi;; father was a ~or­
\n•gian, an<l ~pelt his name "I.Jarsen." The 
bov worked on his father's farm until he 
w~s seYenteen, when he went to Sydney 
and learnt the tra<le of a coach-painter. 
Hr began to write verse in 1887, and in 
J H90 was on the staff of the "Queensland 
Boomerang.'' ~ince then he has been a 
('Oll~tant contributor to the "Bulletin" 
a11<l other Australian papers. His works 
ha1'r been published in various collections 
of pro»e and verse. Lawson·~ three prin-
eipal JWose collections, "While the Billy 
Boils,·· "On the 'l'rack" and ".Toe Wilson 
and His )fates," often recall Bret IlaJ·te, 
hoth in matter and manner. "::\Iacquarie's 
:\fat<• · · has much iu common with '''fen-
J Jt•s~<·t:> ·~ Partner,'' and .Jack IIamlin often 
remimls one of Steelman, ''cynic, 
spieler. stiff-lipped battler through," who 
' ·kept a wife and child in comfort" all the 
tinw. But there is a marked difference in 
t be attitude of the two writers. Bret 
ll<n·te is never quite of the people he 
writ•·,; about,. while Lawson most empha-
ticallY is. We feel sure he took the track 
with ·::\Iitchell and Steelman, tramped be-
sille .Jimmy Nowlett, and drank with Joe 
\\'ilson. 
With equal clearness in his poems, 
short stories and sketches does Lawson 
show his reverence for '' Mateship.'' 
:Jiatt•ship meant for him what "Honour" 
and "Reputation" mean to other men. 
'l'ime and again a man's loyalty to his 
mate redeems him in the eyes of writer 
and reader, from lesser things, over-
shadowed by this ennobling characteris-
tic. No scorn is too great for a man who 
cannot be true to his mate. Characteris-
tically, when the poet meets an old mate 
after many years, and-
"His hat was battered, his coat was green, 
The ltoes of his boots were through, 
But the pride was h!s! It was I felt mean-
! wished that my collar was not so clean, 
Nor the clothes I wore so new." 
Lawson can pass by pride of race, ability 
or money, but-
Friendship that can laugh at fortune, friend-
ship that can conquer pride! 
Offer this as to an equal-let me see that you 
are true, 
And my wall of pride is shattered: I am not 
so proud as you." 
His love for his country i,.; an integral 
part of the man. Jt is not the love that 
indulges in wild panegyrics, but a derp-
seeing love which points ont the faults of 
the land as it is ''Uletl, and pleads pas-
sionately for reform. 
"I have seen so long in the land I love, what 
the land I love might be, 
·when the D1rling rises from Queensland 
rains and the f10ods run into the sea. 
And is it our fate that we'll wake too late to 
the truth that we were blind, 
\Vith a for·eign foe at our harbour gate, and 
a blazing cl rought behind!" 
lie has pleaded hopelessly" for irrigation, 
\rhere they sacrifice all for wool,'' again;;;t 
small,, mean men, representing the vested 
interest he so hates. 
"The parasites dine at your tables spread 
(As my enemies did at mine). 
And they croak and gurgle, "Australia's 
dead" 
While they guzzle Australian wine. 
But we heed them never, my land, my land, 
For we know how small they are." 
~arrowness and smallness of mind is the 
only thing he is rigidly intolerant of. His 
own hnrt pride cries out against men who 
"rant and cackle" "Redeem the Past"! 
who never had past worth redeeming. 
"You may loaf, you may cadge and borrow, 
But walk clown the streelt with a ten-pound 
note, 
And their hats will be off to-morrow! Old 
man-
Can they win your respect to-morrow?" 
In all his lighter verse there is a whim-
sical humour, which appreciates a joke 
against himself as well as, if not better 
than any. His portrait was hung together 
with that of an unknown lady, the king 
and the queen, but-
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"If by chance we hang together-hang toge-
ther on the line, _ 
And the thing should shock the godly-then 
it's Longstaff's fault, not mine." 
In ''Australian Bards and Bush Re-
vie,rers" "-e learn ho"· one can earn sn eh 
delectable epithets as "A clenr southern 
writer, scarce inferior to Bret Hart e.·· and 
''Young Australian Burns.·' 
"But if you should find the Bushmen-spiie 
of all the poets say-
Are just common •brother-sinners, and you're 
quite as good as they-
You're a drunkard, and a liar, and a cynic 
and a sneak. 
Your grammar's simply awful. a nd your in-
tellect is weak." 
Poor Lawson ~ But he g·enPrallv rak('~ 
his roastings well. • 
He has writtrn lutwh th<'lt if' hitter and 
cynical, but it IS ne.-er mere affected 
cynicism, and it rings true. ·with a pas-
sion for the truth of matters rather than 
a poetic misrepresentation, he is )'et a 
gips~- at heart, with the instincts of I!Cll-
era ticms of ?\ onregian sea-roYers. But, 
' ·After All, .. he says-
"The ghost of the man I might have ·been is 
gone from my heart to-chy; 
We'll live our life and the best it brings till· 
our twilight shadows fall. 
And my heart grows brave, and the world . 
my girl, is a goad world after an " 
Henry Lawson is not a great poet. lie 
is just a writer 'rho re Yea Is a loyal heart ,. 
faithfulness to his mates, chivalr~- and 
pity for women,. and a passionate anxiety-
for his countr~- to be strengthened awl. 
dPYf·lopecl as it can. He is an Anstralia~1 . 
- PHYLLIS Fl'LLARTOX. 
--**--
Four t h Year Greasers. 
Half the \Yorld doesn't kuo\1· what tlw 
other half is doing: eyen at the "Yarsit,,-
our ideas are rather vague about the "·ork 
done in other courses. 
Consider, for example, those solitary 
great ones, the fourth year engineers. 'rho 
liv;e in m~·sterious seclusion on the top 
floor of the Eugineering Building, whence 
they occasionally emerge to appear at gen-
eral meetings. Some there are who blis,;-
fully talk of the lack of culture in the 
course; but if they could see the pnrsnits 
of these srven super-men, the~- "·onlcl 
realise that the greaser has no time at his 
disposal for the gentler side of life. 
For during his fourth year each man 
must complete some special ''"ork of an 
original natme-ancl that in these daYs 
when e\·en·thing seems to haYe been do~1e 
already. 'l'he l.llechanical and electrica l 
men spPnd the time the~· can spare from a 
tl'O\Hled time table in the construction of 
fearsome machines. One man is making 
a 30,000 Yolt transformer,. and another a 
nev\' type of fan-motor. A third is using 
metal electrodes in electric welding, while· 
the fonrth is condemned to run small en-
gines on coal dust and vegetable oils. 
But if their lot is hard, imagine the feel-
ings of a Civil man who did French (lw 
thinks) about 1910, when asked to prepare 
a translation of a French work on tunnels~ 
Another has one of Simple Simon's prob-
lems in a new guise-ho"- to keep water 
in a leakv dam. The last of this noble 
band is t~sting North Queensland timbers 
for the Forestry Department. ~ o one 
ever did this before, and it is hoped no 
one will need to do it again. 
}laY their efforts be cro,yned with the 
sncce~s \Yhich is their due! 
-GLOBE VALVE. 
--**--· 
The Solvent. 
HCI is a ~ ·)!vent prime 
Of copper and silver as well; 
But our gold cloth vanish in half the time 
When treated with H.C.L. 
-Stinx. 
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Tweed Heads. 
From. a Geological Point of Veiw. 
Coolangatta is one of those clelightful 
Jllaees where, whether geologically in-
clinecl or not,. one can spencl the best of 
JJOlida_ys. Under the wings of a professor 
and a lecturer in this hard and stony 
path of science, one might be expected to 
have developed an insatiable desire to un-
lock the hidden mystery of the inscrutable 
rock, to solve the riddle of the igneous 
mas::;. ~evertheless, this ·innate desire to 
devote the leisure hour to the pursuit of 
the specimen did not in any way detract 
from what one must unblushingly re-
.<:ord as the most cherished aspect of the 
trip, the social life. 
Burleigh, according to all precedent, is 
the first spot in which the devotee makes 
hi,; acquaintance with the geological in-
tricacies of the area. And what better 
prelude could be desired. Here, at the 
outset, the two main requisites for follow-
ing a geological professor arc put to the 
tt"st-pas»ive resignation and abnormal 
<leYclopment of the pedal muscles. 
_For an ardent patron· of the switchback, 
Burleigh is ideal; for the specialist in 
profanity with no longing for Ilimalayan 
.slopes it is unique. Having both types in 
the party, the encounter was eminently 
~ n ccessful. 
The Burleigh trip deserves to be chron-
ided if onlv for the fact that it revealed 
.another of the base motives which prompt 
_l)rofessors to lead trusting students into 
the inhospitable field. Into the scrub on 
the headland the party advanced. .After 
frenzied scrambles among lawyers and 
lianas the chief of staff declared he had 
missed the track, that in the thickness of 
the forest we had turned in the wrong 
.direction. But history had no cause to 
repeat itself ·in the enacting of the ''Babes 
in the Wood," for at length,· after pro-
longed search, the lookout point was 
oained and for a time we ceased to worry. 
But the descent had to be made. Perhaps 
it would not be wise to describe it in 
detail. Those who, in their own private 
rambles, have descended a precipice with 
unwonted haste can well imagine the 
descent of a motley crowd over the face 
of Big Bmleigh. But there is one thing 
which does call for notice. 'l'he self-ap-
pointed guide in the lower stretch, even 
though he had been trained in the High-
land~ themselves, selected the most awk-
ward path avail_able, leading trembling 
damsels Blondin-wise over interlacing 
lianas to an almost impassable belt of 
boulders. 
)._t that most popnlar hostel,, the Oyster-
bed Hotel, the residents had excellent 
opportu11 ities to comment with great fa v-
onr on the much less obtrusive and per-
haps more decorous behaviour of Univer-
:oity people than was shown the year be-
fore. The peace of the village with its 
sylvan solitude >vas no longer broken by 
unearthly ribaldry over subjects devoid 
uf amusement. No; this year the students, 
restrained by the presence of the fairer 
sex, confined their remaining energies to 
pasmodic hops at the hostel. 
Greenmount again was the place of 
sojourn during the excursion. Last year 
the party was greatly annoyed by the 
flocks of stuffed birds and beasts with 
which this establishment is crowded. This 
year the same trouble arose. lJngainly 
pelicans soaring to meet one on the way 
to the breakfast ·table, wild eyed curlews 
greeting the habitues of the sitting-room, 
fierce, uncouth parrots intruding on one's 
gaze everywhere make the place an or-
nithological Eden. 
Greenmount, in spite of any advantages 
resultant from its unique fauna, is not 
perhaps the best resort for a geological 
party. Ballrooms and basalt do not con-
spire to form a harmonious whole. 'l'he 
presence of the ballroom, therefore, had 
the effect of quite overshadowing the rival 
claims of the rocks, and the trip resolved 
itself into a little geology between danc-
ing. Morning, noon and night Liza ,Jane 
and Swanee filled the air with regulated 
discord. 'l'he adepts in the art hopped 
gaily as number after number rang out. 
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'l'hc uninitiated \\"ere divided into hYo 
camps-those finding amusement in nn-
kuom1 spots else\Yhere and the ]Jrave few 
who dared to "·alk over oth1~r people ·s 
feet in the endeaYour to master the mYs-
tery of the hop. Geological excursi~ns 
into the field usnalh· bear in their train 
attendant wearines;, ·of fllot, but here in 
Greenmount the self-sacrificing dancing 
mistresses nursed their corns for this 
other ;;pecial reason. 
As we have remarked. a little time was 
spent in geology. In this there was again 
a division in the camp. The staid seniors 
with the lecturer in to\Y basked in the 
sunshine of the bea~.:h. while the other 
enthusiasts climbed all the rocky emi-
nences with the professor. ·while the 
latter party panted m1d gasped in ascend-
ing the Razorback, the former carefully 
noted their actions with the aid of optical 
instruments from the conyenient station 
of the shore. 
In order to accustom the uninitiated to 
the trials of the field, the first trip is one 
of short duration and devoid of hills. Por 
this reason the pero.;onally conducted tom 
round the point is ever likely to prove 
one of the most popular. Short though it 
iR, there is always opportunity for the 
foolish to come in for special notice. On 
this occasion one member 'became seized 
with the idea of testing the showers of 
~pray thrown over the rocks by the 
breakers with the possible idea of utilis-
ing them _as an economic source of morn-
ing baths. Evidently the test was not 
highly successful, for it was only carried 
out for one wave. 
The serpentinous track through the lan-
tana leading to Observation Hill formed 
a pleasing feature of the second day's 
trip. Soft, clinging lantana overhead and 
at the sides, soft clinging mud beneath 
form a pleasant environment for the 
climber. But other things grow on the 
hill besides this universal weed. ''Goose-
berries and how to find them" was a 
theme discussed at much length. Unfor-
tunately the place on the hill where the 
coffee, cakes and honey grow had been 
reserved by an enterprising resident, so 
that these commodities had to be obtained 
b.1· the normal method of barter. In quite 
~~ number of cases the specimens coUecteu 
in this kiosk outcrop "·ere the only ones 
obtained on the trip. 
But the trip most popular was not an)· 
of these we have ~o far described. In 
those one had· to "-alk. General opinion 
~.:ast its lot of preference to the Fingal 
cxcurf>ion \\·here a motor boat is used to 
facilitate matters. Here at :B'ingal a fur-
ther test \\·as tried, this time by another 
experimenter on the possibilities of utilis-
ing breaking ·waves for shower baths. 'l'o 
the spectators the result of the test wa 
excellent in every way, effective, speedy 
and ente1·taiuiug, but the look of disap-
pointment on the face of the experimenter 
<>ho\1-ed that in some respect the method 
was not all that could be desired. 'L'he 
rocks at Fingal, according to the profes-
<;or. are similar to those on Observation 
Hill, and it may be worthy of note that 
here al:so, as at Observation Hill~ an out-
crop of kiosk mAterial was found, and 
many valuable specimens collected. This 
trip was also effective in portraying an-
other instance of the versatility of the 
student, a number of more or less suc-
cessful culinary operations being carried 
out on cooking oysters by using sun's rays 
concentrated by lenses. 
Before closing it may be as well to com-
ment on a few matters which really had 
little bearing on the geological work done. 
First of ali we must publicly acknowledge 
the brilliant if, at times, somewhat mJs-
guided efforts of the ''official'' chroniclel-
of the trip in its uonscientific aspects. 
These lVI.88., so full of glimpses of the 
lighter aspects, and illustrated by a pro-
fusion of line sketches, all pervaded by a 
subtle personal element in the observa· 
tions, would make a valuable addition to 
the Mitchell Library. Unfortunately per-
mission has not been obtained from the 
author to publish them in these pages, so 
that, unfortunate though it is, our readers 
must remain ignorant of this valuable 
work. 
Then again, a complaint must be laid 
about the hideous noises prevalent each 
morning on the verandahs, due to the mis-
anthropic efforts of a student armed with. 
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those infernal bagpipes. Thi;; was the 
nearest approach to a tragedy ou the trip. 
Every morning one expected to find a 
mangled Scottish corpse on the porch, the 
foul deed being laid at the door of his 
tortured fellows; but nothing of the kind 
happened, and the trip came to an end 
without any such deed of blood. 
The return journey was undertaken by 
the party in mixed spirits. No one shed a 
tear on leaving the basalts. No one felt 
sorry that the andesites of the hills were 
not to be visited again. Yet there was a 
general feeling of aversion at renouncing 
the social events which had formed quite 
the main part of the trip. 
By this time evetybody knew all that 
could reasonably be expected to be known 
about everybody else. The staid misters 
and misse'-1 of the forward journey had 
YaJlishecl, their place being joyfully filled 
by Christian names and heathen nick-
names. Thu the return seemed to take a 
very ,;hort time,. and one was quite sur-
prised to find South Brisbane appearing 
in view so soon. 8o quickly indeed did the 
\\·hole few days pass that everyone is look-
ing forward to the next occasion, in a 
\\·eek or two, when another rennion takes 
plac<>, this time at ·warwick. 
w. 
--**--
The Anthology of Australian University Verse. 
As mcntio11Cd in our last issue, the six 
Australian Universities are combining this 
year in the production of a book of verse. 
Committees were formed in each Univer-
sity to collect and forward suitable poems, 
which were to be submitted for final selec-
tion to an independent authority. 
The Queensland Committee (Prof. 
Michie, ~Ir. Kirwood, Messrs. Partridge, 
Fryer, and Stephensen) have selected and 
sent on the Queensland contributions, 
which seem to have created a favourable 
impression, for the hon. secretary, in 
acknowledging receipt of them has writ-
ten in the following eulogistic terms:-
" lVIay I (unofficially) congratulate you 
on the quality of the verse from Queens-
land? We did not altogether expec t much 
good stuff from the smaller 'Van~ities; but 
your verse is certainly up fo standard. 
.Jack Lindsay 's, particularly, is better than 
any we have written down here. His no-to~iety has already reached here, but I 
had no idea he was writing such good 
stuff.'' 
It had been hoped to have the Anthology 
ready by the end of July, but unforeseen 
circumstances have caused a delay in the 
printing, and it will be nearer the end of 
August before the volume is ready. When 
it does appear, we hope Queensland 
students will help to send up the sales. 
It's one way of encouraging Australian 
Literature. 
--**--
Thos. Parnell. 
'' Thos. Parnell is of a more serious turn 
of mind than his contemporaries, and he 
shows considerable originality m his 
work.'' 
Do not be alarmed, gentle reader, you 
do not know the person referred to. These 
words of wisdom have fallen glibly from 
the lips of one of our lecturers in the 
dreary subject of English Literature. The 
reference is to a seventeenth century poet. 
On t·he same subject we quote Saints bury: 
-'' Thos. Parnell may also be classed as 
an unconscious rebel. ...... It is not pos-
sible to call Parnell a great poet, as he 
stands, but in slightly different circum-
stances and in other times he would prob-
ably have been one." Does history repeat 
itself 1 
:.:.·:. F lHS'l'- She suddeiJl)· 1s,HtoEp~ :'IP. ~e-d ::..~::. Miss ::lhepnerd sang ··.rn the Gloaming." Singing. The 
;: The "New Edi~on·· stood on the stage by "New Edison" took up her song. and ~~~ 
:~ her Ride. continued it alone. ::; 
~ ono ~~"~}!,~!~ty-Ftve Time. M!" B''" L~? Sh~~!!~~~Do~~m.ci"'' I 
j.:·l:j.: Greatest Concert Sopranos) has stood on a pu·blic concert platform and sung the old heart .~~-~ 
songs with all the exquisite fervour of her art. One hundred and eigh ty~five times a 
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·!· ~ ~ 
I The New Edison Diamond Disc i 
:.l.j (The Instrument that is Human) ;:::.=::~ 
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~. Illustrated Catalogues sent Post lh·ee. CaU or \\'rite To-day. ~ 
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Sappho. 
Ah the singing, ah the delight, the passion! 
All the ~oves wept, listening; sick with 
angmsh, 
s,tood the crowned nine Muses about Apollo· 
Fear was upon them ' 
'While the tenth sang wonderful things they 
knew not. 
Ah, the tenth, the Lesbian! the nine were 
si·lent, 
None endured the sound of her song for 
weeping; 
Laurel bv laurel 
Faded all their crowns; but about her fore-
head 
Shone a light of fire a~ a crown for ever. 
~Swinburne. 
~appho, a contempora1·.\· of Alca"n~, was 
born of noble pareutage at ::\Iitylene or 
Cresos, both to"·n;.; in Lesbos, somewhere 
abont the middle of tl1e 7th centnrv, B.C. 
Her parents' names are given as Skaman-
dronymos and Kleis; boih are aristocratic 
11ames, but. it is doubtful whether they 
Itre _a nthentlC. We hear of two brothers, 
Lanchos and Charaxos. 'l'be former "·as 
ch_osen as cup-bea1·er in the prytaneion of 
~~1t.ylen~, an office only given to a yonth 
<hstmgmshed by hi;.; noblt> birth and hand-
some appearance. We know ;.;omethin"' of 
the romantic history of Charaxos~ a 
weal_thy wine merchant, who, while o'n a 
trachng_ voyage to Egypt, fell deeply in 
loVf~ w1t_h the !air conrtesan Rhodopis ,. 
and sacnficed h1s fortune in trying to free 
her from slavery, thus incurring a sharp 
reproof from his sister in one of her 
poems. From fragments of Sappho 's work 
it has been concluded that she married 
her hnsband ·s name being given as Kirky~ 
las of Andros, and the existence of a 
daughter is inferred from the lines-
"I have a maid, a bonny maid, 
As dainty a,s the goiden flowers, 
My darling Kleis. Were I paid 
All Lydia, and the lovely bowers 
Of Cyprus, 'twould not buy my maid." 
S\tppho lived at Mitylene until she was 
exiled with the rest of the oligarchical 
faction, including the poet Alcaeus, and 
\Ve have no evidence to show whether she 
returned to her native Lesbos, or died in 
exile, perhaps in Sicily. Of her personal 
appearance we know little. Four centuries 
later Maximus Tyrius writes of her that 
though short and dark she was considered 
l•eautiful,-for the conventional iueal of 
the Lesbians was fair. 
Tl~e aeknowledged leader of the day in 
J:ms1c and poetry, she was the head of an 
aeadt'lll.Y of women who gathered together 
from Lesbos and other islands of the 
APgeau, to study the arts, and it would 
~et•m !hat she also instructed her pupil.,; 
m :;oeml graces. She felt a supreme scorn 
for those who cared nothing for the arts, 
and says of such an nncnltnred one,-
" \Vh en thou art dead, thou shalt lie. with 
none to remember or mourn 
For ever and aye; for thy head no J;'ierian 
roses adorn; 
But e'en in the nether abodes thou shalt herd 
thee, unnoted, forlorn, 
With the dead whom the great dead scorn." 
1Ie1' pod1·~· wa;.; publicly burned in 1073 
at Rome, and at Constantinoplr, on ac-
count of its supposedly demoralising in-
tinencr, and what we have left ,.,nrvive,; 
only by accident,. va1·ions passagr" having 
hren qnoh'd by later writers and gram-
lllarians to il]u,trate some aesthetic floc-
trim' or some technical point of st:de or 
gram mar. With the burning of her poetry 
the world sustained a loss which it is im-
possible to estimate, and which \Ye can 
only surmise from a consideration of the 
surpassing beauty of the fragments \Yhich 
have come down to us. 
Round the name of Sappho a host of 
legends has sprung up, very many of 
1 bem of a discreditable nature, and these 
\\·e eau for the most part definitely refute, 
or at any rate disbelieve, for we can un-
derstand the causes that would lead to 
1 he manufacturing of such tales. In the 
first place later writers, and indeed the 
rest of the Greeks of her own day, could 
not realise the state of society which e:;>,.-
isted in Lesbos, as in no other part of the 
world, at that time. The position of 
women had retrograded since the time 
of Homer w'hen they enjoyed a life of 
freedom and independence, and even .in 
Athens, which was so far ahead of the 
other Greek States in political freedom 
and in the realm of art, women were kept 
iD the strictest seclusion, and the woman 
most deserving of praise was ''she of 
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whom least was said amona men for aoo.l 
'l " I "' "' or ev1 . n Lesbos, however women were 
unequalled till modern times: They mixed 
freely in society and enjoyed all the bene-
fits of highet· education. To an Athenian 
no woman who lived such a free life could 
be other than an Aspasia,. aud thus 1t 
came a hout that Sappho 's reputv tion suf-
fer·ed, the writers of the Middle Comedy 
especially making her the butt of their 
witticisms. Another reason for this lies 
in the character of the poetry itself. Love 
and passion arc the dominatina theme~ 
. - e ' but social Rtandards in Lesbos made it 
JlOSsible for women to express their emo-
tions in a manner which was opposed to 
all the conventional ideas of becomina 
reticence in the rest of the Greek worlcl 
~Ioreover, there is a tei;Idency, when cri-
ticising melic poetry, to take everything 
written in the first person as an autobio-
graphical reference, and this tendency is 
specially liable to error in the case of 
Sappho, considering that only fragments 
of her work have survived. 'l'he story of 
her death as the result of despair at her· 
unrequited love for Phaon is almost cer-
to inly a fabrication. Her poetry itself is 
markell as much by beauty of thought as 
by beauty of exprt>ssion, and Alcaeus pays 
her a courtly tribute when he addresses 
hee as "violet-weaving, pure, s"·eetly-
smiling Sappho." 
As to Sappho 's place in the field of poe-
try, there can be no doubt. She is "pre-
eminent among singers,'' and is plac.~d 
with Catullus and Shelley in the first rank 
of lyric poets. As Homer was always 
spoken of by the Greeks as '' '1'-he Poet, '' 
so Sappbo to them was ''The Poetess.'· 
Plato calls her the tenth J\Iuse. '!'hough 
her· range was necessarily more restricted 
than that of her contemporary, Alcaeus, 
::.he is by far the finer artist of the two, 
and show·s a deeper insight into life. 
Byron has said,.--
":\Ian' s love is of man's life, a thing apart, 
'Tis woman's whole existence," 
and to Sappho love was the all-absorb-
ing, dominating theme, not love idealised 
but love as she felt it ctnd knew it, with 
its "bitter-sweetness,., \Yith a real touch 
of human jealousy and with a certain 
wistfulness in its depths. The only two 
fragments of an~- length which we posse~s 
have love as their subject. 'l.'hev are the 
Hymn to Aphrodite, and the Od; to Anac-
toria. The Hymn to Aphrodite is marked 
by the simplicity which characterises all 
Sappho ·s poetry. · 
"0 divine enthroned AphrodiLe, 
Child of God, 0 queen of guileful art, 
I beseech thee, with despair and anguish 
Break not my heart." 
S~metimes her lov -.:> lighh up into a fiery 
passwu,-
"One glimpse of thee, and I 
Am speechless, tongue-tied; subtle flame 
Steals in a moment through my frame." 
Though we think of Sappho chieft.y as 
an erotic poet, some of ·her most beautiful 
verses are descriptive passages, showing 
a very real love of nature. Among her 
best kno\\'11 lines arc those which describe 
the apple reddening on the topmost 
bough, out of reach of the gatherers. 'rh~ 
chief beauty of Sappho 's poetr_,. lies in 
its charm, an elnsive quality in the spirit 
of the verse, an intangible something 
\\'hich is a reflection of the temperament 
of the Wl'iter and which one cannot cap-
ture in a translation. 
In studying Sappho it is impossible for 
anyone \\'ho cannot read the original 
Greek to appreciate full.'' the marvel of 
her language, marked on the one hand by 
clearness and simplicity, and on the other 
l'Y an intensity of feeling and a radiant, 
gem-like lustre. All attempts to transla t0 
her must fail. Catnllus copied Sappho to 
a large extent, and in places translated 
directly from her work, but even his 
genius was not eq nal to the task. Rosetti 
who translated other works with a certain 
felicity,, failed in the case of Sappho. 
The metrE' which Sappho invented and 
made pecnliar!y her own has been at-
tempted by almost all poets at one time 
or anothet·. Horacc used it frequently in 
bis Odes, and in English poetry Swin-
burne has been more successful than most 
in adapting it to the requirements of our 
own langnage. 
Sappho, in one of her fragments sa_vs, 
"I say that one shall remember rne CYCn 
aft el' \\'arcl, ·· 11nd though m~ do not know 
whether it is of herself that she is speak-
ing, \\'e do know that as long as mei~ love 
what is beantifnl in aet, Sappho \nil be 
rem em bercll and loYed. 
- WI:\'NIE HARRISON. 
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T he .Seasons. 
. The ever-ehanging beautie.s of the sea-
sons of the year have long been a popular 
theme for poets and authors. Our earliest 
writers sang of the beauty of Spring, and 
from their time onwards we have had 
served np in various fol'lns and styles, 
1ronucrtu1 and elaborate descriptions of 
.:-\ ature s ever-changing aspects. The 
J1appy, llo[iday feeliug of shining Summer 
days, the gorgeous tints of fading Autumn 
sce11ery, tJJe l•iting frosts and snowy win-
try wastes of the northern zones, the all-
pervading cheerful spirit of Spring, have 
been portrayed by innumerable realistic 
pe11s. There remains little to be said 011 
the subject. 
lt is a noticeable fact, however, that 
about one half of the general community 
prefers the Summer, while the other half 
prefers the Winter. The fact has more 
bearing ou the obsel'vations about to be 
set clow11, inasmnch · as it tonches on the 
influence of the seasoiJs on the human 
race. 'l'o speak thruughont. in universal 
terms would be a verv ambitions and far-
reaching task,, so thi~'> article will be r<.J-
.stricted to a few remarks 011 a near£'r and 
more accessible subject, that is, the itl-
fiuence of the seasous on U11iversity so :!ial 
life. The writer is a student with the 
average amount of time on his hand-;, or 
perhaps a little more than the avec>Jge, 
who has ample opportunity of ob.,r.rviJ:~ 
many of the doings of his fellow-loal!;r-: 
at this glorious institution of learning. 1',) 
keep to the track of the seasons, however, 
it may ·be noticed that Antnmn, \Vinter 
and Spring correspond roughly to our 
three terms of the academic year. 'l'his is 
a happy coincidence, as shall be seen. 
Many students return to the 'Varsity 
after the Long \r a c. tired out from the 
exertions of holiday resorts, others from 
fagging for posts. One of the chief attrac-
tions are the Freshers. Herr may be 
found much intere:;ting material for the 
onlooker. Staid fourth and third year 
students succumb to the charms of dainty 
freshers-many freshers of opposite sexes 
evince interest in each other, but seldom 
become serious, as there are so many other 
new customs to become acquainted with . 
Second and third years renew friendship 
and n1eet the freshers, for which there 
are ample opportunities in first term. The 
nsti bnle is a [·ways fairly well filled.-
Commem. goes by, the term drags to a 
rapid close and Autumn days come to an 
end. :::leldom at this period are any vio-
lent attachments noticeable, except per-
haps a few relics of last year's romances. 
Winter is in full swing when second. 
term opens, and it is a gay season,, yet ~n 
affairs of the heart it is a comparatively 
uninteresting term. The workers work, 
they don ·t want to leave it all to the last, 
etc., etc.-the loafers loaf. Acquaintances 
ripen; there is a friendly feeling all round. 
The freshers settle down to the life, sport 
is a great attraction, and on the whole we 
lllay say that Cupid is fairly '"ell 
neglected. 
But when third term arrives-Ab! there 
is a different feeling in the air. It eau be 
felt at once. What is this tingling, rPst-
less, happy sensation which pervade:, all 
mankind~ It is the Spring, the glorious 
Spring, the mating season . The birds 
twitter in the trees and pair off, the stu-
dents twitter in the vestibule and pair off 
(to the kiosk or the pictures). lt is an 
astonishing fact that of the man~- happy 
life partnerships our 'Varsity has pro-
duced, all have come to a climax in third 
term, in the springtime. Exams. are ap-
proaching, we become desperate. Regard-
less of appearances. we talk long and 
openly before the eyes of all; our fate is 
·sea led. Heuceforth we are married,, on 
the shelf. But it i;,; very nice (::.o they 
say). No 011 e minds, for most at·e in the 
same boat; it is the inevitable infiuen·~e 
of the Spring. Cupid ha:-; come into his 
om1 again. Beware, freshers, of t hied 
term. Devoted to your work though yotl 
may be, you may not escape. Your dffini:y 
lnrks somewhere, the Spring will reveal 
her in glowing colours. Perhai):; you lu ve 
already met, if so, the climax will be 
reached and vows rxchanged when Spriug 
arrives, so be not ha"ty or developments 
may be serious. 
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But to remedy t his st ate of affa irs com•:s 
the ~ummer. It in tercsts us less since it is 
in the long vacat ion and n ot included in 
the academic year, but its influence is 
nevenheless impol'tant. Dnrin g this per-
ioLl many couples are pal'ted. enth usiasm 
dies down, fresh attrartions spring up, 
rarely does passion survive thr T.Jong \Tac. 
The McCaughey Bequest. 
Th i, rniver:-;ih· ·, share in the reventw 
from the Sir l::la,muel ..McCaughey Esta~e 
is estimated at about £7,500 per annnm. 
On present indications - that is, 
as far as the veil of Senatorial 
secrecy can be pierced- this amount 
is not to be used for any extension 
of activities, but is to be added to General 
Fund. This means, in plain English, that 
the liability of the Government to the 
lJniwrsity is to be lessened by £7,500 per 
annnm-surely not the intention of tlw 
late Sir Samu~l! 
Th e Senate will lose the last vestige of 
student respect if they acquiesce in this 
scandalous course of action. They should 
immediately set abont extending· Univer-
sity activities direct from the Bequest, and 
make the Govl:'rnment ' ' toe the mark' ' 
·-' for th e full cost of maintaining the three 
facult ies it has established. 
x o.,·, shouldn't they? 
* * .. 
A Valuable Report. 
' · Galmahra'' offers his humble con-
gratulations to the members of the Select 
Committee on University Organisation 
and expansion, whose report to the Senate 
has been presented to the Government. 
The report is a wonderfully comprehensive 
achieYement, a triumph of clearness, 
vigour, and lucidness. It is a fund of 
priceles<> information on matters of vital 
importance to the life and growth of the 
Uniwr-;ity, and if it doesn't move Govrrn-
ment and people to some sense of their 
responsibilities towards this institution., 
nothing will . If thr report were distri-
buted \Yidely among students and gmds., 
it would help the Senate's propaganda 
mo;·e than an~· thing else we know. 
Summer destroys the p em icious infiuen.;e 
of Spr ing, and peace again is a t hand. 
Thus the year r olls on, Summer, Autumn,, 
Winter, Spring-come safely thro ' the 
last, dear frie nds, a nd yoll will certainly 
.su t·vin• the rest. 
-SENEX. 
Some Opinions About the University. 
Thr Great General Public: "It's some 
kind of a school, where the pupils are all 
larrikins. '' 
'l'he Da vie~> Park l\Iob: "lt 's a team that 
al "·ays has stiff luck. Go it, 'Versity!" 
The Sixth l''orm Boy: ''It's the place 
\Yhere 1 'm going to astound the world 
with my intelligence . . , 
"Mother of 'l'en' ·: "It '.s the place 'The 
Rivals' came from. Therefore a temple 
-of vice.·· 
The Registrar: '·It's ME and I 'm 1'1'. ' · 
'l'he Business l\Ian: ' ' It doesn't concern 
me. ' ' 
'l'lte Politician: " Me neither." 'l'hat 's in 
IInxllam 's Department. 
Iluxham: ''[t's a place that's always iu 
need of mon l'.'-.• \Yhich 1 can't give it. .. 
The Bolshil~: ''It's a bulwark of the 
Capitalist system.· ' 
The Plnte: ''It's getting too much un-
der the control of the Caucus. I won't 
endow it.'' 
'l'hP DailY Press: "It's a place that 
provides us' occasionally with good copy, 
viz., hooliganism, public lectures, and a 
s<•cret-junta Senate.' ' 
The Sweet Young Thing: ''Oh, yes! I 
do love 'Varsity balls!'' 
The Suburbanite: "It's a part of the 
Technical College, down at t he end of 
George Street." 
'The Stude: ''It's home and mother!'' 
(sometimes.) 
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The Insanity of the Psychologists. 
With the growing popularity of wha ~ is 
(vaguely bnt ii1evitably) described as the-
" New Psychology" and the general ten-
dency to think 'psychologically" (glori-
ons word ) and to study. and investigate 
~he psychology of the sane and the insaue, 
1t silonld prove refreshing and fruitful 
to turn the tables on the psychologist, and 
under the microscope, or ' 'analysis,'' or 
whatever his weapon is called, examine 
the sanity or insanity of the psychologist. 
I have, during the past two years, at 
odd times, attended various lectures 
(taken singly and in periodical doses ) 
upon that new scientivc photoplay of life,, 
aud have been interested, in my humble 
and unscientific way, to observe the psy-
ehology of both the psychological lecturer 
and the psychological devotee. Both are 
lo a great extent merely examples of a 
11ew cult of which the popular lecturer is 
the priest; his auditors, as ] have already 
phrased it, the devotees . This cult is part-
ly th e result of a reaction against the vul-
garisation of the drama by the moving pic-
tures. 'J'bese have brought dramatic re-
ln·esentati on within the reach of all-con-
·'>equently the drama can no longer be 
regarded as the cultural pursuit of the 
few-and therefore have driven the 
leaders of culture, who must always be a 
yard before or a foot above the mob, in 
their pursuits to seek ''fresh w·oods and 
pastures new." The new cult is partly a 
result of the general fallacy about educa-
tion, which once led the leaders of cultnre 
to peruse st.1diously the ' ·classics'' and 
provide their sons with the " higher leam-
ing" attainable only through the same 
medium. This "higher learning'' had al-
ways managed to secure for its rlevotees 
t he best jobs (i.e., the most leisurely occu-
pations) until the aspirants to the · ' clean 
collar" become greater in numbers th<~n 
the corresponding openings for ' ' young 
gentlemen" of this kind; and the centre 
of gravity, or the means of achieving the 
magic · ' open sesame,'' had moved a step 
higher in the scale of things. Since attend-
ance at University lectures had now be-
come the only means by which the hall-
mark could be secured either in rd ucn-
tionai (using the word in the popular and 
practical sense) or in cultural ach ieve-
ment, a11 immediat e demand was fP l t for 
cheap, or free, l..;niyersity lectures \YIJi eh 
\You ld bring this attainment ab o wi t hin 
th e reach of those who desired to pnr~me 
it. 
However, these indisputable arguments 
are not in themselves sufficient explana-
tion of the fact that a popular lec turer 
on psychology is, above all other public 
lt>cturers,. an extremely popular lecturer. 
The fo1·egoing argument is deficient , be-
cause, like many psychological arguments, 
it is too scientific and simple to explain 
the acts of more than a small sec tion of 
hnmanity. It neglects the fact-whi ch ex-
plains why a lecturer on the la test and 
most wonderfully interesting theory in 
physical science may lecture to a i'imall 
party of thirty, while an exponent of the 
new mental science turns as many a\Y a ~· 
weekly from a full hall-that t he most 
elementary appeal is not to the logical in-
terest in science, or the philo ~oph ical 
interest in thought, but to the in-. t inctive 
love of excitement. 
The difference between a cour"e of 
lectures on Psychology and another 
course on, say, Relativity, is not th at the 
fornwr is less abstract or more spiritual 
than the latter, or even that it is more 
human, which is doubtful, or less scienti-
fic, which is certainly true. Psychology is 
attractive only because it deals with ab-
n0rmalities and freaks, which appeal to 
the repressed morbidity in the average in-
dividual, or tickle the palate like a newly-
concocted cocktail. Relativity is as unap-
petising as last night's beer,, and as un-
attractive as a multiplication table or any 
ether normal and universal truth. 
The objection to the propagation of 
popular science is based not upon a dis-
tru"t of science, but upon a recognition, 
the impossibility of making science (i.P. 
knowledge of all nniver,;al truths ) popu-
lal'. The result of this is a general dissemi-
na ,imi of one section of a vast unity, ut-
terly inadequate in its disparity, under 
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tlw g_ui~;r of scit:>nce, and tlw consequent 
delnswn of the individual, who accepting 
the part, and rejecting the whole, takes 
the semi-truth, of what in the circum-
<;tance~;, can only be considered a pseudo-
science, as universally applicable to l1is 
daily life. 
The insanity of the psychologi,t, then, 
consists in the fact that be he devotee or 
exponent of the cult, unless he is al"o a 
philosopher of wide and deep understand-
ing, his pursuit provides him with certain 
explanations of the completely overpower-
ing mystery ea lled "life," which, while 
they an' logically perfect and complete in 
tlwmselves, are socially inadequate and 
lop-sided as conclusions to be applied 
<lirectl.v to the problems,, psychological, 
moral or material with which he is daily 
brought in to contact. 
Varions psychologi~is have at various 
tinws, deduced from their study of 
human nature, conclusions, which they 
have foisted on to an uncritical world as 
a<leqnate expla11ations of the bases of 
hnman conduct. Habit, fear, love of plea-
sure, and other rational and irrational, in-
tellectnal and unintellectual qualities or 
dispositions have all been accepted, at 
some time, as the ultimate truths in human 
action, by psychologists and philosophers. 
These have now each and all been contro-
verted by the experiments of the psycho-
anal~·sts who are now prepared to set up 
their own comparatively scientific expla-
nation of the sanie ultimate mysteries. Un-
fortnnatel~-, while many are coufidently 
dogmatic in attributing the determining 
intlnence to a particular disposition of the 
lmman mind, these mostly differ among 
themsehe.;; as to the particular disposi-
tion to he selected. 'l'he ordinary citizen 
unle>;s he i-; competent to discern the per-
son<JI idios_vncracy which is responsible 
for a particular psychologist's empha"i,-
of a particnlar disposition, may be led to 
aec••pt either the conclusions of the sole 
psychologist with whom he is brought 
into contact, or to select from among the 
many that \Yhich appeals to his particular 
ontlook as being most correct. In either 
casl: the individnals concerned are de-
ceiveJ by their own abnormalities. :More-
over, the conclusions of the individual 
psychologist d,'pend more than in the 
case of any other science upon the pS\'-
chology of the individual. Hence the ne~d 
for questioning the sanity of the new 
psychologist when he boldly sweeps all 
other t henries aside, and dogmatically as-
,;erts hi:s O\Yll COJJclnsious. For the insane 
psychologist is liable to differ only from 
tile sane psychologist in the limitation im-
post>d upon his thinking by his particular 
abnormality, and consequently in the sim-
plicity and definiteness with which ,he 
will be able to state his conclusions· but 
his lack of breadth of view can hardlv be 
considered to be adequately compens~tecl 
b~' the resulting gain in plausibility. 
The psychological research of compet-
ent investigators with a sufficieEtly broad 
philosophical o'1tlook to prevent their at-
tributing an undue nredominance to auv 
single disposition, ~vhich may have at-
tained a development in their own minds, 
must prorlnce much more evidence 
than is at present available, before the 
unitiated can afford to allow the conclu-
sions of any psychologist, sane or insalJ<', 
to dominate his Jife. :Meanwhile a healthy 
realisation of the fact that the existence 
of the mind or the soul, whatever may bL' 
its p-;ychological designation, depends not 
upon the (]emonstration of any isolated 
specialist probing the dark recesses of th<· 
1nind of the lunatic, but is discernibk 
like Kant 's tlwee wonders, by each for 
himself, is essential to the goocl of the in-
dividual and to the progress of psychology 
from insanity to :-:anity. 
\Vhatewr be the explanation of its !n-
most \\'Orkiugs, it is the mind which L'Xist;; 
and create;; the theories, and not the theo-
rie;;;, which, in their changing eotust':i .. 
directly mou~<1 the character of tlw mind. 
While the individual would be ill-advis<.'d 
at presl'nt to become his J\\"11 ps_nholo-
gist. ever.v man may, and indeed mnst. 
become hi<s own phi losopher, an<l outstrip 
the more limited psychologist in rrecting 
or accepting his own idea of life. This 
\\·ay lies safety and sanity in contradis-
tinction to the danger of falling a victim 
to the morbidities of the insane psycholo-
gi,;t, who thinks his fond imagi11ings are 
the inspiration of the universe . 
"FRAUD." 
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On Weddings. 
'I' he clergyman drones, "Wilt t hon ha ,-e 
this woman to thy \\"edded wife . . . so 
long as thou shalt liYe,'' and the male par-
ticipant in this solemn transaction of mar-
riage says, ''I will.·' 'I'hen the woman 
consents to a similar proposition, and two 
people are united to enjoy harmony or 
suffer discord, until parted by death, di-
vorce, or separation. Who will deny that 
the occasion is a solemn one? I hear no 
dissentic11t voice. Nor \Yill many deny 
that the actual ceremony of marriage 
:>hould be a solemn one. But, as it inevit-
ably happens, when human beings play 
a hand,, the solemnity of the occasion often 
Lloes not prevent the intrusion of the ludi-
crous and the ridiculous. And so it is with 
"·eddings; perhaps also \Yith matrimon;r 
itself. But this article does not concern 
itself with the married state; that 11·ould 
merit a long article to itself. But, dc.1r 
1·eadcr, l happened to be present at a 
"-edclilJg once, among the army of gu~sts 
invited to swell the numbers. l\Iy obs,•r-
vations on that occasion, combined \\·i+h 
what I llave since gathered on the subject, 
llave induced me to try and record some 
of the impressions and reflections concel'!l-
ing weddings. 
Pew sane people, l think, \Yill object to 
the wedtling ceremony in itself. It seem" 
;;atural for man to celebrate any impor[-
ant event b\· means of some cereuHmy. 
} or instance: I believe that it is a custo~n 
in some cities to hold Lord Mayor's show;:;. 
1 regret that my knowledge of these cere-
monies i~ rather limited, but I expect that 
they are intended to celebrate to some ex-
tent, the Lord l\Iayc,r 's election of offie.,. 
'l'hat, for him, is a very important occa-
sion. So with any man at all, there are at 
least three occasion,; that are generally 
considered important, and so require some 
ceremony; these are birth, marriage, and 
death. Perhaps they are considered as illl-
portant because they are all equally fatal; 
the first condemns us to misfortune ancl 
l1ardship,, the second dooms us to servi-
tnde and disappointment, and the latter 
puts an end to earthly joys, and sends us 
the Lord knows \Yhere. But, at an~· J'att'. 
no matter '"hat the reas0n. -:\Lm 1lvc'' 
consider tilcse as important occasions, and 
l1e must make them memorable by per-
forming i;omc ceremony. You may laugh 
when you rrad of the ancient Romans sa,;-
rificing to the "Lares" o1· ''Pellates, .. the 
spirits of their ancestors, whom the,r re-
ganled as \Yatching over· their destinie". 
But onr funeral rites are merely a modi-
fied expression of the same feelings that 
they experienced-the respect for the 
dead. and a desire to express this feeling 
in a tangible fashion. 'l'his desire reqnins 
that 're should have a ceremony, which 
\\·ill be symbolic of our ideas and senti-
ments. So ""hen a child is born also, his 
entering tlJe '"orld is an e''ent of some 
consequence, and we have the ceremony 
of baptism to show that \Ye realise the 
importance of thr occasion. Then again, 
" ·hen ''"~' come to marriage, the solemn 
busine,;s of uniting h\·o people for life, \\'e 
frel once more the neccl of some ceremon~·. 
So 11·e haYr the \I'Pllding. Xow. as far a'l 
nll thr;;e cpJ·emoJJirs arc concernPd, so long 
as thPy HI'(' the s.nnbolical expres;.;ion of 
our feelings, \Yhich, it seems to us, must 
lw sho\\·n in somr tangible form, so long 
arc the~· justifiable au(l useful. But once 
\\·c brgin 1o p!ac<' a value on these crrc-
monies for thcm~elYrs, imteacl of on those 
ft•elings and ideas that they were origin-
all~- inteJHlcd to express, then these rites 
become mere formalities, and it \YCrc bet-
ter that the~· should be immediately ahan-
cloned, than that '"e should continue to 
use them. 
But man's stupidity aml ntnit,\· will 
intrude eYP JT\\·here and the solemnitY of 
snclt occasi~ns as 'bil'th, marriage, 'and 
death is no guarantee for their immunity. 
His foolishness must have scope, and it 
IYillnot be denied in any single direction. 
Take the case of a woman about to he 
married. 'l'he event is one that can only 
possess much interest for the families of 
the contracting parties, and the intimate 
friends of the bride and bridegroom. 
Thongh these can be but fe"·, this does 
not prevent the bride's mother (unless she 
i- of more than ortlinary commonsens~), 
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from illvi1ing all and sundry of hh'':ie~ 
quaintance. It matters not if the bride 
goe,; ;;hort of an vthing that would be ns2-
fnl to her after"·ards, so long as there are 
the greatest pos·;ible number of guests to 
partake of a champagne "·edding break-
fast after· the event. ThE'n the beauty of 
having all thes<c> amiable acquaintance~ IJt 
thr ehurch for the ct'remony! How im-
posing it is for the bride to walk up the 
<1isle behnen rank after rank of craning 
necks and criticising female tongues! How 
f>ervilelv do those near the tearful but 
happy ;nother,, whisper, "How sweet she 
looks!'· whilst those at a safer distallce 
congratnlat e themselvrs that ''she doesn't 
look nearly as nice as our Emily did when 
.she \ras marriecl. · · 
And so ''the world wags.'' Af> 
.a meek retnrn for. our vanity and 
ostentation, we get a vulgar curio>Jity 
and a sacrilegious spirit of criticism or in-
1lifference on this most solemn of occa-
·sions . . Why cannot a person be married 
quirtly and sanely, without this vulgar, 
impertinent, or intlifferent crowd? But 
110 ! ::Vfary .Jond had over 120 guests at 
her w~dding, and we would be disgraced 
if we had any less. So at the best our 
elaborate and sumptuous weddings arc 
but an unsolicited and needless generosity, 
whilst in reality, they are practically al-
ways a sop to our own vanity. 
· Then who would not behead the whole 
race of those fatuous speech-makers, who 
in propo::;ing the health of the bride and 
the bridegroom, wander off into the 
most extravagant eulogies! But even a 
solemn affair like a wedding, must have, 
[ suppose its lighter and humorous side. 
This can be the only justification for sm~h 
a bsu rdi ties. 
lf these asprcts of weddings could be 
got rid of, the solemn nature of the mar-
riage ceremony could still be preserved. 
One could, moreover, ensure a joyful and 
merry celebration afterwards, for this 
can only be unrestrained amongst those 
who are really intimate. But it is hopeless,. 
I snpposc, to expect that our common-
sellse should exercise itself in this c,lirec-
tion, for in the words of an old poem,-
"\Vhat custom bath endeared 
\Ve put with sadly, tho ' we prize it not." 
XERXES. 
---0---
Mt. Cootha. 
Slowly the golden rim of the rising sun 
Appeared above the eastern hills, 
Tinting the low-hung clouds with purple 
light, 
While yet the city far below still slumberc:d 
on. 
The glist'ning dew drops fair 
That 'broke beneath my feet, 
The zephyr sweet and cool 
That lent enchan tment to the scene, 
.So gently soothed my tired senses, that 
I thought myself in Fairyland. 
The little rippling rills 
Vied with the birds their melodies; 
\Vhile far below in peace and quietness 
The river flowed. 
The fragrant scent of wattle filled the air, 
And with the perfume of the gums 
Such incense poured upon the eastern breeze 
As quite cleligMed, quite o'erwhelmed my 
soul. 
But now the Sun is risen high; 
The River's quiet soon 
Yields itself captive to the giant steam, 
As on it~ waters man plies at his toil. 
-R. de C. 
June 4. 
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Silent Dick. 
1 discovered him in a small mining 
township "·hither a solicitous medico had 
despatched me in search of health. The 
rownsfolk knew him as silent Dick, and 
treated him as a joke-in the manner 
small-viewed parochialists treat all things 
they fail to understand. A pair of eloquent 
eyes, overcast by the shadows of tragedy, 
drew me towards him. 'l'he villagers could 
tell me little about him-to them he wa<> 
8ilent Dick and an enigma. He hated 
women-my ad vis er ·s vocabulary was not 
:mfficient ly developed to paint the full in-
tensity of his hatred . 
J\1y efforts to cultivate his acquaintance 
were for a long time futile. At length I 
gained his confidence to a certain extent. 
.H e was well educated; it was a joy to hear 
him talk books and art, and it was no lesr; 
a joy for him to talk them. There was 
gratitude in his eyes as he told his plea-
sure in finding at last someone with whom 
he could discuss writers and to whom he 
could quote his tags . ..l!'or two years, he 
said, he had hungered for such as a 
l-'tarved man era ves for food. 
One night he consented to tell me his 
life's tragedy. 'This is how he told it:-
.. You have asked me, Jameson,. to tell 
you why 1 am wasting my life in this God· 
forgotten place. 1 differ from you about 
the · "·asting,' but still we'll not quarrel 
about terms. First it may help you to 
know my name is Richard Welsh. 1 have 
come here to forget woman-in particular, 
one woman-there is no room for her in 
my scheme of things. I shall tell you why. 
Two years ago I went to Cranton on v<:tca-
tion. W oulcl to God I had never g')He 
there. One morning, walking along the 
beach I found sitting in the sand, what, I 
suppose, was the prettiest girl I have ever 
seen. She was crying, and as I approached 
her sobs grew louder. I realise now what 
l:::\hakespeare meant when he said,-
" Oh father, what a Hell of witchcraft lies 
In the small orb of one particular tear." 
'l'o deny sympathy, I thought, to such a 
being were impossible. I expresseLl my 
anxiety to help her. She said she was 
lonely. Thereafter 1 set out to banish her 
loneliness, and incidentally my owu. You 
may wonder at my having been guLI.ecl so 
easily, but you must remember, J a me son, 
I was ignorant of vYomen. At the 'Varsity 
I had far too little money to make my 
course other than a serious business-! 
kne\Y that if I were plucked I could HOt 
smile through another year of the saLo( 
work. And during my briefless days the 
problem of the loaves and fishes was eYer· 
too present to allow me to lay as:dr~ the 
pen that was its only solvent. J\Iy suo.:ecss 
at the bar came with a rush, and at Gran-
ton I found myself free for the first LJmt' 
to think seriously of women. 'l'his wa:; my 
first real encounter with one. 
I lived in Heaven during the few Jays 
we were together. ln her blue eyes 1 rea·i 
realisation of my dream-castles-those 
castles built in the early morning, that 
hour when all men dream wonder dream'! 
-all men but one; for me that exquisite 
hour is gone for ever. 
Her fingers running through my hair 
thrilled me soothed me, filled m<J with 
ecstasy. At the touch of her lips I 
thought I should go mad. 1 shall cv~r rt:-
member the last evening we spent rogc-
ther. The moon was rising over the warPr;. 
the air was heavy with the sensuon-> per-
fumes of wild flowers; the very uigl'.t 
breathed passion. Between caresses we 
talked of wonderful things-I sp.:>lre 
words passionate ·beyond my wildest 
dreams. I remember telling her how it all 
made me think of '' Maucl,'' and I quoted 
that verse, you know, beginning:-
"Queen rose of the rosebud garden of girls"; 
I told her she was that. And kissing me, 
she answered that I must forget 'Maud'; 
it was all too full of a dark tragedy for ns 
at this happy hour; that no tragedy must 
break in on our love. Bitter remembrance t 
I was in love, J ameson, far too deeply in 
love ever to be able to retrace my steps. 
That night I had no sleep. I resoh·ecl to 
suggest marriage to her n-ext morning. 
Would to God there had been no next 
mormng; I should have at least died 
happy. 
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I arose hea V\'-C\'ed but anxiety to see 
her and speak· to' he{· made me alert. I 
found her dressed to travel. Carelessly 
she took my hand; hoped I should think 
of her sometimes. She was sorry to leave 
so soon, but she had received an urgent 
message to go to her husband who was ill. 
\\·ho p t·oved false to me, but a married 
\\·oman, \\·ho deliberately used my passion 
for her amusement and flung it aside when 
she had no further use for it, I can never 
forgive. And, Jameson, if B etty Loxton 
ever crosses my path-yes, I will have the 
decanter, thanks!" 
Perhaps Pope was right,. Jameson, when 
he told us, 'an honest man's the noblest 
"·ork of God,' but an honest woman---"God 
Hever made one. l could forgive a girl 
I left him and caught the first train 
home. lVIy wife denied any acquaintance 
with Welsh. But Betty was always a flirt 
-and a foolish flirt. 
-'I\HIDRSITE'S. 
---**--
A Hopeful Sign. 
The recent action of the Senate in ad-
mitting students to a cliscusRion on matters 
of general interest. is a very hopeful sign. 
Tbe next step \\·ill be the election of 
Rtndent delegates to the Senate. 'Then at 
last ·we'll have enthusiasm, activity, and 
real progress in a body which doesn't 
know the meaning of those three terms at 
present. 
---**--
Friend Departed. 
All night long I sat wi,th my dead comrade, 
And watched through the low window near 
his bed, 
'fhe eastern stars, pitiless, blinking, cold. 
For ev'ry point of light remembrance gave 
To me a kindly act of his, and best 
Of all that great soft worded sympathy 
That he was wont to feel when tyrant grief 
Sat openly upon my ·brow. And now 
His eyes, those brave, brown ·orbs are mantled 
o'er 
With the cold film of death-the sudden death 
That, coming with the setting of the sun, 
Yet seemed to leave the glow of smiling dawn 
Upon those lips, set in their godlike mould. 
Ah, would I had some wild, ecstatic force 
To put his faith and deeds before the eyes 
Of men- reveal to them the noble grace 
Of him who had beneath a bushman's garb, 
The heart of priest, of poet, and of man, 
For now I can but stand beside his grave-
Here by a haggard spur of mountain range 
That lowers to the em brace of the sea, 
As if some giant mass of rock and sand 
Had rushed to combat with the threatening 
waves 
And petered out upon the ocean beach-
And hear the humblest feathered creature 
mourn 
His loss in sadder melodies than mine. 
-C. B. 
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·Varsity V ani ties. 
An Idyll. 
·0 Green Domain, thy fragrant grass 
\Vould make a poet feel an ass; 
And so I sing in sweet refrain 
Thy praises now, 0 Green Domain! 
Each morn I swing my Gladstone bag, 
And throw away my half-smoked fag, 
And run at a terrific rate, 
Because I'm twenty minutes Ja,te; 
I wonder what will be my fate 
0 Green Domain? 
I'm pu ffing like a worn-out nag; 
My tremb ling knees begin to sag; 
My faltering steps begin to Jag, 
0 Green Domain! 
For in yon room without abate, 
A garrulous old man cloth prate 
About some mathenntic tag-
I think I'll have to play the wag, 
0 Green Domain! 
And then at noon with speed I go 
To join the crowd that hollers "Ho!" 
And, rushing o'er thy rolling mead 
I soo!l assume a fu rlong's lead 
Because I'm running for a feed, 
0 Green Domain! 
The ferry-man, 0 tragic woe! 
Across th e o the1· way cloth r ow, 
And travels like the Council, slow. 
Great is my hurry, great my need, 
But Dave pays not the slightest heed; 
Although I'm yelling "Wait a mo ! " 
He'll not t u rn back for me I trow, 
0 Green Domain! 
And later on upon thy face, 
'fhe comely hockey-players chase 
The ball across thy spongy green, 
To make it go with skill between 
The posts where stands the goalie queen. 
The golf enthusiast with grace 
Doth drive his ball across th e place, 
Where jersey-clad footballers race, 
0 Green Domain! 
For "sports" of every kind are seen-
The old, the young, the stout, the lean, 
The rich, the poor, the good, the base; 
All exercising on thy face, 
0 Green Domain! 
At last there come the evening shades, 
The last boat leaves; the twilight fades, 
And night descends in sombre gloom, 
0 Green Domain! 
But soon to rouse thy sylvan glades, 
The Uni. youths and 'Varsity maids 
\V ill jazz within the Common Room; 
And so until the crack of doom, 
0 Green Domain! 
-INKY. 
A Tragedy of Every Day. 
Just as the clock-hand shows a quarter to the 
hour, 
Clytie comes tripping to the Common Room. 
Still on the floor the dust lies (it's so early) 
Untouched as yet by the charwoman's 
broom. 
"Clytie, what's happened? Fancy you so 
early!" 
(All Clytie's friends come cluster1ng 
around.) 
"Thought I'd show Prof. I really could be 
punctual. 
\Von't he be pleased to see his lost sheep 
found?" 
Clytie with brush in hand usurps the mirror, 
Shooting remarks out like a Lewis gun. 
"Darling, the dance last night was simply 
lovely: 
Yes, I had five with him before I'd done." 
"Yes, ~vait, for when I've filled my pen I'm 
coming. 
Cherub, turn round; you've gone •and 
·bobbed your hair. 
A minute to the hour? I don't believe you. 
\Vel!, then do go without me, I don't care!" 
Then having spent more time her nose to 
powder, 
Clytie, in spite of resolutions fine, 
Stops to converse with him who had five 
dances, 
Lands in the lecture room at ten past nine! 
---0---
Ode to the West Wind. 
Cease, cease, thou Weste!·n wind, 
Why art thou so unkind 
To keep us waiting here? 
Ea~h p3.tron tires hls throat 
In shrieking for the boat, 
But still it draws not near. 
Over! Sing OVEH! 0 d-- this slow ferry, 
0 cut out the growling, shut up or be merry. 
Then yell for the ferry, 
Shriek out and be merry. 
See there our man of Styx, 
Our Charon in a fix; 
\Vith the wind and tide averse. 
Time flies, we wait here still, 
\Ye fast and famish, till 
·we've no breath left to curse. 
Over! Sing OVER! 0 cl-- this slow ferry, 
0 cut out the growling, shut up or be merry. 
Then yell for the ferry, 
Shriek out and be merry. 
w. 
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Ballade to a Cockroach. 
Friends, pity our unhappy case, 
\Ve tremble 'neath an insect's reign; 
His ravenous, voracious race 
Seizes our homes for its domain. 
His advent makes our wives complain, 
With loud, disgusted, nervous squawks: 
His ravage makes strong men profane; 
Unmoved the loathly cockroach stalks. 
He settles in some narrow space, 
Behind a joist or down a drain; 
He cleans his antennae and face 
An ·l sallies out to spo1l ag1in: 
Then to destroy him we are fain, 
\Ve swoop on him like hungry hawks: 
The slipper blows fall round like rain, 
eumoved the loathly cockroach stalks. 
\\·e track him to his hiding-place; 
Hot, scalding, water we obtain; 
The scalding ftood subsides: no trace, 
Xo corpse. no broken limbs remain. 
\Ye spread for him insectibane 
In all the path ways where he walks; 
He treats such wiles with cold disdain·: 
L'nmoved the loathly cockroach stalks. 
Envoy 
\V hat wonder then this mournfu•l strain? 
By cunning all our guile he baulks: 
Our snares and baits are all in vain, 
Fnmoved the loathly cockroach stalks. 
---0---
Un Morceau. 
.-\g,liJFt the bar one winter's night-
I've pinched that line, you think: 
Oh. very well, 11erhaps you're rigbt-
I leant and heud a gentle voice 
Cry, "Drink, pretty creamre, drink." 
I l1ad to drink. I had no choice, 
I raised the foaming mug; 
The good ale made n.y heart rejoice 
An.l bless that little jug. 
The bnrmaid there wa,; thin and tall-
ShE' darkly eyed the door, 
Then dukly looked she at the wall, 
And cried "Excelsior." 
''\\'hat ails thee, maid of charms?' I cried, 
··o pray, what have I done," 
She answered sadly, ":\la has died, 
And now I am but one." 
\VI' went on Sunday to tl.e church 
To bear the parson sing; 
The best man left us in the lurch. 
But I had bought the ring. 
Perhaps you've heard of Lucy Gray. 
·well. she's my daughter's mother, 
And many a cantie summer's day 
\Ve've spent with one another. 
The Joys of a Criticism Lesson. 
(An echo f r om the Training Hole .) 
There's not a pleasure we enjoy, 
Like the one of giving "Grits." 
Of standing· up before a class, 
And getting pulled to bits. 
A week before the fa tal day 
The victim lies all night 
Rehearsing to a phantom class 
Till his lesson seems all right. 
But when the dreaded hour arrives,-
"What was my introduction?" 
The words won't come-he knows that soon 
There'll be a fearful ructio:1. 
With falt'ring tongue and fevered brow, 
At last he flounders through, 
There never were more welcome words 
Than the lecturer's "That will do." 
The Criticism. 
"Your Introduction didn't suit, 
Your points were not connected," 
In vain the victim sits and squirms, 
\Vhile his lesson is dis~ected. 
"You walked about the stage too much, 
Your voice was most repelling, 
And as for Personality, 
Why-it was far from telling." 
You simply had no Discipline, 
And as for your Attention , 
You might be able to get it, 
\Vhen drawing an old-3ge pe!1Sion." 
Then c-omes the final coup de grace, 
\Veak Points- of these a scare. 
And if the students, pitying, cease, 
The lecturer finds some more. 
"You didn't properly stress } our points, 
You didn't make them think" 
And so his critics lash him on, 
Till his heart begins to sink. 
And when they're properly knocked him out, 
By way of reparation, 
They realise he has worked l.anl-
And praise his Prepua tion! 
The Summing-Up. 
Perhaps you have improved a bit, 
I'll give you "Very Fair," 
Just heed my wise advice, my friend, 
There's time yet-don't despair. 
"If you could only have a Grit. 
Each day," then says the Preacher, 
"If fifty years, there's just a chance 
That you'll become ::t Teacher!" 
1\'I.L. 
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A Song of Substitution. 
l\Iy friend and I one day put on 
Our semi-ready suits: 
.And made a ll seemly haste to don 
Our h alf-brown-paper boots. 
·we went togethflr down the street 
.At my expense to sit at meat-
They served us substitutes. 
It cost too much to order wine 
.And beer I always did decline. 
This gave me furiously to think 
So citric acid we did drink-
Each glass crowned with a frothy mass 
Due to carbonic acid g1s. 
Each spread his paper serviette 
On shocldy-trouserecl knees; 
'Tabloid-and-water soup was set 
In soup-plates Japanese 
We studied close the menu card-
For men u French is somewhat hard-
We chose our fish; 
And on a dish 
The waiter, with obsequious grins 
Brought us some nameless beasts in fins, 
Exhumed from parti-coloure.J tins. 
We turned from this with mournful wail 
}'lore solid courses to assail, 
And found that every piece we'd chosen 
Came from a working bullock frozen. 
And when the sweet course came to hand 
We found that it too had been canned 
Long, long ago in Yankeeland. 
.And then they had the cheek to say, 
"'Ve've met your sort before to-day," 
.And would not Jet me leave the shop, 
But called a ruffianly Joh n Hop. 
And a ll because I had put down 
'To pay my bill, a bad half-crown. 
---0---
Imv. 
"'If thou wouldst have my he1rt, but say the 
word-
It's thuncl'rous beatir.g thy response will be. 
·0 take and guard it as a homeless bird, 
Flung from its r.est in Love's eternity. 
l\Iy spirit slept until I first met thee-
Now soul and body answer to thy call; 
'Thy voice evokes a wild response in q1e. 
For I would give to thee my life, my all. 
0 come and still the tum u lt in my breast. 
0 come and claim the rebel as thine own. 
l3ut take from me the torturing vague unrest, 
And let me live for thee 8ncl thee alone-
J\Jy soul and thine entwined in Love's silk 
chain, 
And press thy burning lips to mine again." 
• * * 
So spake the blushing youth with clown-
cast glances, 
.And then he asked her for the las't three 
dances! 
Lament. 
'Voulcl J could learn the gentle art. 
Of practical surveying~ 
The greaser has the better part 
~o Latin proses weigh his heart, 
At ::\Iichic's frown he needs not start, 
Be spends his Thursdays playing. 
Alas! in gloomy lecture halls 
I am incarcerated, 
To ht>ar of Cresar and the Gauls-
But his amusement never palls 
He does not squirm in plastered walls 
By stodgy profs. berated. 
But all chy long upon his back, 
Upon the grass reclining, 
He watches through theodolites 
The Tt>chnical Co'llegiate fights 
And other fascinating sights, 
All forms of work declining. 
He does not seem to suffer pains 
About his destination. 
He plays with jolly little chains, 
He does not need to use his brains, 
It does not cause him men tal strains 
Observing elongation. 
And so 1 wish to go with speed, 
:N'o longer here delaying. 
Out to the green. invitin~ mead 
·where every man is free indeed 
And no one pays the slightest heed 
To prartical surveying. 
---0----
Const. and Polsci. 
I remember, I remember, 
vVhen I was young and free, 
I always knew that I must do 
A year of History. 
The subject is compulsory, 
The Calendar cloth say, 
H . 
But now I often wish that youth 
Had borne my breath away! 
l reme.m,ber, I remember 
'Vhen last exams. were clone, 
":-.<ext year," said I, "I'll have a try 
lt ought to be good fun. 
For Hist'ry as a subject 
Is really quite a snap; 
·There should be little work to rlo, 
As I'm a clever chap. 
I remember, I remember 
I said I'd have a go 
At the other branch of History-
The Constitution, so 
I wrote my slips and signed my name 
And thought that it was great; 
I did not know wh~t iay in store 
Until it was too late. 
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I remember, J remember 
The Introduction, then 
Some talk on the Republic, 
And an awful list of men-
i\Ielancthon, Grotius, Fortescue, 
The names course thro' my head, 
Ayala, Boclin, Suarez-
I wish that I we•e dead! 
I remember, I remember 
The Thecries of the State, 
Tbe Laws of God, and Common Laws, 
Their origin and fate. 
Ho•v did the present Parliament 
Its mighty powers gain? 
What were the Acts by whirh it rose 
In Charles II's reign? 
I remember, I remember 
The books we're told to read, 
And Hen's calm supposition 
That of cout·sc, we've clone the deed. 
I remember , I remember 
The work that he has set-
I must--J must remember, 
But would I could forget! 
---0---
Relativity. 
·0 student. go and [etch an empty tome, 
A large and hefty tome, 
A brand new lecture tome, 
And come along with me 
To he1r a staid professor wildly roam 
On relativity. 
He yearns to tell of mathematic themes, 
Of weird and wondrous themes, 
Insensible, but themes 
Of Einstein's theory; 
And introduce us a'll to brainy schemes, 
Too deep for you and me. 
Oh! what is it that makes the apple fall, 
That makes all objects fall, 
Of causing, •by their fall 
Excessive blasphemy. 
Oh! say not that the "world line" does it all, 
Leave us our gravity. 
Say not, sweet prof. , that never line is 
straight, 
~o line can e'er be straight, 
~o line has yet been straight 
In all our history. 
Say not that yon inebriate's circling gait 
Curves not excessively. 
Inhuman fiend, you c:1vil at our lore, 
You satirise our lore . 
Find humour in our lore 
Of things we know to be. 
You gloat that all thaL we have learnt before 
ls now futility. 
You drive me to despair, you dreadful man, 
:\1 ost aggravating man, 
Hard-hearted ca'llous man, 
With all you say to me; 
May Heaven preserve me from its utmost ban 
Of :\lathematics JII. 
w. 
---0---
The Siren. 
(With apologies to E. B. Browning's ";\'[ask.") 
"I have a taking way," she said, 
"I have a dance for a.!! I meet, 
I have some cunning in my head 
- And oh, my lips are sweet! 
I'll have this waltz with you," she said. 
" Nay, nay , for it is booked," he said, 
"I think that you are very bold. 
Go have it with yon bloke instead 
For I to you am cold. 
That it is booked is true," he• said. 
"Oh well, I'll come again," she said, 
" But now I fear I must depart 
To be by 'yon bloke' comforted. 
For I've a busted heart." 
"I'm glad that you are thro'," he said. 
"I wonder if you'd mind," she said, 
"If round your neck my arms I twined? 
And on your shoulder laid my head?" 
"Oh no," said he, " I wouldn't mind-
Tho' you can stick like g'lue!" he said. 
"And place your loving arms," she said, 
" Around my elf-like, wispy waist, 
And let us talk of when we're wed" 
- "You (}O insult my taste! 
I told you I withdrew," he said. 
" Dear, I am not a saint," she said, 
"With me you may do what you wish, 
Tilt up my heavenly nut-brown head 
AnJ give a squelchy kish!" 
"That I'm not fussy's true," he said. 
" Let us unto that car," she said, 
Our eager, hurrying footsteps wend, 
Until the ev'ning short is sped 
Some happy hours we'll ~pend." 
"I think it is your due." he s:tid. 
So these two asses, man and maid, 
Departed to the car's warm seat, 
Her head upon his bosom laid-
And tenderly p'layed feet. 
Take warning, all ye soulful chaps, 
The siren's clutch may yet prevail, 
Anrl when you feel it grip, perhaps 
You'll think upon my tale. 
• • 
Into a car your partner never take-
It is an unforgivable mistake! 
"See Queensland First" 
Let that be your l\IotJto wl1en contCJnphl·thlg whel'e yom· next 
vacati()n should[lw spent. 
Nortlilerly the 
choice lies with 
the Cairns Ri-
viera, Hinchin-
brook and Whit-
sunclay Passages, 
Blackall Range, 
etc., etc. 
Southerly the 
selection affords 
delightful 
sojourns at 
Tambo~ine Mts .. 
Canung'!'b., Na-
tional Park. 
Westerly at 1'oo-
woom ba, Darling 
Downs and Kil-
larney District, 
etc., etc. 
Call o•· wl'ite f<H' Vull J'm·ticulm·s, lit<'ratm·c, et('., to-
The Intelligence and Tourist Bureau, 
'Phone Cenh•al 1882 Qu<'cn Sh·cct, BR IS RA X F.. 
~:!:~:~:~:::::~:::::::::::~:::!: :!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:;.·: •••! .. :E~3 
Ill I The World favourite Car 
··:• -:'\' o need for us to write a word- -~l~ The whole world takes its hat off to the Ford! I Queensland Motors Ltd., " 
ill Agents also for the Fa:o~:~~~~:d ~~~C:~!~er~~::.ba~;:.·I.A.T., the Master Car. ~~~ ·!~1:::::::::::~:!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~:::::::::::::::::::::::::!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:!:~:~:~:· :!:~:::::::::::!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:::~fi 
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Inside. 
List here you gay Biologist, 
I'll give the dinkum oil, 
Why when your body gives a twist, 
Your innards feel turmoil, 
::IIuscles are made of sterner stuff, 
Strain them and woe betide! 
Inner organs are not so tough, 
Hear what you have inside. 
The spleen is a ductless lymph gland 
'Which sports with vitamines, 
The pancreatic ferments 
Act on the rich proteins, 
The tonsils owe their origin 
To a visceral recess, 
Whilst the cretin is sans thyroid, 
:\lost hopeless cJse, I guess. 
The primitive thyroid alternates, 
Its first possie-the neck, 
But right into the thorax gates, 
It makes its final trek. 
There are men who say of the thymus, 
Its function is unknown, 
But I say it's a useless organ, 
F'or those wh0 cannot groan. 
But I've ne'er yet met a homo, 
\Vho c:1nnot gr:)an, my boys, 
('Tis here we use the bile duct 
It causes many a noise), 
The l Jst loginl conclusion 
Is merely to impress 
The previous false delusion. 
The thymus' uselessness. 
And now that you have heard these facts, 
Take heed and note the rhyme, 
It's the only way to memorise, 
Without wasting all your time, 
And yet a·l l the S ~ ience faculty 
Creates a brand new course, 
They add to Biol., Chemistry, 
Do you this course endorse? 
"PAUNCH." 
---0---
Friends in Season. 
The more I see of thee 
The more I see in thee 
0 wondrous one. 
\Vhat tho' thy cheeks be sunset reel 
With Night so close (that jet black head 
By which men know thee) ?-these to me are 
nought 
Beside the soul within-for which I bought 
And read thee, Xunn. 
But thou, my other friend 
Art at the other encl. 
To outward view 
Splendid. Thy gown is Autumn's sky, 
Thy face her bright sun riding high, 
Thy head her golden trees-but shallow thing 
No thought hast thou above mere gossiping. 
Fie, Fletcher II! 
Thirteenth Night. 
He pin'd in thoughl, 
And, with a green and yellow mullet old, 
He sat like Patience on the after-deck 
Fishing for fish. Was not this sport indeed? 
\Ve others say more, swear mort:; but indeed, 
Our lies are small compared to those this man 
Will tell his unbelieving friends. His friends 
Who, liars in themselves, I do know their type 
\Vhen he first opes his mouth. Vi'e too 
have fished; 
\Ve too shall lie; for fishers all are liars. 
But he has fished for many, many hours, 
Good time for fabri cation; he h3.s sat 
In cogitation deep, building his lie; 
::-.lot raising airy castles as some think. 
But making grow and ever grow his fish; 
For this is truth, the longer time a man 
Doth fish, the larger grows the catch he sees 
Within his mind, Tarascon-like. He sat, 
And with a patience wonderful held out 
Sweet morsels to the tinny things below, 
\Vhich they disdainful spurn'd. He offered 
them 
The choiceRt entrJ ils of a mullet old.; 
He dangled deep a well-cooked prawn daz-
zling 
In all its rosy redness; green-grey prawns 
That never knew the scalding saucepan deeps. 
He held fu'll deep the luscious Eugarie, 
Securely hooked, fresh from its mottled shell; 
He sat. The fish despised his tempting baits, 
He sat and in his mind revoked the yarns 
He'd tell the morrow, his admiring friends; 
And every revolution grew the fish. 
At last in desperation he :uose, 
And cursing loud and having wound his lines, 
He went to bed, his only catch, a cold. 
THERSITES. · 
---0----
The Tram Ride. 
(A Descriptive Fantasia . ) 
Clang, Clatter, and Bump; 
Kerlump, kerlump, kerlump; 
The bell has rung, away we go, 
To Rami! ton or Clay field; oh! 
The way is long-the tram is slow-
Kerlump, kerlump, kerlump. 
Clang, Clatter. and Bump; 
Kerlump, kerlump, kerlump; 
A voice says-"Vfot an orful squeeze, 
" 'E re. put the kid upon y'r knees"-
- ":\Iove up toward the centre, please"-
Kerlump, kerlump, kerlump. 
Clang, ClJ.tter, and Bump; 
Kerlump. kerlump. kerlump; 
":\uothe•· woman, large and fat!" 
"Ain't the cond\].ctor an acrobat?" 
The doors and windows slap and slam; 
A curse I'll utter. Hear me! "Danut !~" 
Yet onward rolls the rumbling tram, 
Kerlump, kerlump, kerlump. 
- 0. DA:\DIIT. 
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A Poetic Nightmare. 
'Vhence came those shrieks so wild and still, 
Across the sand s of Dee? 
Lo, I will stand at t hy right hand. 
And keep the bridge with thee. 
For t his was Tell ,1 h ero; for th is did Gessler 
die? 
The curse is come upon me, 
Said the spieler to th e fl y. 
When Britain first at Heaven's command, 
Said "Boatswain do not tarry; 
The despot's heel is on thy shore, 
And while ye mn.y- go marry. 
Let clogs delight to bark and bite 
The British Grenadiers; 
Lars Porsena of Clusium is dying in Algiers. 
Old Grimes is dead. ring out wild be!'ls, 
And shall Trelawney die? 
Then twenty tho usand Co rnishmen are com-
ing through the rye. 
The blessed Damosel !e :omed out , 
She was eigh t .vears old sh e said, 
Lord Love! stood at his castle's gate, 
Whence all but he had fled. 
Rise up, rise up Xarifa, 
Only three grains of corn, 
Stay lady, stay, for mercy's sake, 
And wind the bugle's horn. 
The glittering knife descends, descends , 
Hark! Hark! the foemen's cry ! 
The world is all a fleeting show. 
Quoth Gilpin, "So am I." 
The sea, the sea, the open sea! 
Roll on. roll on thou deep! 
Maxwellton's braves are bonny, 
But Maobeth cloth murder sleep. 
Answer me, burning shades of night , 
What's Hecuba to me? 
Alone stood brave Horatius-
The boy- oh where was he? 
What is the stir in the forum? 
What is the crowd in Rome? 
Under the spreading chestnut tree, 
There is no place like home. 
- THREE X. 
---0---
The Engineering Joint. 
An At•chitectural Phantas y. 
I dedicate these jottings of my pen, 
Not to the sandstone dwelling-place decayed 
·where Bill McGregor lived till nineteen-ten, 
But to the place where Engineers are made. 
'Midst walls full two-bricks thick with outer 
shel l 
Of stretching-bond our faculty is shrined; 
And in this !'air design of wall as well 
We have the best of qualities coml.Ji,Jecl. 
A three-inch space of <~ir cloth with the aid 
Of asp halt damp-course, keep 'aw·w the wet 
And cold . The inner walls are stoutly made 
Of English bond, in strongest mortar set. 
Approaching from without, the goodly sight 
Of walls of wel'l-laid stretching courses, 
rhrown 
Twixt rebate piers with all their perpends 
right, 
Utility with beauty cloth intone. 
The entran ce is an arch with curved soffit, 
From haunch to cro wn with radial voussoirs 
laid, 
Surmounted by a keystone of concrete; 
And high above the name in bronze displayed. 
·we see bolection moulding on the door; 
\.Ye ente r, a nd beneath our feet• we find 
A level concrete su rface, with a core 
Of Johnson's fabric reinforced and lined . 
We he:J.r the Deisel thumping clown below, 
The merry greasers taking off a card, 
- Ah Gentile! you had best no further go, 
In case the spanners fly; run hard, run hard!' 
"FORSTER'S OWN." 
----0---
Dignis detur honos. 
0 gre1 test of all artists, thou to whom 
\'1/e laymen owe the chiefest joys of life, 
Of uneventful life t he chiefest joys; 
0 thou, whose wild imaginings conceived 
The rustling of the silken petticoat, 
The passionate appeal of camisole 
Embroidered with the gifts of far Cathay, 
The dainty clinging silken things that make 
l\Ian lift his suppliant h1nds to Hymen God, 
And pray fo1· inspiration; thou whose soul 
Artistir gave to us the ecstasy, 
The breath of Spring that shrouds the georg-
ette blouse, 
The ninon nothings, those which ...... Here-
accept 
Our praise. de;o:igner of Art rashion plates. 
THERSITES. 
---0---
Vst To lVIy Tale. 
\\'e two , my friend and !-we twain 
HaLl but one glass, and had to shave 
In time to catch the evening train. 
I took the glass, my razor strop, 
His Bengal blade gncl Colgate soap, 
And started on my thistle crop. 
'Twas then my comrade came behind 
And grinned into the looking glass-
But I pretended not to mind. 
The last cleft stroke I made with grace 
And turned about to find that I 
Had shaved my low-down cobber's face. 
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'Varsity Sport. 
Sports Union Notes. 
!:iince the last i>;sue of '' Galmahra'' the 
Sports Union has passed through one of 
the busiest phases of its existence, viz., 
''J.ntrr-'\Tarsi1y Week,'' during which In-
ter- '\T arsity Rowing, Athletics, and l''oot-
ball \n'l'<' held. The executives of the var-
ious co'lstitnent clnbs concerned are to bt) 
Ql'J<JJ<J:\'SLA:\'Il 'VAH.SI'J'Y 
At a committee meeting on the 5th May 
the qnestion of the eligibility of Applied 
!:icientists to represent other faculties in 
j nterfacu lty Sports was brought forward. 
It was finally decided that in the event of 
the above faculty's being unable to enter a 
team of its own, its members should only 
ue allowed representation in another 
BACK ROW .-E. B. Freeman, C. Murphy, R. Mills. 
STANDING.-J. T. Horsley, J Nicklin, G. 0. Boulton, J. D. Fryer, F. Roberts, R. S. Philp, 
H. Greenhalgh, J. Sullivan (Trainer). 
SITTJNG.-T. Lawton, C. Br0wne (Vice-Capt.), G. A. Fisher (Captain), J. Sargood (Coach); 
A. McCulloch, C. S. Hooper. 
IN FIRONT.-T. Whight, L. Powell. ABSENT.-V. C. Clarkson, J. Dent. 
congratulated on the excellent manner in 
which t'heir items were arranged and con-
ducted, also are the competitors on the 
able manner in which they acquitted them-
selves. The co-operation of the 'Varsity 
in general in the entertainment of our vis-
itors is keenly appreciated. 
The memorial tablet in memory of 
James Baxter is to be erected in the Men's 
Common Room shortly. 
faculty with the sanction of the selection 
committees of both teams concerned. 
Doctor Ken Fraser and Mr. Noel George 
have been elected delegates to represent 
the U.Q.B.U. in the monthly Inter-'Varsity 
sports council meetings to be held in Syd-
ney. 
We extend our hearty congratulations 
to the following on their being awarded 
Blues:-
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Rowi11g: Full Blues-E. B. Cullen, E. 
JU. Fisher, .J. W. Dowrie, W. J. Illing-
worth, W. C. Brmn1e, E. B. Freeman, V. 
Greet, ,J. A. Lewis. 
Athletics: Full Blue-:B'. II. Roberts: 
Half Blues-E. ~Ior\\·ood, R. L. Hall, T. 
Law ton. 
Footba ll Club. 
Though competition points would aver 
that the '\'arsity ' ·Firsts'' have been 
eminently unsuccessful, we can console 
otm;;elves that we have never been de-
feated by a large margin. All our matches 
have been closely contested, lack of pound-
age being, in most cascs,the deciding fa<:-
toe again,;t us. 
Sydney visited us this year ami defeated 
us by 27 points to 15, after a most exciting 
match. Those \Yho. saw the game will 
agrel' that it was fast, even and well-
fought between hru teams of practically 
equal merits. The s<:oreH see-sawed 
throughout, each team taking a turn at 
the lead. At 19-15 in Sydney ·s favour, 
and 10 minutes to go till full time, Queens-
land attacked solidly, but failed to pene-
trate the defence. A couple of chance 
opcniugs, and the :Sydney backs, quick to 
seize their opportunities, were over again, 
to notch another 8 points. 'f he Sydney 
men deserved their win, their team work 
being very good, certainly better than 
our>J. We have already congratulated 
them for the true sports and good fellows 
they all are, and we hope they enjoyed 
their Brisha11e jaunt as much as we en-
joyed their company. 
The ··Seconds·' have been most unfor-
tunate in not winning more than the first 
one of their matches. But as they are con-
tinually changing their personnel-for 
they seem to be the reserve base on which 
the Firsts dravv-such a succession of de-
feats must not be regarded as to their dis-
credit. 
La,vton, Hooper, Fisher, Browne, and 
Horsley are to be congratulated on gain-
ing representation in inter-city football. 
To Tommy, the ever-genial, we wish the 
best of '' Bonne Chance'' during his three 
years in '' Merrie England.'' 
Athletic Club. 
l\Iay 18th saw small fields, keen compe-
titions, and close finishes at the Annual 
:Sports l\Ieeting, with F. H. ,Roberts out-
standing athlete of the day, and popular 
\Yinner of the Winkinson Cup. 
The Inter- 'Varsity athletic meeting for 
1921 was held at the Exhibition Grounds 
on June 1, teams from Melbourne, Sydney, 
and l~risbane competing. 1\'Ielbourne, by 
securmg the flat races, hammer throw,, and 
shot put,. assumed pride of place, with 
:Srdney second. 'l'o both do we offer our 
heartiest congratulations. Our own soli-
tary point shows an improvement on last 
year's performance when a ''Nil Return·· 
was rendered, and we hope to improve our 
figures again in Adelaide next year. 
Despite the heaviness of the track, and 
a some n· hat strong wind, the times. regis-
tered were good. T\YO records were es-
tablishPd, 'f. B . Dodds (.JI.) hurling the 
hammer 113ft. ~ inches, whilst L. E. Le 
Souef ()I.) "put the shot" 37ft. 4 inches. 
The dinner at night helped to cement 
the feeling of good-fellowship, which rap-
idly gre\Y during our visitors' stay here. 
A dance \vas held the following evening 
in the University H all, after a day's out-
ing to Redland Bay as guests of the Hon. 
J. A. 1<-,ihelly. 
We would like to thank very much 
those who helped with financial assistance, 
labour, and advice, and in especial Pro-
fessors .J1ichie and Richards, Mr. Fihelly, 
and "'l'he Women." To 1\'Ir. J. ("Slam") 
Sullivan we owe a very great debt for his 
nutiring zral in coaching our representa-
tives and getti1ig them fit for their various 
events. · 
Now that the club is flourishing, let us 
keep it so,, that next season may se~ a 
good, well-trained team go to .A delaidc. 
The material is here, but it must he 
bumped into shape. Much depends on the 
individual athlete, much, too, on th~ sup-
port he receives. 
Boat Club. 
The Annual Inter- 'Varsity Eight-oare.d 
Race was rowed on the Hamilton Reach, 
Tuesday, l\Iay 31st, under ideal weather 
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.conditions, crews from }Ielbomnc, AdE-
laide, Sydney, and Queensland "CHi versit-
ies competing. 
The four crews got away well together 
at 4.40 p.m., Queensland, after a few 
trokes, getting her bow in front. At the 
half-mile Queensland still led by a length 
from :Jielbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide in 
that order, lying a little further back. 
Here Adelaide drew level with Sydney, 
.and passed them a little later. 'l'he posi-
tion was the same at the mile with Ade-
laide and Sydney further astern. 
During the second mile Melbourne 
called for ' ' dozen'' after ''dozen,'' but 
•Queensland, with all weight on, and no 
increase in rating, kept her position. Ade-
laide, rowing raggedly, had drawn away 
from Sydney, but could not lessen the 
gap between them and the leading crews. 
At the end of the second mile Queensland 
;-;till had her length's lead from Melbourne, 
Adelaide then being 5 lengt'bs fu~rther 
back, with Sydney 2 lengths further 
.astern. 
At this point both Queensland and Mel-
bourne were showing signs of fatigue, our 
stroke shortening a little, but the lead 
being maintained. 
About a quarter of a mile from home 
)Ielbourne caught and passed us, and 
with a final magnificent effort landed 
home a bare length to the good. Adelaide 
was 10 lengths away,. and Sydney eight 
lMgths further back. 
The race was well fought out from start 
to finish, and to Mr. Buchanan and crew 
we offer our heartiest congratulations, 
whilst hoping that we may lead them next 
year. The following were our crew :-J. 
A. Lewis (bow), V. Greet (2), E. B. Free-
man (3), W. C. Browne (4), W. J. Illing-
worth (5), J. W. Dowrie (6), E. M. Fisher 
(7), E. B. Cullen (stroke), F. G. Holdaway 
(cox). 
The popular "Lady Coxswain" !Regatta 
will be held on the last Wednesday of this 
term. 
The financial question is of absorbing 
interest at present, and a: fund has been 
started to send a crew to Adelaide next 
_year. £250 is required, and any donations 
.or sensible suggestions will meet with a 
very sympathetic reception. 
Cricket Club. 
'l'he Amwal General Meetincr of the 
above clnb was held on Fr·iday, J~ly 22nd, 
the election of officers for the forthcoming 
srason resulting as follows :-Captain, Mr. 
W. C. Browne; vice-captain,. Mr. J. R. 
Lendrmn: hon . . secretary, Mr . . r. E. Biggs; 
third selector, Mr. C. R. Macdonnell. 
It was decided that a second practice 
wicket he laid clown on the Domain and 
that every endeavour should be made to 
obtain the use of the Exhibition Grounds 
as " home" ground for the 'Varsity. 
The merting, which was well attended 
promises well for the comin"' season' 
which will comme>nce about J~rxt lVIid~ 
Term. 
Tennis Club. 
With regard to the Club matches at 
Milton, both teams occupy the same fav-
om·able position, each having lost but one 
match. However, owing to the most un-
f-easonable weather experienced for many 
weeks, there have been onlv four matches 
played, so that it is rather ~arly to become 
optimistic. 
With regard to the tournament there 
are .still a few slackers who have not yet 
played ·Off the second round, and these 
matches must be completed as soon as pos-
sible. This seems a fitting time to remind 
those who have not yet paid their tourna-
'ment entrance fees, that these are long 
overdue, and the committee would be 
greatly obliged if members would give 
this matter their earnest attention in a 
practical manner, so enabling the allot-
ment of prize money. 
'l'ennis enthusiasts will be pleased to 
hear that Rob. Barbour, our late captain, 
has already had the honour of represent-
ing Oxford against Cambridge. 
Hockey Club. 
Considerable progress has been made in 
hockey this ·term. Mr. Wilmott,, the 
organiser of a number of city teams, is at 
present acting as coach to the 'Varsity 
team, and the Wednesday afternoon prac-
tices are much more interesting, and 
greater enthusiasm is shown. We have 
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played two Saturday afternoon matches 
at Nundah against a Cadet team, on the 
first occasion, and against the "City" 
(men's ) team on the second, but so far we 
have met with little success. In each 
match \Ye have had splendid opportunities 
for good practice, \\·hich we hope will 
prove to our aclyantage in the comino-
Inter- 'Yarsity matches in Svdnev "' 
. . . 
Inter-Collegiate Sport. 
At the time of writing King's are lead-
ing by six points from .John's. The keen-
ness and clean, sporting spirit of players 
-partisans, too-in the contests already 
played augur \Yell for the events to be. 
King's ran in winners by 3 points in 
Athletics, with ,J olm ·s second, Leo ·s third. 
In Tennis King ·s were again successful, 
with .John ·s a llcl Emmanuel following in 
that orcler. 
Football saw .r ohu ·s defeat King ·s (8-5), 
Loo's (14-nil). King ·, defeated Leo ·s 16 
nil. Emmanuel, too small in numbers, did 
not compete. All three matches ·were pro-
ductive of good, clean games, hard, fast, 
and even. 
One cricket match was played in First 
Term, King's defeating John's by a nar-
row margin. T\\·o matches remain to be 
played. 
The Inter-Collegiate Fours was rowed 
on Saturday, .July 30th, King's winning 
by four lengths from John's, with Leo's 
two lengths a·way third. 
Results appear hereunder:-
Athletics.-King ·s 6, John's 3. 
Rowing.-King ·s l 0, John's 5. 
Tennis.-King ·s 6, John's 3. 
FootbalL-King's 5, John's 10. 
Cricket.-N ot finished. 
'Totals.-King's 27, John's 21, Leo's 0, 
Emmanuel 0. 
Inter-Faculty Sport. 
At present the only competition com-
plete is Athletics, in which Engineers with 
11 points won from Science (S.points), and 
Arts (6 points). 
One match of the football fixtures has 
been played, Arts defeating Science by 14 
points to 11, after a closely contested 
game. 
The remaining fixtures-football,. row-
ing, cricket, and tennis-\rill be completed 
before next :Mid-Term-we hope! 
Inter- 'Varsity Sports Council. 
The second annual meeting of the Inter-
'\Yarsity Spol'ts Council was held iu the 
Senate Room of the University on ,June 
1st. The representatives of the various 
'Yarsities were :-Mr. G. A. Fisher, chair-
man (Queensland), ~VIr. A. l\'IcCulloch 
secretary (Queensland), Messrs. K. liar-
bison and F. M. Barnett (Sydne.'·); G. W. 
Gale, C. B. Parker (Melbourne), D. A. 
Dowling, J. St. Chamberlain (Adelaide ) . 
Drisbane had been srlrcted as the meeting 
place of the Council, as three Inter- 'Var-
sity events were to he decided there dur-
ing the first week of .June. Only Annual 
Meetings of the Council had pre,·ionsl) 
hern held. but the recommendation wai' 
made by the Council that regular meeting" 
of the Council be held monthly throughout 
GENTS! 
Physical 
Fitness 
is the Ke ynote 
to Suc cess 
It is your b.>dy wh1ch 
creates the energy your 
mind feeds on and re .. 
moves the waste products 
from the system. 
• Unle~s your body is in its very best form your bra. in cannot con· 
tinue to maintain its hie:h degree of efficic:ncy without drawing 
upon your reserve of vital force. 
LADIES ! If you only knew the enormou.;; benefit 
and improvement in health, appearance, 
and vigour, you would dPrive from a course of mild phrsical exer-
cises combi,·.erl with that of the proper use of the respiratorr organs. 
the c learness of mind , the feeling of being well, the p h ysical 
and m e n t al energy that C4Jmes from giving the body a chance, 
yvu would not he...;itate oubide the doorway of perfect heahh 1 
srmmetry of form, ::~nd graceful-
ness of deportment one moment 
longer. 
In this connecthm. it would be 
to your advantage to call on 
or send for Prospectus to the 
'' Apollo '' Insti• 
tute of Physical 
Culure & Medical 
Gymnastics, 
Wharf St., Brisbane 
Or inten·iew the Principal-1\{R. 
GEo. RICKJI:TTS, the Certificated 
Teacher, Bntish and Continental. 
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11H• ca~endar yral'. 'l'hrse meeting" \\·ere 
to be held in each centre for a period of 
threr years, in th following order :-S~·d­
l' l')'. ~l t>l bourne . Adelaide, and nrisbane. 
'l he cOJbtitution of the Council allo\\·ed 
th ~ T" niw rsitit's to appoint h\·o delegates 
fro n: tlw c<• ntre where the meetings 'n'rP 
ll e; <1. '.:h i;; suggestion is almost certain lo 
he a,] , ph'll b~· the incoming Council, a,; 
ih ad \'an tages are so evident. 'l'he fre-
q nen t mee tings "·ill enable the Council to 
control mo1·e completely and satisfactol'-
ily in general all matters connected with 
In ter- 'Yarsity sport, whilst the period of 
three ye ars will mean familiarity with 
the aims and ambitions of the Council. 
One point which caused much discussion 
was the qualification for competitors in 
Inter-T arsity sport. An opinion was ex-
pre,.,sed that men should be debarred from 
tak ing part '"ho 'nre really graduates 
attending a furth er year's lectures purely 
for t he purpose of sport. The view was 
11elcl, however. that any bona fide member 
of a Sports Union attending lectures, was. 
entitled to represent his 'Yarsity. As-
therp are students at Adelaide University 
\\·ho are proceeding to a diploma in com-
mel·ce. an(l who are not matriculated stu-
cl etth , a special clause was inserted in the· 
constitnti cn considering them as matricu-
lated students on enrolm ent. 
A further recommendation '"as made to 
the incoming Council concerning the 
anangement of contests between com-
binPd Universit~- teams and visiting 
International teams. Suggestions for the 
standardisation of Blues in the Australian 
·universities were also made. This led to· 
a propoRal for the establishment of 
''Inter- 'Yarsity Blues.' ' 'These were to be 
a'Yarded at the , Annual Meeting of the 
I.Y.S.C. to men who have been granted 
three full blues by the home University. 
The ge11eral opinion of the members was 
that it should take the form of a braid on 
the ''blue ' ' pocket of the home University. 
'l'h P future financial position of thee 
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·Council calleLl for much comment. It was 
decided that an affiliation fee be charged 
to the respective Sports' Unions. The snm 
of £25 was suggested as the fee. Gate-
money would in future be charged 
wherever possible at Inter-'Varsity con-
tests, the idea being that revenue obtained 
from this source should be devoted to the 
finanei1ig of visiting teams. 
follows :-Chairman, Dr. Utz; secretary, 
}'fr. G. E. Stuckey; treasurer,, l\Ir. C. C. 
::\Iill in. 
Another important point which would 
tide over one of the greatest difficulties at 
present existing, \Yas an attempt t o insti-
tute a uniform vacation, preferably a fort-
night between ::\1ay 20th and .June 3rd. 
This would, of course, be a matter for the 
respective Senates, whom the Sports 
Unions were requested to approach on the 
matter. 
The election of officers for ] 921 was as 
The following programme of Inter-
'Varsity events for 1922 waR drawn up:-
P ootball-to be left to the individual Uni-
versities. 
Athletics-in Adelaide between ::\Ja,v 
20th and .Tune 3rcl. 
Ro\Ying-in Adelaide brtween ::\Tay 20th 
and ,June 3rd. 
'l'ennis-in Adelaide during May. 
Boxing-in Adelaide during May. 
With respect to Swimming, only Sydney 
University has an affiliated club. It was 
decided to leave arrangements for Cricket 
and Shooting to a later meeting of the 
Council. 
Gossip. 
They say-
He has scattered th(e gold dust ~f his 
dreams, 
And turned his back on the beck'ning hills-
Could he leave the plains and the open 
streams, 
The homestead roofs and the old windmills, 
For the crowded square-for the footlight 
glare, 
And a reckless race at the pace that kills? 
Not yet-for the sun is under a cloud, 
And the tone of his little world is proud. 
H e says-
! have broken the linkchains of the past, 
And kissed my hand to a complex scheme, 
For a man must learn thaJt the play .won't 
last 
From the early dawn to candle gleam-
He must have a break if he wants to take 
A place in the chase of the leading team. 
So I'll sit awhile by the :broad highway, 
And wait for the birth of a 'brighter day. 
-C. B . 
BARKER'S BOOKS fORE 
W HERE book-lovers and buyers of better class books find a well-arranged stock of the new-
est as well as of standard works on .a] I general, 
technical and scientific subjects at minimum prices. 
W HERE experienced bookmen can assist you t9 
choose the book that will help you most, or 
amuse you most, CJS your needs dictate. The sec-
ond-hand department offers man v bargains, and 
often the opportunity of securing books not other-
wise obtainable. 
All University Texts Stocked 
BOOKSELLER TO THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND. 
GEO. ti~ BARKER 
NEW AND SECOND=HAND DEALER 
225 Albert Street BRISBANE 
Telephone 
5626 
GRILLS 
HOT 
LUNCHEONS 
AfTERNOON 
TEAS 
and 
SUPPERS 
The Regina Cafe 
(DOWNES & BUNNETT) 
Cor. ~een and Wharf Streets. Brisbane 
ALL CATERING 
fOR PRIVATE 
AfTERNOON, 
lEAS, BALLS, 
SUPPERS, and 
PARTIES 
HAS OUR 
PERSONAL~ 
ATTENTION;; 
Afternoon Teas in our Bedutiful Jazz and Banquet Room every afternoon, 2.30 to 5 p.m. 
As this is the most up-to-date Cafe in Brisbane, and the Services and Cuisine are 
always of our very best, we solicit your patronage. 
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O ur Societies. 
Unification. 
l<'or a long time it has been appa1·ent to 
men acquainted IYith the inner workings 
of Tarsity societies, that the existeu.~e ,>f 
two powerfnl student bodies side bv ;,idP 
was inimi~al to the efficient organis~uiJJ~ 
of the studeuts for social and other pur-
poses. Seyeral attempts have bt;en m·-t<le 
to merge the Studeuts' Association an,l 
the l:niversity Union into one, but the 
difficulties enconn terecl were too gnat , o 
be overcome. This year the matter hm; 
been gone into agai1~, and a satisfaet )l':V 
arrangement has been devised at last. 
Delegates from tlw 11-ep .. Council and t~w 
Union Committee have met in conclaye 
and their recommendations haYe bee1~ 
accepted as a basis by a Special General 
:i\IeC'ting of Students. Of course,. there is 
yet much to be clone, but it seems that 
this is chiefly in matte1·s of detail, whid1 
will be arranged in time. 
The new bocly shall be called the t'"Jii-
versity of Queensland Union, and its fuw> 
tion shall be to control all the social an•l 
representative activities of the stuclo?tlh, 
other than sporting. The provisions f'or 
membership inc lmle all nndergracluatc>s 
and students attending lectures; all mem-
bm·s of the Senate, Council, and Teaching 
Staff; all graduates and past wembers; 
external students; and member;; of the 
<Clerical Administrative Staff. Further 
provision is made for the election as hon-
orary members of members of other recog-
nised Universities. 
The annual subscription is fixed at one 
_guinea (£1/1/-), and .arrangements are to 
b~ made whereby undergraduates and stu-
.dents attending lectures shall pay their 
subscription to the Registrar along with 
.other University Fees. (This last provis-
ion depends upon consent being obtained 
from the Senate.) The subscription shall 
.entitle members of the Union to full bene-
fits of all constituent bodies, and to ii 
.eo py of each issue of "Galmahra." 
The governing body is to be a Council, 
.consisting of President, Treasufrer, and 
;Secretary (elected by ballot of the mem-
ben;); representatives from each Faculty· 
and from each constituent bod v of th~ 
Pnion a;; follows: Debating Societv. Dra-
matic Society, :\Ii1sical Society,· i\'feH·s 
Clnb, Women's Club, and the committee 
of '·Gallllahra... · 
Tlw dntiPs of the Council shall be to 
act a,; an intt'l"Hll'diary hod.\' bet\n•en the 
Sl•natP .. the Teachi11g Staff, and the Coun-
cil on the one hand, and the lTndergradu-
ates on the other. (Only l'ndergradnates 
and students attending ll"dnres are elio·-
ible for election to the Council.) " 
Such in brief is the schPme as llrawn 
up aud appl'OYed. At a general meetin" 
to be held early in August, the first execr~ 
tive of tl1l' mw body is to be elected. lt 
will deYolve upon these three officials to 
lll·aw up the eonstitution in detail, and to 
get the schenw i11 full working order for 
next year. With the co-operation and :;up-
port of all interested in ·Varsity social 
development and progress, there. can Jw 
no doubt that the 1110Vl"ll1('llt IYill t·e.,nlt in 
nltimate success. 
The Students' Association. 
Several important matters which havt ~ 
Ol"cnpil'd thf' attention of the Stnllenh · 
,\ ssociation have at last arrived at a more 
definite stage of :finaliV. 
The proposed War Memorial, ,,·hich has 
so ft-equently been discussed, was fully 
dealt with at a general meeting held in 
the 'l'echnical College Hall. Messrs. 
l<'isher and Panloe put for\\·ard the reso-
lutions, which had been passed at a 
meeting of the Students' Association last 
year. After a lengthy discussion the final 
reading of these motions was:-
(1) "That a bronze tablet, bearing the 
names of those who had fallen during the 
war, be erected, and a record of the names 
of all those who had enlisted be kept m 
the library.'' 
(2) "That a fund be established to 
provide assistance to necessitous students 
returned soldiers, and children of returned 
soldiers to have first call on this fund.'' 
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The llH'llllwr,.; of the Seholarship sub-
eommittee ltan also been active. A meet-
ing of the Senate and this sub-committee 
ha;.; been beJel, but owing to financial cliffi-
eult iPs no a icl was forthcomin 0' tlwr._> · 
eonseqnently an appeal wa~> maLfe to th~ 
Council, ancl they have offered to combine 
with the siudPnh; in this movement, 
tho11gh they can110t guarantee anything 
c1Pfinitc on their om1 brhalf. Pinallv as 
a la~t rpsort,, a deputation from the O~un­
eil and stmle11ts is to wait on the Govern-
HH'nt in rrgarcl to the matter, and it is 
1l0pl'cl that thry will be able to offer some 
support. 
Rhocles scholar, '1'. Lawton, is on the rve 
of his clepartnre for Oxford, and we 
assnrr>cl him, at a Yl'r~r pleasant social 
PYPning held in the Uommon Room on 
'l'hmsda:v, 21st .J uly. that the good wishes 
of the rn<1E>rgracls. go witll him. 
Tlw nrw scheme for amalgamation 
1llP<llls that the old ··RE>p. Council'' is tu 
N'ast> existing. W e fC'el convinced that 
th,• nPw hoclv will work nmch more effie-
ic'ntl_,. for tl~e stnclents than the two •Jld 
on,·.-; r\'Cl" conld. 
The University Union. 
Two real ]~- big matters have oecupiJd 
tht> atlcn tion of the Union Committee t~1is 
tt•rm-the Ball . and the scheme for amal-
l!amation with , the Students' Associati,m. 
1t io; plPasing to record that both of tht'Se 
matters have come to a satisfactory con-
<·lnsion as far as the Union is concerned. 
It is yet too early to give any account nf 
the actnal financial result of the Ball, but 
\Ye are assnrecl at least of a very handsome 
profit. Over five hundred guests took the 
floor, and the splendid function of last 
~·ear was quite equalled. There can be no 
clonbt that mnch good will result from the 
holding of a huge 'Varsity Ball each year. 
'rhe result quite justifies thE' expenditure 
of so much sttident energ,· in organisa-
tion. 
Thanks are due to :Mr. J . Bain, secretary 
of the National Association, for his cour-
tesy i.11 helping us to secure the new hall 
in Petty's paddock; and special mention 
should be made of the great work clone 
by the decoration sub-committee (Misses 
.J. ::\le William, I. B'artholomew, and l\Ir. 
R. L. Hall). 
~'he members of the Women's College 
assJ~>tcd wonderfully with the makin0'-up 
of <lE>corative pieces, and we thank them 
and all others who helped to make the Bali 
rhe grE>at success it was. 
Debating Society . 
Intere,;t has been well sustained 
through the term. Three "Common 
l'{oom ·• Drbater; have been held of which 
1 hl~ drtails arc as follows:- ' 
(Tuesday,. June 13th.) 
" Shoul(l the Cnive t·sity Sen a t e be E lected by 
the St udents ?" 
Yes.-Mr. R. Cooper, ::\Iiss Pnllarton 
l\Ir. V. Greet . ' 
~o.-::\Ir: V. E. G. I-Iarris, :Miss R. 
George, ::\lr. R. L . Hall. 
The motion was lost, on a division. 
(1\fonday, June 27th.) 
"Should the l\Iedical Professio n b e 
X ationalised ?" 
lntercollege Debate; Acljndicator Mr. 
S. Castlehow, ::\LA. ' 
Yes (King's).-}Ir. A. ::\I cCnlloch Mr. 
:b'. lrvine, :iVI:r. R. Risson, 1\ol r . }i'. W . 'Dun-
stan. 
No (,John 's) .-1\Ir. P. R. Stephensen, 
:\Jr. R. L . Ila ll, l\l r. H. B urton, Mr. C. M. 
Calder. 
W on by the ~egative (St. John's), by 
63 poin ts to 60. 
(::\'l:onday, July 4th.) 
"Should t h e \\"m ·kers Contt·ol lndlLStry?" 
Yes.-1\'[r. F. G. Crane,. Mr. P. R. Ste-
phensen, }IJ.r. R. L. Hall, Mr. R . Cooper. 
No .-1\Ir . T. J. Bale, B.A., Mr. H . Bur-
ton, ::vrr. C. I-Iooper, l\'[r. H . E. Roberts . 
The motion lost on a division. 
'l'his third de bate was in the nature of 
a trial to prepare us for the contest 
against the W.E.A., which subsequently 
f'ame off on July 16th. The 'Varsity was 
represented by Mr. E. J. D. Stanley, B.A. 
(leader), ::'l'l:r. H. Burton, Mr. C. M. Calder, 
}Ir. P. R. Stephensen, who spoke in that 
order. The W.E.A. team succeeded in 
f·onvi11cing the adjudicator (Mr. 'T . L. 
.Tones, ::\LL.C.), that Workers' Control in 
\ 
I 
vVhen a man proposes to a girl, he 
does not propose to the one he can get 
along with-but to the one he can't 
get along without.. 
This can be appliec~ to 
FINNEY'S 
TAILORED-TO-
MEASURE 
SUITS. 
You can get along in a sort of a way 
with an~- old suit, but once you wear a 
"Finney" "Tailored-to-l\Ieasure Suit, 
you will understand why such a lot of 
Brisbane's smartest dressers can't get 
&long without them. 
The finest selection of summer suiting 
is here and ready, :::-.IOW! Come in and 
let us slip the tape over you or ask us 
to "shoot" you a batch of samples. 
FINNEY'S 
THE STORl<J l<'OR MEX. 
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fndustry is desirabl~~ though our own stal-
warts put up a v{)ry creditable perform-
ance. 'l'he contest proved of great Yalue 
to all who took part in it,, and of interest 
t.o those who " ·ere present to witness it. 
Once more " ·e have to chronicle the 
Int er- 'Varsity debate as a big event loom-
ing up on our horizon. W e hoped to have 
met Sydney last Yac., but arrangements 
were delayed, owing to a desire to include 
l\Ielhourne in the fun. Arrangements are 
no"· finalised for a three-cornered debate 
bebnen Melbourne, Syclne;-. and Queens-
land, to be held in Sydney in the wt>ek, 
August 12th to 19th. 
The Queensland team consi'its of ~\Ir. E. 
J. D. Stanley, B.A. (leader), Mr. P. R. 
Stephensen, and l\Ir. P. G. Crane. and """ 
feel sure that they will not bring m c 
credit. That':.; the !':trongt>st "·ish 1Ye will 
ttttt>r at present. bnt "·e hope to be more 
jnhihwt ill dlt'OllielitJg- next term the re-
~ulti-i of thP <·nnteHb. 
Dramatic Society. 
The suecess of · • Hosencrantz and Guild-
t'llstein · · put us in great hopes for 
· • Earuest, ··and this term :,honld ha Ye seen 
the Dramatic Society \Yell in the limelight. 
All preparation~ had been made for the 
production of" Earnest,·· but it \ra" found 
at the last moment that no theatre was 
available in Brisbane. ::\Inch time 1Ya 
spent in the effort to obtain a theatre, and 
1Yays and means of producing somehow, 
even on a reduced scale, in or out of Bris-
bane were fully discussed before it was 
ultimately decided to cease rehearsals. 
This was a great disappointment,, especi-
ally to the easte, \Yhich had giYen a great 
deal of time. :Nevertheless it was the only 
course left open, and eren though no pub-
lic 1wrfonnance was giYen the societ;' has 
at least justified its term·~ e:s:istpnce. 
::\I cm bers have had an excellent opportnn" 
ity of stnd.Ying one of V.Til<.le \; most bril-
liant playH. :N e:s:t term it is intended to 
study the works of Bernard ~haw. particu-
larly "You NeYcr Can Tell.·· It is hoped 
members will show tlwir enthusiasm by 
taking an active part in the readi11g and 
discussion of this particular \York, which 
is to be tllP programme at an eYening in 
the Common Hoom on :September 2nd. 
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Women 's Club. 
'l'hi,., year we held our second social 
fm1ctim;, the evening given to the staff 
a1H1 men. on Ma:· 14th. 'fhe Main Hall 
was u;;ed for dancing, while card table<> 
"·ere arranged upstairs for any who 
"·isbed to play bridge. A competition. in 
the form of a handkerchief and cigarette 
hunt, wa-; won b:· Miss Edna Campbell 
and }lr. R. Hall. We were very glad that 
so many of the staff and their wives wer2 
able to aecept invitations. A fair number 
of undergrads were also able to come. 
Our thank,; are dne to the men who bv 
helping with the decorations, movin~ o.f 
chairs. dt; .. , did much to lighten tlw 
\York of the committee. Our third 
soeial function is to be held on Augu t 
;3nl. Thi-; even iug is given in order 
that the womeu lllHlergl"adnates ma,· meet 
B1·i-;bane womrn. doctors, thosp · doing-
public w•·lfare wot·k. gnl!luates of othe7· 
rniversities, ett·. Vl'c• hope tllat the 
"·omen will turn up in full force to help 
('11 tertain our gnrsts. 
:-lince the last issue of the Magazine two 
genrral meetings have been held, and the 
nsnal monthly committee meetings. At 
the first of the general meetings the Presi-
dent of the L.B.T.D.A. had cause to mak~ 
som,• complaints about the carelessness in 
keeping the rules of that society. We hope 
that ht>r words will have the desirecl 
effect. 
At the beginning of this term an effort 
\\·as matle by the Beautifying Committee 
to l'ai-;e enough money among the member-; 
of the Club to buY a new mat for the Com-
mon Room. ~o fa~· they have not been suc-
cessful, but we hope that the necessary 
"·herewithal will be forthcoming before 
the end of the year. A new chair w·as 
bought \Yith mOI{ey which had been given 
by various people last term. This is a 
welcome addition to the Common Room 
furniture. 
}liss Penny has been appointed delegate 
to the National Council of Women, in 
place of ::\Iiss Sole, whose resignation was 
receiYed last month. 
Men's Club.· 
The committee of the Men's Club has 
made every effort to bring off a "stunt·· 
this term. Originally it '"as in tended to 
hold a rinr trip, but it was found that 
no suitable boat was avilable before the 
end of the term. Dinners dances smoke 
concerts, and the like had' to be given the 
go-by on account of the monotony of their 
frequent occurrence, and it was ultimately 
decided to arrange a fitting function earl;. 
next term. This function must not clash 
\\·ith the term's "Big Event," and on this 
account the committee, although they have 
a frw brilliant ideas, will welcome any 
suggestions from members. Something 
11ovel bnt feasible is what is wanted. 
Musical Society. 
The attendance at practices has been 
fair!:- good this term, despite the many 
calb that are made on members on Wed-
nes<la:- afternoons. 
It is a pit:- that we cannot arrange foe 
a time of practice '"hich \Yill suit a greater 
number of pecp1r.but itlooks as if we shall 
have to keep to the old time of fiv() 
WIN. FOWLES. 
Proprietor of Hotel Daniell. 
Patronises all; Patronised by all. 
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0 'clock Oll vVednesllays, for the present 
at any rate. 
vVe haw secured St. Andre\\· ·s Presby-
tt>rian School Hall, Creek Street, for· our 
next concrrt, \\·hich was to have been held 
011 the 11ight of the last Friday in term-
;)th .Augnst, but which has now been po~;t­
ponell to some date early in next term. 
We would hPrr like to thank thosr art-
ists who have assisted ns in our pro-
grammes in previons entertainments. 
Christian Union. 
'l'lle work of the C.U. still goes on with 
its usual vigour, although when third term 
comes upon us, its main activites will be 
lessened. Nevertheless there is plenty of 
work for members to do, especially in pre-
par<~tion for next year. The annual meet-
ing with its election of officers for the 
succPeding year, eventuates on August 
1st and it behoves the new Executive to 
maiJ out plans for work dnring their term 
of office. 
FOR YOUR 
The weeklv addresses continue to 
attract a fair ;ttendance, but their quality 
dr~crves the presence of a greater number. 
Thn srconfl teni1 addresses have been on 
soci~1 I and missionary sn bjects. Instructive 
ones were delivered concerning missionary 
work in lndia and New Guinea, and Dr. 
Donald!'on 's farewell address on "The 
J<'ntm·p of l\Iodern Civilisation'· was par-
ticularly good. 'l'he Archbishop's depart-
It I"(' eanses us deep regret, since he was 
ahYays a tntP friend and helper of the C.U. 
We haw jnst had a three weeks' visit 
from .;\Jr. ,J. W. Robinson, the Men ·s Tra-
nlling Secretary of the Australian Stu-
dent ::\Iovcmcnt, and he was able to give 
ns much va}nable assi,;tance . His talks tJ 
a few of the men during the dinner hour 
on Tul'sdays wei:e helpful, and his short 
stay shonld give us a new incentive to 
work for the furtherance of Christ's 
Kingdom through our C.V. 
'l'he Bible Study circles among the 
women still coHtinue to be interesting and 
helpful, a ncl we are pleased to report that 
Phone 5040 (4 lines) 
Cricket Tennis Football 
and any other-Sporting , Material, 
GO TO 
...... 
MASSEY SPD RTS DEPOT 
~ [REEK ST.,BAISBANE ~ 
University of Queensland Sports Club 
Queensland Lawn Tennis Association 
Brisbane Suburban Tennis Associatiou 
Queensland Rugby League 
Queensla•ul Rugby Union 
Queensland Cricket Assuciation 
Suppliers to 
Queenslan•l Amateur Boxing Association 
Brisbane Boys' Grammar School 
Brisbane Girls' Grammar School 
Brisbane Stadium 
All Senior Clubs connected with Q . C. A. 
Christian Brothers' College, Nudgee 
St. Lawrence College, South Brisbane 
Mental Asylum Sports Club, Goodna 
and many others 
Regular Monthly Shipments ensure fresh goods - Price list posted on request 
Cricket Material for 1921 just to hand. 
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a circle among the men has been start::d 
this term at King·s College . 'l'he keen'1"-'" 
of those who attend is commendable, at1 cl 
the circle is a succt>ss in everY 'Yay. C'<lll-
not a similar circle be started. next vear· itl 
raJSmg the necessary, and with the help 
of the Auction Sale, which was hel.d on 
.Tnl_,. 26th, ,ye hope to receive the required 
qnota of £23. 
St. .John's College? · 
Last year the C.lT. held a dance to 0h-
tain our quota towards the general fnnds 
of the A.S.C.::\1., bnt this time thP ExPrJr-
tive decicleu that straight-out gtnng 
would be a preferable means, and so ever_,. 
member has been askerl to raise a <>m a 11 
a monn t. Members .. especially among- t lie 
women, are :finding 11·ays ancl mearn of 
In conclusion lrt me call for more so!id 
support for thr CT. from the nndel·~rac!.­
nates in general. The Christian UHi.on 
stand» for \\·hat is best in life and shculd 
ue snppol'tr·d, not merel.'' for what one can 
gPt ont of it, but for the good that one is 
able to clo to others. both rtirectly and by 
examplP. Tt snpplies the religious ne3d 
a moug nndergrads, and this is nally the 
most important phase of life. 
The Playing of the Orchestra. 
Henri Verbrugghen steps upon his stand, 
He moves his stick: melodious there begins 
Responsive to each motion of his hand 
The plaintiff harmony of violins. 
Then in the agitation of the strings 
The calmer voice of oboe and bassoon 
Relief from tempest and from passion brings, 
Restores the cloudless skies of summer noon. 
The horns take up the strain, mellow and 
clear; 
A trumpet calls, and while its martial tones 
Are even now resounding in the ear. 
The drum rolls! The tubas and trombones 
Burst into brazen clamour. All around 
Thrills with the thundering majesty of sound. 
-I. F. JO~ES. 
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Round the Colleges. 
'fhe first \Yel'k of this term \re l1id our 
best to forget the existpnce of that etused 
N ovPm ber bngbear, the rxams. .John's 
joined· as heartily as anybody in the 
rveuts of Inter-'Yarsity week, but we 
went one better, and nm a ··John's 
night'' as \Yell, just to complete the enjoy-
ment. The referencr is, of course, to the 
College Reunion dinner, held at the Dan-
iell on l<'riday, .June 3nl. 'rhe whole col-
lrge riveted on pLlte armour,. awl joined 
·with the old collegians in the merry sport 
of the table. The camny whistled, the 
soup gurgled, and eYen·oue was happy. 
It was the first affair of its kind, and ·we 
€Xpret it to be tlw beginning of an infinite 
;;erirs of .John's to the N•h+l 
'fhe denizens of ··Edale" claim to hav e 
discovered a new and WOllclerfnl in~trn­
ment of music, which greatly soothes the 
troubled brain of the fag-weary student. 
This wonderful machine, which is callr([ 
the bonzalinajazzophone, i~· said to pr,)-
duce the twofold sound of jazz music (ill 
the right ear) and the merry clink of bi:-
liard balls (in the left) . Yes, they· re a 
musical crowd alright in that '·midd> 
house." Not content with tlw silvel':> 
dulcet tones of the chapel bell each morn-
ing, they have contrived <.! peal of bells 
to break in gently upon their slumbPr'>. 
But even this is not enough to rJnse one 
particularly hardened old sinner, who cou-
tinues to slink into breakfast at twenty 
past. The W arden's cheer~· morning 
greeting is becoming quite monotonous. 
"Well, J erry, DID you have a good 
night?" · 
'rhe mention of billiard balls in the last 
paragraph serves to r emind us that the 
tournament has come to an end. G. Boul-
ton and '1'. Whight fought the final iRsue 
over three close games, with success to the 
former. The cue, generously given by H10 
·warde11, -\\·as presented to the winner 01~e 
ev1·ning after dinner, and :Mr. Boulton, m 
the parlance of the London "Times . .' · 
Brisbane "Daily Mail,·' Balonne "Bea-
con," and other \Yell-known dailies, '·suit-
ably respondell. ·· 
'The Yisit of the Adelaide crew was .an 
event of importance on our calendar. The 
Nouth Aussies Roon made tlwmselYes thot·-
oughl_v at home amongst us, and we found 
them dinknm cobbers and the best of 
sports. Onr regrets at parting were Yery 
sincere. Good luck to you, " ,J oe," 
··neaper, ' ' '' ,JimmiP,'' '''FreLl,'' and 
· • Potts' ·! Call again whenever you like. 
'rhc second issue of the College maga-
zine, "A 1·go,' · was snccesRfully launched, 
and on the pveniug of the same day John's 
<lance took placP. WP hopP the guests 
PHONE 594-+· 
Cb~ tutorial £oli~g~ 
I3IBLE HOUSE, 
108 GEORGE STREET 
Tuition for 
all University Examinations. 
E. W. JONES, B.A. 
I. BOUR:'-:E, B.A. 
E. A. STEW ART. 
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f'njoyrd thrmsPhPs as much as the hosts 
did. 
I1~ the o~·at~ri~allint> ''"e krpt our end up 
agams1 Kmg s m an Jntercolle"e Debate 
0 ' 
and we 'nrt> glad to note that the tPam for 
the Challrngl' Dt>bate between the Tar-
~it)· ancl thr W.E.A. wrre all ,John's men. 
In th e aJTivals and departure~ colnrnn 
'H' can nnful"tnnatel." oll]_v record th.• 
latter. E. W .• T. N. Du us left ns about 
::\Ia:v after getting his clegrPe, and \\·hen 
last heard of w·as punming the cane arn]) 
to sprinklr Sodium Chloride on its ea~1clal 
a pp en cl age. 
Tommy vVhight flew the Blue Peter on 
the .\.n11nac, and went north on the 22nd 
,July. 'l'o tht'lll both we say "An Rc•voir, 
uest of lnck, and a qnick return." 
A great loss has lwen sustained by the 
Cnllrge in the departnre of Mr. Albert ,T. 
:uar-;den, B.f1c., our well-b<-lovPd ''Vice.'' 
First as a student, then a-; a graduate in 
r esidrncc, then as tutor, finally as Vice-
\Varclen, ::\lr. ::\Iarsclen has laboured con-
sistently for the welfare and advancement 
of the Collrgr. His sporting record is of 
the brst, an<l has helped .John's to victory 
morr than 011 ce. We wish the "' \Tice" 
and ::\ln;. ::\Iarsden all happiness in the 
future. 
Our most recent clcpar1 ure is Tom my 
La"·ton, " ·hom wr havr just. seen off on the 
Sydney ::\Jail. en route fo~ Oxford and 
famr. ('hPrJ·io, Tommy, and the best of 
luck! 
---0---
"Softly, silently, 
Darkness is stealing." 
So frequently warbles '"the short of it" 
("·hom "'l'he long of it"' has christened 
"'Car-You-So"') . Alas 'ti..,; not of Kin<Y's 
he sings-for no one could dream of apply-
ing such restful terms to this house at 
present. 
'·Softly, silently," and all kindred 
terms became inapplicable with the arrival 
some time back of a playable piano-
quite an exeellrnt instrument (yet). Some 
attrmpt was made to institute a "Musical 
Common Room" apart from the genrra l 
common room, but the movers in thi'i 
were rather ahead of the times. Th,• 
change lila;v be made some day. 'l.'ill then, 
ho,n•yer, the new arrival will mix with us 
in thr old room-though it will not take 
tra with ns or join i11 all onr "stunts," a.;; 
<lid the old one. 
Then, too, the yra1· is getting well on, 
and rxams. begin to loom ahead. Wit11 
this incentive we are beginning (aided by 
our new lighting system) rather to en-
eroach 11pon darkness, than to let the 
lattrr do any of the stealing. "l'i.s a sad, 
bad world inrleed, and-but this won't get 
King':-; notes written. ~ 
At the end of last term we squeezed up 
a bit and made room for five members of 
"The People's Majestic"_ 
This is the popular opinion of 
WEBSTER'S CAFE MAJESTIC 
PATRONS. 
THEY'VE founcl and proved the Cafe 
Majestic their "Town Home," as it were, 
for LUNCHEON, TF:A, BANQUET, or 
DANCE. 
Before going to the Pictures, see 
WEBSHR'S fancy CHOCOLATE BOXES. 
WEBSHR'S Choice Tins of CHOCOLATES. 
CONfECTIONERY 
of all kinds and all makes. 
C.-\ TERING in all its branches. 
Webster·s Cafe Majestic 
for the 
BEST at the LOWEST PRICES. 
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the Adelaide cec"·, who >vere with us for 
a fortnight. 'l'herc is no need to say more, 
for all \Yho met the visitors know whar 
fine chaps they "·ere, and will env_v 11'! 
rnongh as it is. 
As our Bible Study circle will no doubt 
be mentioned elsewhere it will be sufficient 
to state here that it materially increased 
its attem1ancc, if not its popularity, by a 
change (after two ~essions) in its time of 
meeting, from ''ante·' (breakfast) to 
··post" (dinner). Anyone thinking of 
~tarting a circle, please note. 
Debating Societ~· stocks have faliCll 
Jnnch belo\1· pal'. 'l'here is absolutely no 
tlemand for them. In fact, everyone seems 
mlXions to get ria of them. Theatres, 
r.oncerts, \V omen's College evenings, etc., 
are proving· mnch morr attractivf'. Wt· 
;·ecently met St. .John'>; in debate, and 
~. nstainec1 defeat ·at their hands, perhaps 1 
mean lips. 
Our" digger" theolog., Yv. Phillips, hao.; 
gone to hrlp his cobbces out Stallthorp.' 
waY whilt• ''we arc left lamenting.'' l~nt 
-,n: 'are enabled to pnt up with thi-; 
·'large'' loss b;\' the thought that the 
''pore olP diggprs ·' \Yill benefit-and we 
know Bill \Yill get 011 wrll \vith them. 
Finall)· a qnestion. Why is Chapel Bell 
so difficult to hear in Wint er? (Bathroom 
solos too, are scarcelv ever heard no\Ya-
days:) Undoubtedly thr low temperaturP 
i-> to blanH'. But what exact]~· does it do 1 
Does it reduce the sound producing capac-
itv of the bell~ Does it lessen the power 
of the atmosphere to transmit sound~ Or 
does it, by pe1·haps some increased rigidit.'' 
in the tympanum, directly affect the ear 
of the sleeprr? PonYanl, you ph,\'sicists 
and physiologists-\\'ho 's got it~ 
The year is fast coming to an end, and 
all Leonian'> arc unearthing lecture book, 
11·ith the intention of gaining their first 
impressions of the ~·ear's \\·ork from Lec-
tnr<> I. Evrn now some lights arc blazing 
till 0.30 p.m ... as the ''casual'· coup I<>;; 
strclling along Wickham Terrace mnst n:> 
r1on bt have noticrd. . 
The "King of Indool' f:lport" still pre-
c1ominates, but onr activities in the \\'ay of 
comprtitiom; havr bern vet·~· poor. A mo-
tion \\'as put into rffrct \\·hich provided 
that each person was to pa~- ld. for l'ach 
game pla.Ycd, the funds thus obtainell t '1 
go to thr '·Relief Fnnll fo1· Enropean Uni-
vnsit_,, Students." At the last gem·t·al 
merting the treasurer prrsentetl a balanrP 
sheet which showed :-Receipts ld., rx-. 
pencliture -!cl., balance in hand ? 
One of onr efficient bodies at the prc'-
St>nt time is the D rbating Society, whic l1 
has brought to light many oraton; \\·ho 
Hl'C' prepared to argnt> on an~- thing \\·hat-
e\'er and at an~· time, c>ven at midnight. 
During the term 11·e regrl't to haYP lost 
Olll' of onr companions, XXX Ilemtc·s~,\-, 
\\·ho 11·as \Yell schooled in ('lli\'t> t'sity lore, 
and could \Hitr a biography of an_,. pro-
fe'isor. At thr same time 11·e lH'a rtiJ~r wel-
c•oml• .Hr. K A. 0 'Con nor, and hope that 
he finds life hen> as pleasant as at ~ew­
man. Sin c:r }Jis al'l'intl the Obsl'J'Yatory 
is being put to good u~e, and man~· of u . .; 
are nO\\' able, after a great amount of 
patience has been expended, to find the 
moon nnd a few other similar bodies. 
This ,vear thr College has been graeeJ 
b~' a ''court-jester,'' \\·ho rPveals hi-; \\·on-
derfnl capacities in this direction in var-
ious ways, the one in which he caused mo,;t 
hilarity being when, as captain of the foot-
ball team., l1r allo\YNL the coin to be to~se 'l 
in the air, per medium of the telcpho11e for 
the sake of convenience. As \YOtilll b " 
expected, he lost. ~eyer :nincl. Herb. W.-> 
forgive ~-on for such mismanagenwn:-, 
knowing the dread ~' OU have for tel ,'-
phoncs. We congratulate you on obtain-
in()' ·a game with the PniversitY Firsts. al~o ('!;m . .Jiurph~- on his i11cln'ii~n in th·' 
team. 
During the term a peoposal \\·as mad 0 
by Paul that we go to One-'rt'ce Hill to ~e•) 
the sun rise, hnt for \\'ant of a leadel' the-
plOvement failed. 1f hP had snggpstPC1 thr) 
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moon iustead of the sun, ho"· rcadilv 
would we have agreed! · 
In eonclusion, we wish you all good iuck 
for th,• remainder of the ~·ear, and tru,;t 
that by the end of next term you will u" 
nearer tl1e end 0f yonr \YOI'k thaH we ar.• 
at pn•seut. 
~I~ THE ~ "'? 
, = 1 : WOMENS ~ 
; ~ COLLEGE ~ 
The most important item of ne\\·;; th'~ 
tP!'lll i,; our tragic diminution in sir.r; i~l­
stPad of the Jlohle quarter (,fa centnr~· of 
~-ol'P, \n' a1·r cloll'll to a humble eightren. 
'":\finYaan" is lPi. a11<l tlw timr does 
110t -;~<'Ill far ahl'arl \\'hPn \Yr shall, pPI'· 
lwp-;, he nl1lt> to fit into "C'hiRll'lmrst.'' 
YalA. 0 ('o]!Pg-in feminarmn! 
Th,• C'ollq!t' ".\J Home' ·-the regnl:H' 
P!lr-\nls hrld tlll .TunP 2:)th in the U'HU!l 
int·lt•JJ!t'llt ,,·rnthPJ'. \Yhich, howeve:· .. 
St'Cilll'f1 of Jittl<' importance to our gnesb. 
\\~,. haw inl'at·iahl.'· in tlw past said that 
".,. llOJl<' th0~· Pnjo~·rcl themselveR, so tln; 
timt• \Ye '11 leaYl' it out-but \Ye do hon,• 
the,- tlitl. all the samr. 'l'hrY wpre \\·aftNl 
hol;J,• to thr strains of "God Save onr 
~1\'Hl!l]('('!.' 
· on .Jnh· 2!1n1 \\'r hrlcl a seeond "At 
llom•· .. i1~ aitl of thr ('pntral Europe Stu-
dl'nh · RrliPf Fnncl. Wondrrfnl to relnt", 
the rain hP1c1 off for OllCC'. Altogether, the 
evening was a very pleasant all<l success-
ful one, so they say. 
College i,.; looking up this year in tlw 
matter of sport. No less than seven of 
us are in the ·varsity Hockey team. V,T,. 
ha vc a tellnis toumament a \\'airing the 
pleasure of Jupiter Pluvins. [N.B.-Not 
strict l\Iytholog~', but so beautifully ob-
vious.] And evrn rowing is no longer a 
mattt>r for tlw dim and distant future .. 
We arc traini11g hard for the beginne1·s' 
race on August 6th, and have great hope-,. 
that one of our '·crews" be "head of tl1e 
river.'' 
So fat· "·e h-ave had only one debate. 
This, bowPYPr, \\'as an unqualified sncces,;, 
in spitr of the unexpected absence of twD 
0f the se>t ~l)eakers. 'l'he night \\'as bitted,\' 
cold, and we attenclecl in rugs and hlan-
J·ets. We had hoped to get allother debate 
going brfore the rnd of term, bnt there 
seems too little time. 
As \reil a!' the lo,;s of "l\linyaan" \\'C 
are at the end of this term to P xperienc~ 
one eVPn greatPr, and of more vital inte;·. 
rst to OHrselves. :\liss Dawson, resic1cnt 
secretat·,· and tutor in Cl~ssics,. 1\'ho ha,; 
been in 'college since its OlJening, 19H, i-; 
to leavens. We regn·t it deeply, and wisi1 
Iter a 11 sncees:> in life. :\la~· slw alwa_r.~ 
be• as happy as we hope she has been het'c'. 
V-le enjoyeLl, a week or tiro ago, a visit 
fr-om Lexic .:\Iacmillan, and Wid. Smit'J 
came to dinner- one night. We arc alway~ 
pleased to see old faces. Marion l\faclean. 
also, lu1s bren ont once or twice durins 
her vac. 
DUDLEY KING 
INVITES THE ATTENTION of particular readers to the high .. grade 
distinctive footwear at 
".rHE ELITE SHOE S"l.,ORE. 
Ladies and Gents are offered a high standard of fit, 
style, and service, in Walking, Sporting, or Evening 
needs. Everything very reasonably priced. 
We specialise in Bespoke and Surgical Footwear and pay carriage 
anywhere. 
THE ELITE SHOE STORE 
QUEEN STREET NEXT MAJESfiC PICTURES BRISBANE. 
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We acknowledge, with thanks, the gift 
~>f a sme1ll suitcase of cake from the Rep. 
Council. Such favours are never unap-
Jli'C'cintecl! 
We close in the hope that you will al-
ways want to read about u~ as much as ·we 
want to trll you of ourselves. 
·---**--
Nctc3 from the Teacher-s' Training Collega 
·we of the Teachers· Scholarship have 
not had a particularly eventful time thi:-; 
past term. Criticism lessons have come 
.and gone. We, too, have come and gone 
to hear tlwm. But an essence of novelty 
evpn though the noYelty be unrelished m{lL 
exaetillg, has been iufnsed into these 
sombre lessons. With the passing of the 
:'\ Ll'mal High School ha;; passed also om· 
practi;;ing school. :\To longer (lo fond 
parent;,; send their offspring for ns to 
wreak our knowledge and teaching abilit-
ies npon. :-.Jo, the old clcl,YS of teaching 
pleasant subjects like grammar and com-
position arc no more. ::\fo\Y we teach a 
elJss of fellow trainees of junior :-;taudanl, 
Fegan 
instilling into their minds the beautie:, an tl 
perversities of the trigonometrical ratios 
-a lwa.vs trigonometry Thursday aft ~ 1· 
Thursday. L'ntil now one has never felt 
that trigonometry should be so essential 
to the life of the community,, but changing 
comli1 ions bring changes in thought, an._L 
this noble inspiration is the first cons -'-
qnencr of the abolition of the old hig~1 
school. 
Exami11ation results have been sho,,·. 
L'recl nprm us lately. The far-seeing Lle-
partnwnt has granted u:; a series of exatn-
inations to lrt us show them how COlll!J ' -
tent \Yl' an' to a<;snme classific•cl rank. Thl' 
Studio 
There is no necessity to wonder where you should go 
to have your Photograph taken. Only the very best 
is good enough for you. In Photography it is 
t 
., 
QUALITY 
that . you want. 
It is Quality Work that has made FEGAN STUDIO 
THE LEADING STUDIO, 
STRAND BUI LDING, Q UEE N STR EET. Brisbane. 
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_yearly list has now been issued, and with 
pride we note our results. Three vir-
tuosos have passed in music. Sammy, our 
F.R.C.O., notes with feelings of horror, 
that all except this brilliant trio have re-
turned to him for tuition; that no thought 
of wasted time could keep them from hi~' 
"Winning presence. Education and oth<"'l' 
subjects of delight have all wrought havoc 
in onr ranks, and as a result, some of us 
no longer atte11d to be instructed in these 
paths of lrarning. 
This term, too, has sren the departure 
of many of our friends of the short course•. 
Yanaman Creek, .Jinghi Gully, and othrr 
places of unearthly name and woodland 
seclusion have claimed the vast majority. 
We have, however, received an influx 
of a newer generation, but as they have 
only a few wet>ks, and we make few flying 
Yisits to the place we do not know one 
another verY well as Yet. N evert he less 
from what little we ha~E' to do with them 
so far, we are sure that they ·are quite as 
jolly a crowd as the old loJ, and \Ye lo):~ 
forwanl to the next socia 1 function of the 
<:ollege when we "·ill all meet together in 
enngenial smTomHling:-; and learn all tht) 
peculiaritirs, faults,, and virtues of one an-
other. 
--**--
"It's A Way W e Have in the Army!" 
"Tick" on the vagaries of the Defence 
Act:-! han just had the good fortnnP to 
rPcPin rxemption from further military 
Sl'l'viec. Prrvions to exemption I "Prved 
for a conplr of years in the Artillery. 
,Jndg<' m,v lJOJTor thPJl thr other day on 
rec:riving an on1PJ' from Infantry IIead-
·quartPJ'S to report there for completion of 
transft>r. On eeporting ( "·h ich consisted 
of auswPring- h1·o qn<;stions as to my fn-
tme whPreabonts-doubtfnl), I discov-
ered that thr wholr jest of thp matter was 
that I 1ras heing transferred to Infantry 
st1 en gth anr1 being immediately taken off; 
the ArtillPry presumably not being suffic-
iently grounded in circumlocution t:J per-
form tlw nec<•ssary pigeon-holeing. 
---0---
Valedict ory. 
'Tis but to part, for thou at length must go 
To take what Fortune yields in other lands, 
And who remain can nought on thee bestow, 
Save only our best thoughts, as parting hands 
We yield thee, and within a stronger bond 
Of sympathy "move on "our several ways. 
Thy highest worth we knew, and far beyond 
All value eise of long"sought earthly praise 
Or vain desire. thy friendship was to me, 
A well of deepest solace, whence I drew 
The sympathy thou gav'st unf:lilingly, 
And counsel moved by interest ever new. 
Yet though our paths here sunder, we must be 
In spirit bound into eternity. 
~A .• W.R. 
Consistency ! 
'·Keep politics out of municipal affairs 
-Yote )Jational:!" 
BOOKS, Suitable for Presentation 
Largest and Best Selection 
in the State. 
Latest Novels arrive regularly by 
Mail. 
fountain Pens a specialty. 
Prices Bed-rock. 
You are cordially invited to pay a 
visit of inspection. 
Queensland Book Depot 
232-234 Albert Street, Brisbane 
I 
Phone 658. 
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Hundreds of Young Men 
are fintlinCf in Ryder Made·to-Measure Suits the 
b . 0 0 
satisfactory style and service-wear, still too rare m 
the majority of tailored clothes. 
,\nd there's a double advantage of superior quality 
and skill coupled with lowest-level prices to make 
buying at 1-<yder's extremely profitable to you. 
Ryder Made-to- Measure Suits 
-AT-
£6-15-0. £8-8-0. and £9-9-0 
('omparison with the Ya!ues of other stores will ser\'e 
tu COilVIllCe you. P:\TTEI~NS ON REQUEST 
--
i - :1· 
~· 1~=-1 I 
MICROSCOPES ~4. P. Greenfield & Co. Ltd. 
Hold a very large and modern selec-
tion of Microscopes and Apparatus. 
We have recently landed a very large 
stock of Magnifiers, Dissecting and 
Mounting Instruments, Mounted 
Micro objects, Collecting Sticks, etc. 
Price Lists on Application 
A. P. Greenfield & Co. Ltd. 
Optometrists and Scientific Instrument Makers, 
189-191 George Street, Brisbane 
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Ex ... 
At Last. 
The Rep. Council has begun to assume 
.active responsibility for tlie :Jlagazine. 
Its int"re~t in last issne was remarkable to 
behold. 
• • * • 
To '' Push '' '' Galmahra. '' 
A sub-committee of the Rep. Council has 
been formed to help the Business :vt:anager 
in his ·'ways and means" branch of ac-
tivit.v. Tt 's about time that the mag. had 
.active fiuancial support from some power-
ful -;tndent organisation. It's too much 
to Pxpect the Committee to work itself to 
a quartette of shadows. Perhaps the 
D.B.U. newly established will decide on 
.an annual subsidy of (say) £;)0 for "Gal-
mahra. '' We 're worth it! 
• * * • 
The Decennium. 
'fhe first time this iiiagazine appeared 
\Yas in OctobPr, ] 911,. so that we arc fast 
approaching our tenth anniversary. The. 
:Jiag. has had its ups and clowns, but al-
ways it has been the students' Voice, and 
a fairly lusty voice at that. Always it has 
encouraged literary talent among the 
Undergrads and chronicled their doings 
at this institution. With the aid of Pro-
vidence (and the Undergrad) it will con-
tinue to do so for many more periods of 
ten years. 
* * * 
A New Ideal. 
'l'his year we have another plank added 
to our fighting platform. Henceforth 
'' Galmahra'' is to work strenuously for 
University extension, the hour's crying 
need. 'l'his Mag. is not by any means 
powerful enough to voice the crying need 
·Completely, but it may accomplish some-
Cathedra. 
thing iu its own small way. Certainly 
the pages of "Galmahra" supply the best 
mean:; of expressing the oneness of the 
corporate Univer:;ity, gr·ads and students, 
Jf we conld only become the means of 
uniting this body for the offensive against 
pnblic iml ifft'rence to the needs of the 
Tarsity! 
Us and the Public. 
A goo<l way to interest the public in the 
' \'<n·sit~· is to induce it to read "Gal-
mahra, ·' which is a definite example of 
positive intellectual achievement among 
the students. A beginning has been made 
in this direction. Agents have been se-
cnrrd in twelvt> country tow11s. and re-
ports of sa l.es are encouraging. .B'ive hun-
dred leading professional and. business 
men in Queensland have been circularised, 
with satisfactory results, and many copies 
al'e bt~illg solrl b~' students to their friends. 
* 
.. 
The Only Way. 
Yes, there is only one way for this jour-
nal to grow as it should, and occupy the 
place that it should among: Australian 
publications. Every Mag. Committee 
since 1911 has recognised the fact, which 
was expressed in the :first Editorial in 
these words :-''The success or failure of 
the magazine depends upon nothing 'in-
herent in itself, but entirely on the atti-
tude of undergraduates ...... It must win 
a place in the regard of every student." 
That's it, exactly. This Mag. is owned 
and run by no one pe:cson or set of per-
sons; it is of the students,, for the students, 
and by the students. If the 1\Iag's no 
good, the students are no good, and that's 
all a bout it. 
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Growlers . 
There are ahYa,·s P"rowlers \vho loudlY 
be,Yail the fact that the l\Iag. is no good_:_ 
''dr~·.'' ''dull,'' ''hea '·~-,·· ''stodgy,'' and 
generally "rotten." There are the undee-
grad prototype of that huge class of 
11egative critics which flourishes in every 
society-people "·hose only positi;e 
ach_ievement in life is in being born, af_ter 
wlnch they turn and rend everythmg 
\Yithin their reach for the rest of theil' 
lives. It doesn't hJrm us to accept tlw 
epithet ''stodgy·· feom this particulr~1· 
breed of critic. In any case, we can onJ;· 
C(wtinue to publish the best of those con-
tributions sent in to us. Tn· vour hands 
ye growlers, at turning out ~o~;1e "light" 
stuff for next issue. V{e \\·on't consign it 
to the W.P.B. if it has got an~· literar5· 
Yalne! 
* 
As Others See Us. 
· Things aren't as b<.d as the last para-
gTaph might lead yon to believe. Quite a 
lot of encomiums have come our way from 
people capable of appreciating values. 
One of the hest came from .1\Ir. Rex 
Boundv, Editor of the Adelaide 'Varsity 
;\Iagaziue, who \Yrote the following flat-
tering things for onr benefit: "Congratu-
lations on 'Galmahra, · which is the most 
interesting University l\Iagazine I've seen 
for a long timr ...... . I don't think anY 
other magazine can claim to be a clos'e 
riYal to ~~ours ...... The suppl~· of read-
ablt' V('lf>e we secure in a vear does not 
rcnch the amount ~-on haY~ published i11 
yom· first trnu issue...... . . How is it 
done?'' 
* 
Wiorthy! 
\Ve men~·ioneLl that students have been 
selling the l\Iag. to the public; but no in-
dividual effort has approached that of 
Colin Bingham, marooned in the great, 
empty North-V{est. "Bing." "preached 
the gospel of ,Jacke;· Jackey'' so effect-
ive]~· to the inhabitants of l\'Iaxwelton, 
Q.N.R.,. that he secured fourteen annua t 
subscriber<> for us. W e have no actual 
figures as to the population he had to work 
on. but from what we know of him. ,,. 
surmise that now "no home is without it .. 
in :J[ax,relton. The moral is: Go thou 
and clo likewise. 
* * 
Thanks! 
'l'he response to our appeal in last i"istJe 
for back immbers of the :J.Iag. has been 
ven· gratif~·ing. ami now thr '· officp .. filr 
is compldP. I11 this regard our thanks are 
clue to Profe,.;;or Rteele and Mr. A. R. 
:Jfnnro. of tht· r·uiversity: also to l\Ir. H. 
\V. Di1ming·. B.A .. all t>x-Editor, and t(} 
:Jie. v..· .. J. M(·~·rr, B.A .. of Toowoomba. 
both of whom tontimw to takP a kPrn in-
terrst in th(· )fag-. 
Adieu! 
Three of the )lag. ·s most eon;,i;,tent 
supporters haYl' now ventured out int(} 
the stonn an cl stress of the \Yorld 
after thrir scqnestratio1. within ·\·ar-
sity walls. I. F. J ones has set-
tled down to pedagogy at North 
Shore Gram mar School, Svclney. Eric 
Partridge has sailed fm.· Engla~1d where 
he "·ill g0 into "diggings .. at 13 Stanley 
Road, Oxford. ,J atk Lindsa~- is to follow 
journalistic pursuits in Sydney after he 
has had a sojourn with his fathn at 
Springwood, X.S.v..·. These three men 
haYe cl cne mueh to keep the l\Iag. going, 
and to raise it to greater heights. We 
hope to co11tinue getting their support. 
* * * 
Next Issue 
Contributions should be in early, as th0 
third term issue is not left until the bs t 
\reek! Progress has no limit as far a:> 
'' Galmahra ·' is concerned, so '' senJ it 
along.'' 
Exchanges. 
We ackno\Yledge with thanks the receipt of the following publications:-
"Adelaide University Magazine"; "Review," Adelaide Medical Students· Society; "The 
Black Swan," University o~ Western Australia; "The Clansman," Scot':; College, War-
wick; "The Condaminian," Technical College, Warwick; "The Glennie Gazette," Church of 
England Girls' School, Toowoomba; "Hermes," University of Sydney; "Ipswich Grammar 
School Magazine"; "The Melburnian," Church of England Grammar Sclwol, Mel,bourne; 
"Prince Alfred College Chronicle," Adelaide; "Toowoomba Grammar School Magazine and 
Old Boys' Register"; "The Waitakian," Waitaki Boys' High School, Oamaru, N.Z. 
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Personalia. 
If yon "·ant to know what om· women 
gratl-; and past students are doing. read 
this:-
::\Iavis Lahe:·, nmy a full-blo\\·n school 
marm at the Brisbane High School, has 
&pelJt her vac. "doing'· the :-iouthern 
~rate-;. She has uow returned to Bris· 
bane. 
::.\Iarion Shiple:· is down iu that dit·ec-
tion. roo-Chde. Woodrnr1 \ 'ic. Clvde is 
fa mons for it-, (lancing aml dra Ill. t~erfor­
manet'S, and vel·n·teen is thl' pn·vaknr 
dinner dress. 
::.\Iarion ::.\lat:lecm has bet>n spending a 
ga_,. vac. in Bri-.haue. She had time. ho\Y-
ewr, to visit th1· ·varsity ancl it'l staff. 
::.\Iarj. IIarri..,ou ha" also hee11 in Bris-
hane latel:·. but i'- hack now in 1\'fary-
bor•lllgh. 
::.\Irs. Xeil ~kaf•JJ llll'l' Agm·s l\Ioore) i;; 
h····oming aequainted witl1 tilt' famou" 
::\,11·\\·egi<Jn fiord-.. ::-:\he is to mak1• her 
hoult' · · somt·\\·here in·' Scamlimwia. 
LexiP ::.\Iacmill<Jn is another of onr Bris-
hane vi~iton;: she stayed at the \Yomen·~ 
( 'oll,•ge aJHl left behind deep reg:·r·;; 
11 lien she departed to resume her duties 
a· R1H•khampton. 
Ph:·llis Cherry still holds d011·n her job 
at ::.\fac~mL She thinks herself luckY to be 
Et'lll' ]JOH~t·, and the Department 'think-, 
iheif lt;ck:· to haYe her thPrc. 
::.\Ia.1· Binns spent some little time at tlw 
('hnr<"h of England school, WanYick .. bn~ 
ha.., no>Y moYetl her abode to Rockhamp-
on. 
::.\fargarct ~eaward and Bessie Forster 
ar, <"iCOnct•d in a little N.S.W. bush town 
eaJ1,•,l Goulbnrn. They are teaching at 
th•· P.G.C. 1d1ich boasts a male heacl. . 
Zne ::\1artin is at ~ewcastle-pity we 
Nnhln 't have got her for the hockey! 
IIel. l\Iartin has returned to the Casino 
Grammar after spending a very happy 
Ylll'. with her family-or rather that part 
of it >Yhich ha;,n 't gone to England. 
Dora Easterby is still at Dalb~r. Dora 
1s a quiet bird-we don't hear half enough 
of her! 
Sydney Cran trains the youthful mind 
at Roma. \Ye hear that she spends nearly 
as much time on hocke:· as on the three· 
R's. 
Agnes Beviugton is making a success of 
het·. teaching at P~·mble. She has been, 
unt1lrecently, a Yisiting mistress, but now 
she is residential and second in command 
-still condemned, ho11·ever to teachin,.. 
Maths. ' " 
::.\lt·s. 'l'hatcher (nee Olive Adam) is 
learning to pick, pack, ancl chip fruit on 
her husband's farm at Stanthorpc . Good 
olcl TomtHy-does he philosophise over-
his a pple':l? 
Edith Ashle:r and Ivy Smith are at St. 
An liP ·s, To\Ynsville. lYy ha:; been in Bris-
bane until recentl:·. sta;·ing with her 
annt. 
;.rr". Hal'ton (nee Elsie Fitzpatrick) is 
lP<Hning farming from her husband at 
Kingaro.1·. We congratulate her on het· 
m a rri a gc. 
DorotiJ:· Spark is at the Conservat0~·­
inm. Sydne:·, blossoming forth into one of 
our leading musicians. We hope to see 
her in the State Orchestra on its next 
,·isit. 
Irene ::.\Iatthc>Ys is at the Normal but 
. . ' teaclnng does not prevent her from en-
jo:'ing life. 
::.\fargaret Arundel forms one of the 
War\\·ick clan 1rhich is one of the largest 
Grad. clans in thr State. She, as well as 
Rose Scott, Nanc~' Scott, Ilma Sterne, 
and G1ren IIughes are all at the Warwick 
IIigh-qnite some little crowd. 
X e l:ie Da th, Trevers Drake, and Dora 
I;oekington are at the Brisbane Grammar. 
Dol' a has left the \V omen's College, and is 
batching with l\Iavis V.Talker, who is still 
Biologising at the '\-rarsity. 
Pearl Adam is teaching at the Gympie 
High. 
Jnlia Gordon and Thelma Ruddell are 
at l\[t. 1\'Iorgan. 
Dori'> SwamYick will soon be entitled t() 
a handle. She is doing Fifth Year Med. in 
Sydney. 
A lice l\Iills has left Warwick and is now 
teaching divers coloured infants at the 
Grammar School, Fiji. 
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Olive Drape is at a swell "'ladies'' 
o;chool, where the bluest-blooded little 
bloods are trained-Kambala, Sydney. 
Kath. Harsant,, we are pleased to hear, 
ha~ rPcovered from her illness, and is 
back at the wheel agai11. Her place of 
J'Psidt>JJ ce is 'l'oowoomba. 
Clare Hmzrll is at the Lockyer High, 
·Oatton. 
Eva Knott is teaching at Kingaroy. 
Giles :\Iorgan was assisting the young 
Australian at St. ::.\Iargaret 's, but is now a 
lally of leisure. 
Villa lVI:urray still occupies the envi-
able position of teachin g in her own home 
tm1·n-Bundaberg . 
.J t>a n l\'Iacfi e does the same at Gym pie. 
.)uliet Armanasco is at the Ipswich Tech. 
rkl. Aldrid ge at ::.\Iaryborough. 
Gladys .J ames has for the past year or 
so been campaignin g against the little 
Hookwor m. H er sphere of influence is 
tbe ='Jorth Coast L ine. 
Gwen .James we congratulate on her en-
gagenwnt to ::.\l r. CJande 'l' rundle . and 
commisrrate with on account of her re-
cent illness .. :::lhe is teaching in G,nnpie. 
Isohel ·ward, we hear, is making a sm-
Cl'SS of hrr Tutorial College. 
~miler Withecombe imparts 1\Iath". to 
the youngsters at the High Nchool. 
Rlvina Lord is 1ritlt hrr hnsbancl on the 
Hanfield Cable Station, B.U. Bony we 
don't know lwr married name. 
JJucy Cribb has lwen transferrell from 
\Vymlltm Houth to CharteJ's Tower". 
Doll. Detmiss occupies hrr spare timl' h.1· 
coaching in Moderns. 
II. W . Foggon has left Gympir, and is 
no\\· at the Centr al Tech. 
:::ltella Pennycuick is at the Gympie 
H igh. She was in Brisbane a frw months 
ago, and we hope to see her again nrxt 
vac. 
\ rera H aines has givru up traching for 
goocl, and is a budding chemist. f-;he cHr-
ries on at Clarke's, Eclwanl street. 
I vy L ee, a full-blow11 chemist, "·it h 
QUALITY is not merely a matter of money and materials. 
The best equipped photographer cannot at any price produce 
anything better than he or his employees are trained lo do. or 
than his studio is equipped to .produce . 
. The Uniform High Quality of our Portraiture is the 
Result of Years of Training and Experience. 
We Try No Experiments On You. 
The Poulsen Studios 
14-18 QUEEN ST. (near bridge) 
. . . 
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many honom;~; to her credit, lrft Dnnwich 
last (;hristmas, and has since been reliev-
illg at fpswich and Gooudiwi11di. She is 
no11· at home in Brisbane. 
Lottie Ilodgens· t·emains at the lp>;wich 
Grammar. 
.:\lt·s. Sachs (nee Norma Wilkinson) is 
living in Brisbane. 'l'hr1·e are thrre little 
Sachses. 
.:\It·s. Evans (nrr Kath . Andrrws) ha;; 
settled in Rockhampton. 
.:\I rs. Strugnell (nee Hilda ::\i[cCulloch) 
is at Armidalr. His Reverence is teaching 
at thr Armidalr School, and is also at-
tached to the Cathedral. 
}laisie Wilkinson was governessing, but 
has givrn it np in favour of a Commercial 
Comsr. She is at prrsent holidaying in 
the ~orth. 
W r ha Ye SO .:'liE news a bout our mej] 
grads., bnt not half as much as we wonlrl 
like to have. 
Little Banjo has bcrn touring Central 
Europe dnring vacation, according to his 
latest communique. Peter Grenning await::; 
Winter-and J<'ootball. Rob. Barbonr at 
Ballio! · College, haR already representrd 
the '\rarsity in tenni,;, and, accor<ling· to 
latest information, hr is to go to America 
"·ith a combined Oxforrl-Cambrid gc tra lll . 
Bill C'ham berlain "activates sludgr " 
for the Brishane 'N. and S. Boarcl. !lob-
bies: 'rheology, Chinesr Literature, atHl 
· · The Argo. '· 
Atibrey Ping chasrs hoolnYorms np tlw 
,\l ort h Coast T-'ine. 
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Walter Strover surveys and drains at 
Coolangatta,, while Eric Baldwin is to be 
found with theodolite and link-chain at 
Lands borough. 
Earl Duus anc1 ~orm. Bennett specialise 
in Northern canefields and State pubs. 
(XB.-They are very reticent. ) 
Bob Lanskey, Podge l\Iaclean, au-d 
'l'ommy Whight scatter seeds of know-
ledge in Townsville Grammar; and Lollie 
l~eslie from Scots' College, Warwick. 
composes Catullan lyrics for the benefit of 
his '' discipuli.'' 
Clrmdie Longbottom casts his benPvo-
ient beams over Brisbane per medium of 
the City Electric Light Company. He 
leaves for Blighty on November 5th. 
Sid Kennedy and Stan Brown mystify 
the youths of the B.B.C.C,, while Ulive 
E vans pursues the "even ten our of his 
wa.1-" as Science Master and l\Iaster of 
Science at the Technical High, Rockhamp. 
ton, his hobbies ·being a wife,. a dog, and 
a garden. 
John Bale has many spare moment::; 
from his studies in Law to coach King's 
crew, anc1, incidentally, to talk Rowing 
and Singing. 
Ragnar IIein is a leading educational-
ist of l<'iji, and ever increases in popularity 
with the sun-kissed grass-kilted maide11. 
( ~o \Ye surmise!) 
l~ig Banjo and Jack McWilliam haYe 
as!'<nmed their responsibiJ:i!ties-both 
daughters. 'l'he former plays round with 
timber at Seattle, the latter with concrete 
at Sydney. Banjo will be back in Queen.;-
lanc1 about next J anuary. 
The Univer:;ity, too, pays its tr1lmte to 
t IH· meu1or.v of the late '1'. J. Ryan, K . .C., 
B.A., LI.B., an a tl enndnm graduate of this 
'Varsity, and a one-time member of the 
~enate. :BJYen his enemies do not deny 
that th e latJ> (~nl'Pusland Premier wa~ one 
of the most brilliant men Australian Pnb-
lic Life has ever kno\\·n. We extend onr 
sympathy to his bereave(: relatives and 
friends. 
VI~. JENSENS offe~ you al.! grades of Footwear for less, and will pay 
carnage on all orders. Yes! We Will repa1r your Footwear like new . . 
Send for your copy of our catalogue. We pay postage everywhere: . ' 
C hild 's Tan Sandals. veldt sewn soles. 
Sizes, 4 to 6, 5 /6 . Sizes, 7 to 10, 6 /6. Lodie~· Fine Nigger Brown Oxford Lace Shoes, plain fronts , 19/ 11 
sewn sole . .;, . 
Gents' Nigccr Brown Goh)b h Lace 
Boot.s, perforated toecap, 29/9 
genu me welted soles. . 
"The Hussling Shoemen," QUEEN STREET (Next Majestic Pictures) BRISBANE 
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MR. LEONARD FRANCIS, 
VOICE CULTIVATION AND SINGLVG. 
One Subject Only. 
One Subject Thoroughly. 
ALEX. B. WILSON 
A.R.I.B.A., 
R. MARTIN WILSON, 
A.M.I.E., Aust. 
.HtCHlTECTS and ARCHITEC'I'UHAL 
ENGINEERS. 
CITY BUILDINGS, 
EDWARD STREET. Telephone 1293. 
YATES & ]ONES LTD., 
SUBNEYOHS AND DltAI<~'.rSMEN, 
'l.'reasut·y Chatnoers, 
GEOHGE S'l'REE'.r. 
P.O. Box 385. 'Phone Cent. 621. 
R. P. RHEUBEN, J,.D.Q., 
(Late of Townsvi!le), 
SURGEON DEN'.riS'.r, 
12; QUEEN STREET, 
Opposite Strand Pictures, 
'Phone, Central 2772. BRISBANE. 
WHI<JX SWOTTING 
B. T. CRAWFORD, F.l<-,.I.A., 
PCBJ.,lC ACCOUN'I'ANT, 
1 S Telegt·aph Chambet·s, 
Queen Stt·eet, Bl'isuane. 
'Phone 183::i. 
C. B. FREEMAN, 
DEX 'l'Al, SCRGEOX, 
( 'ity Chamuet·s, 
Edward Stt·cct. 
h D.<~., 
Tel. 28-!-!. 
Telephone 1421 Central. 
HENRY DENT, M.P.S. 
CHl<JMlS'l'. 
Q~EE:-l" STREET, BRISBANE 
(Next G.P.O.) 
Rahilly-Brown Academy 
13.<\JA,R.OO)l UANClXG. 
"Quiet but Distinctive." 
Pdvatc T~essons, Cla;,s, and Jazz Club. 
Opp. G.P.O. 'Phone 6941. 
'l' toy ~t Cake of 
GRIFFITHS' 
CHOCOLATE, 
And Cut Out the lee. 
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The Home of the University Magazine. 
City Office: 61 Harper's Buildings, Elizabeth St. 
Factory : 571 & 573 Main Street, Khngaroo Point. 
LET us quote you on 
any Printing or 
Stationery supplies 
you may reqmre. 
Good Service. 
Prompt Delivery. 
We Print the Print that Makes You Prosperous. 
JOHN 
HI SLOP 
1 & SONS 
funeral Directors 
544 Queen St. 
Petrit's Bight. 
Brisbane. Phoue 205 
Central. 
C. A. SPURGIN, 
Hairdresser and Tobacconist, 
Only Address : 288 Queen Street, Brisbane. 
Next "Daily Mail." 
Most Up-to-date and Best Equipped Saloon in Auatralia. 
16 First-class Hairdressers Employed 16 
Electrical and Hand Massage. Vapourizing. Haircutting 
Beard Trimming. Shavi~g. etc. 
~~ 
Large Stocks of Smokers' Requisites. 
Everything First-class. 
Cleanliness and Personal Attention. 
Look for the name SPURGIN. 
Telephone 979 
Petersens Famous Crego Asters 
ASTERS. 
The magnificent flower of these truly grand Asters win admiration from all who see 
them. The LONG WAVY TWISTED PETALS are gracefully formed into loose yet 
densely double flowers. We can offer these in the following Colours:~ROSE PIN,K, 
VIOLET, WHITE, CRIMSON, FLESH PINK, PURPLE, LAVENDER, MIXED. 
Price, 6d. packet, or 6 packets for 2/6. 
MAMMOTH ZINNIAS. 
The Zinnia is prized !or its brilliant colour$, for size and perfection of its flowers; 
giYe them a rich soil. We can offer them in the following Colours:-GOLDEN YELLOW, 
SCARLET, PINK, CRIJlVISON, FLESH PINK, ORANGE, WHITE, and MIXED. 
Price, 6d. packet, or 6 packets for 2/6. 
DAHLIAS. 
Our selection of Dahlias are without dou·lll the finest in Lhe State, and we can 
honestly recommend the followin~ Varieties: - CAt:TUS, PAEONY, SHOW, COLLAR-
ETTES, POMPONE. 1./ 6 each,, 15/- per dozen. 
H. A. PETERS EN LTD. 
Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and Art Florists, 
GEORGE AND QUEEN STS.. BRISBANE 
Collect Happiness 
--KO OAK 
Every Kodak picture of a happy moment, or interesting experience, is 
a memento saved for enjoyment later. 
In the future years your collection of pictures will be a souvenir of 
good times that will flood the mind with joyous memories. You will 
recall just where you went, what you saw, and what you did. 
There is a Kodak to suit every requirement, but for sheer convenience we recommend the 
Vest Pocket Kodak. This is so small. it can be carried in the waistcoat pocket, just like a 
watch. It makes splendid pictures, H x 2~ inches. Price 4 7/6. 
The No. 0 Box Brownie is the most iuexpensive model made. It is simple enough for children 
and so effrcien!, thousands ot grown·ups use them. 
Other Brownies up to £5/2 /6; Kodaks np to £20/15/-. 
As" for the Kodak Catalogue. 
Of all Kodak dealer~. and 
KODAK (Australasia) PTY. LTD. 
250 252 Queen Street, Brisbane. And at the Valley, Toowoomha, Townsvdle, Rockhampton. 
And all States and N.Z. 
--------------------------------------------~ 
